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1.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Explain the operating system features

o Discuss basic operations in operating system

1.1 INTRODUCTION
In the earlier days of '\tr7indows-based programming, the programmers were a highly confused and

stressed group. For '\Uflindows-based programming, the programmers had to master the Microsoft
'$(indows SDK (Software Development Kit). Of course, they had to write all the code. However,

besides the routine code, the programmers also had to code for the entire GUI (Graphical User

Interface). This meant that programmers had to draw a textbox, a line, a button, etc. all by coding.

The application was then compiled and run. 'W'hen the application ran, the developer could see the

GUI. Once, any changes were needed in the GUI, the developer had to stop the program, come back

to rhe code window and make the desired changes in the code. This way, the developers were

constantly shuttling between;
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. The editor,

. The compiler, and

o Any other tool for GUIs (if available).

Obviously, constantly shifting from one environment to anorher was a bit of a problem. There was no
convenient oPtion of a drag-and-drop for drawing the GUI. Microsoft sensed this problem and
launched the language Visual Basic ffB). \flith VB, developers had a single window for allihe needs:

. Designing the GUI,

o Editing the code, and

. Compiling the code.

This way, the concept of an IDE (Integrated Development Environmenr) was born. We can think of
the IDE as a 'one-stop-shop' for all the programming needs of programmers. \7ith the IDE in place,
the programmers did.not have 1o.ke9f shifting between differeni applicatiorrs while programming - a
single windorv was all they needed. This window was visual Basic, version 1.0.

VB is also commonly referred to as a RAD (Rapid Application Developmenr) tool. This is for the
reason that with VB, we can develop an applicatior, r..liy fast. In fact, the proioryp. can be made in
just a few hours. However, RAD should not mean a compromise in proper application design. This
was very clear to the Microsoft team that developed VB. Thus, VB offers an incieasingly coniplex set
of attributes based on today's client/server architecture, including Internet/Intranet brr.d ,ppii."tio,
development. It has grown a lot in maturity since its humble beginning as a simple proii.**irrg
language.

1.2 \TINDO\r/S 2000

A family of operating systems for personal computers, Windows dominates the personal computer
world, running, by some estimates, on gOYo of ali personal computers. Like ih, M"cirrtosh operating
environment, \Tindows provides a Graphical User Interface (bUD, virtual memory managemenr,
multitaskin8, and slgport for many peripheral devices. In addition to \Tindows 3.x and lUrind"ows 95,
which run on Intel-based machines, Microsoft also sells \Tindows NT, a more advanced operating
system that runs on a variety of hardware platforms.
IUfindows 2000 is the name given to the next version of Microsoft's line of operating sysrems; formerly
know as \trflindows NT 5.0. In the future, the core code of NT will ,"i. 

", ih. brris for all of
Microsoft's PC operating systems-from consumer PCs to the highest performance servers. In fact, the
next major release for consumers to follow \Tindows 98 will be based on th. I[flindows NT code base.
This name will encompass all future business and consumer releases of \rindows.

Microsoft r$(/indows 2O0O @rofessional, Server, and Advanced Server) is a server and workstation
operating sysrem made by Microsoft that runs on Intel/cyrixlAMD pentium.

\(indows 2000 is Microsoft's third attempt to provide a reliable desktop operating system. The first
attemPts were \Tindows 98 and'Windowt Nf. I7indows 20OO was originally plann-edto combine the
ease of use of Vindows 98 with the supposed "reliability" of l$(/indo*s NT,'but Microsoft still was
unable to accomplish that modest goal and announced plans for a continued two track system
(ttrflindows 2000 for "professional" use and \Tindows Millennium Edition (ME) for desktop use).
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1.2.1 Vindows 2000 Family

Windows 2000 professional

Windows 2000

Windows 2000 server

Family

Windows 2000 Advanced Server

1.2.2 Vindows 2000 Professional

\flindows 2000 Professional will be Microsoft's mainstream desktop operating system for businesses of
all sizes, replacing \Tindows NT rVorkstation 4.0, which many people are using today as the standard

business deskrop. \ilindows 2000 Professional will deliver the easiest \Tindows yet, the highest level of
securiry, state-of-the-art features for mobile users, industrial-stren$h reliability, and better
performance while lowering the total cost of ownership through improved manageability.

'Windows 2000 Professional is the \Tindows operating system for business desktop and laptop systems.

It is used to run software applications, conn€ct to Internet and intranet sites, and access files, printers,
and network resources.

\flindows 2000 Professional is designed for business desktops and corporate mobile users that require
access to their data and personalized sefiings regardless of physical location. Unlike \Tindows 98,

which caters to the home/consumer and gaming markets,'Windows 2000 Professional - which replaces
\Windows NT 'S(orlistation - is designed solely for businesses, which its feature-set bears out. Still,
so-called pov/er users and software developers will probably flock to \Tindows 2000 Professional as

they did with \Tindows NT \U0orkstation. And they should: This is the best desktop operating system

that Microsoft has ever created.

Built on 'sfindows NT@ technology and the easy-to.use, familiar \Tindows@ 98 user interface,
\Tindows 2000 Professional gives business users increased flexibility. The integrated rilfleb capabilities

let you connect to the Internet from anywhere, at anytime-giving your company access to host of
flexible, cost-effective communications options. In addition, broad peripheral and mobile computer
support make \flindows 2000 Professional an ideal operating system for a workforce that increasingly
relies on notebook computers. Further, your support and administrative staff will particularly
appreciate the reliability and manageability enhancements that make desktop management simpler and

more efficient.'Windows 2000 Professional lets you.
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The \Tindows 2OOO Professio-nal operating system naturally integrates using the Inrernet with the daily
tasks. From working with files and \(eb pages to sharing information with fellow employees or
business Partners, the flow of work between desktop, ,.t*oik, and the Internet is more ,.r-l.rg yo,
don't have to remember several ways of doing things.

Small businesses can benefit from windows 2000 professional from the ability ro connecr several
people on the Inrerner through one compurer.

Large businesses can take advantage of improved communicarions managemenr made possible using'Windows 
2000 Professional on rheir client computers.

All sizes of companies can use the standards-based technology in \Tindows 2000 to creare cusrom
applications that strengthen the connections between employeei, cusromers, and partners.

1.3 OPERATING SYSTEM FEATURES

Tigbt Browser Integration
'With Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.01 built in, Windows 2000 Professional offers you rhe easy way ro
connect and work on the Internet, whether at the office, ar home, or even offline. Internet Lrplorer
5.01 is designed to save time on the two most common tasks-searching and keeping track of
information. It helps in finding and organrzing information on your hard drive, intraner, or Inrerner.

I(ith the Search bar, one can search faster and get exacrly where helshe v/ants to go. One can choose
whether to search Web pages, people's addresses, or businesses and which search engine to use. \rith
the integrated History bar, you can quickly find your way back to information you browsed in the
past-whether it was on a \Web site, intranet site, or in a file folder. All information is listed in rhe
history in the same way, so you don't have to hop around between file systems and favorites lists, or
run new searches to find material you've already located.

Multiple Macbines Sbare a Single Internet Connection

For businesses that want to provide access to a few employees with minimal hardware expense,
\Tindows 2000 professional allows up to 10 computers to simultaneously share a single conn..iiorr-
either dial-up or broadband-to the Internet. This capability, provided by the Inrernet Connecrion
Sharing feature, is ideal for small businesses.

Telecommuters and Mobile Users Connect using the Internet

It's only natural to want to be able to use your corporate network and the Internet just as easily when
you're away from the office as you can when you're at your desk. Regardless of "rl.r. the person is,
\Tindows 2000 professional can help you connect quickly and easily with security in place.^ One can
connect directly to the comPany network with a dial-up connecrion or ISDN line whether helshe is in
the field or using the home computer. Connecting to the network through the Internet is another
option using the Virtual Private Networking (VPI.{). This creates a security-enhanced communications
link between the computers and, even if one is using the Inrerner rather ihrr, , private phone line or
network cable.

Voice, Video and Data Neta)orks Integrated uitb tbe Internet

The Internet and network convergence can significantly change the way business provides service to
the customer. The customers can interact with business using phone, e-mail, fax, chat, Instant
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Messaging, and Voice-over IP. One can use this mix of communication technologies to provide real-
time customer service on the \7eb to improve the sales efforts, and particularly e-commerce acrivities.

Str o ng D e ts el op m e nt Pl atform

The telephony technologies are a prime example of the features in \Tindows 2000 Professional that
developers can use to create custom applications for the business. Using \Windows 2000 Professional as

a client gives application developers several advantages. \7ith suppon for Dynamic HTML (DHTML)
and DHTML Behaviors in Internet Explorer 5, developers can build rich applications with attributes
that can be easily replicated and tested on multiple sites, faster than ever before. Plus, with the browser
support for Extensible Markup Language (XML), developers can invenr new ways ro creare, exchange,
and display information.

File System Support in'Vindows 2000

\flindows 2000 systems can support the following file sysrems:

. FAT, FAT32

. NTFS - New Technology File System

. CDFS - Compact Disk File System

. UDF - Universal Disk Format for DVDs

o EFS - Encrypting File System ntns as a service and is used to encrypt and decrypt files on an
NTFS file system for security purposes. The EFS is not a file system like NTFS since it does not
create partitions and control the placement of file data, it only is used to control the encryption of
data. See the Section called "Security" in this document for more information on NFS.

FAT Filesystem Cb aracteristics

Used with DOS, it can only support partitions up to 4 G. No spaces are allowed in the file name.

FAT32 or VFAT Filesystem Cbaracteristics

VFAT - Virtual File Allocation Table introduced by Vindows 95 that allows long file names. VFAT is
not natively supported by lVindows 2000.

. FAT32 filesystems supporr partitions up to 32GB,

3 Filenames up to 255 characters long.

. Filenames beginwithaletterandexclude' /\[] : ; | :, ^'r ?

. The last part is the extension but spaces can be used

. It supports file attributes used by DOS such as read-only, archive, sysrem, and hidden.

. '$(on't support running POSIX applications.

FAT partitions provide no local security, only share level security across a network.
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NIFS Fil esy su m C b ar a ct eristic s

\Tindows 2000 NTFS file systems are newer than \Tindows NT NTFS file systems. In order for
\(indows NT and Windows 2000 to use the \Tindows 2000 file sysrem rogerher, the \Tindows NT
system mu$ have service pack 4 or later installed.

. Filenames up to 255 characters long

a Filenames preserve case but are not case sensitive.

. Filenamesexclude"/\ < >,1."?

. Supports built in file compression as a file attribute. Compression is applied to files in a folder if
that folder has its compression attribute set. Also optionally sub folderi and their conrenrs may be
compressed. Compression is not supported if the clusrer size is above 4K in size. Moved files
retain their compression attribute, but if they are copied they will assume the compression
attribute of the targer folder.

. Provides automatic transaction tracking of disk activity for correcring corrupt or failed
oPerations.

. Supports auditing.

. Provides sector sparing.

. There is a recycle bin for each user.

. \Tindows 16 bit and DOS environmenrs can'r use this filesystem.

. A master file table is used to save individual file, boot secror, disk structure, and file recovery
information.

. Automatically makes 11 character DOS file names. 'When the first 8 characrers of long filenames
match, the first four DOS file names use the first for characrers of the long name, th; - and 1,
then 2, etc. After the founh duplicate name, the first two characters are ,.sid, th.r, the next four
characters are hashed, then the - characrer then a number. The first two duplicate file names
may be: DOCU-I.DOC and DOCU-2.DOC. The long extension is used as parr of the
extension for the 8.3 filename alias. Directory entries used by long filenames include i for the 8.3
alias and 1 for each 13 characters in the long filename.

. Provides file logging ability and file recovery.

. Supports POSX.

. Maximum file or partition size of 16 exabytes.

. Suppons file sharing with Maclntosh clients.

. The disk is in 8M bands with a 2K file allocation map between each band. The 2K map is a map
for the associated 8M band. This structure is called the BTREE and is used io reduce
fragmentation.

. Supports file encryption with the Encrypting File System @FS) on \Tindows 2000.

e Allows volumes on remote computers or local computers to be mounted as though they are part
of the same paftition they are mounted on. This feature is available on S7indows 2000.
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o Disk quotas (tracking of disk space) on a user by user basis are tracked.

. Removable media formatted in NTFS can be changed and accessed without rebooting the system
in rU(indows 2000 (not NT).

If installing DOS with NT, install DOS first so DOS will not corrupt the NT boot sector and stop the NT
boot manager from running. Floppies are formatted as FAT, not NTFS.

CDFS

The file system that suppons Compact Disks (CDs) is the Compact Disk File System (CDFS).

UDF

The file system that supports DVDs is the Universal Disk Format (UDF).

The FAT file system does not support file compression on \Tindows 2000 systems. The file
compression utilities with Vindows 95 and \Tindows 98 are not supported by \flindows 2000. FAT
file systems may be converted to NTFS file systems using the command line convert utility. Once
converted, they may not be changed back to FAT.

\(indows 2000 contains an NTFS file defragmentation utility, which'$Tindows NT does not contain.

Support for Security

Each object has an Access Control List (ACL) which defines users and group permissions for the
object. Each entry (ACE - Access Control Entry) in an ACL defines the permissions a specific user or
group has for the object. Access token attributes are added to the object's ACL. The user's security
identifier (SID) is compared to the contents of the ACL to determine if the user has the correct
privileges to access the object.

The NTFS file system supports Access Control Lists for objects.

All tbe Adoantages of tbe Windows 2000 Seraer Family

\Tindows 2000 Datacenter Server shares the following features with the'S7indows 2000 Server Family:

. N7indows 2000 Active Directory Service centrally manages \(indows-based clients and servers
through a single consistent management interface, reducing redundancy and maintenance costs.

. Microsoft IntelliMirror" management technologies install and maintain software, apply correcr
computer and user settings, and ensure that users' data is always available.

. Group Policy allows central management of groups, computers, applications, and network
resources, instead of managing entities on a one-by-one basis. Group Policy's integration with
Active Directory delivers more granular and flexible control.

. Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 5.0 enables users to easily host and manage websites.

. Cluster Service supports 4-node fail over support for critical applications.

. Network Load Balancing (I'{LB) redistributes workload among remaining servers in less than 10

seconds in the event of a hardware or software failure on one of the servers.

. Public Key Infrastnrcture (PKI) and Certificate Services: The Certificate Server is a critical part of
PKI that allows customers to isspe their own x.509 certificates to their users for PKI functionality
such as cenificate-based authentication, IPSec, or secure e-mail.
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a Remote Access Service connects remote users to the corporate network through dial-up, leased
lines, and Internet links.

o Virtual Private Network (VPN) support, with a full-featured gareway that encryprs
communications to securely connect remote users and satellite offices ovei the Internet.

o Terminal Services makes it possible for networks to run \ilindows-based applicarions on the
server, and allows clients to access them from a remore PC, \Tindows-based ierminal, or non-'windows 

device over LANs, \7ANs, or low-bandwidth connecrions.

' File and print sharing services provide a unified file and print infrasrnrcure for securely sharing,
storing, and publishing information.

Microsoft will continue to innovate and improve its datacenter platform with future operating system
releases.

1.4 BASIC OPERATIONS
\Windows 2000 Professional versus lVindows 3.1, Vindows 2000 Professional versus \Tindows 95/gB,
\(indows 2000 Professional versus Vindows NT \florkstation 4.

'Windoa,ts 
95 Operating System

o Background:lntroducedin lO/1995

. Support: Not available. Not supported after l2/2OOt

. Requirements: 486-25Mhz,l6-32M8 of memory, 5oMB-6ooMB of disk space

. Features: FAT32 file system was introduced with OSR2 (W95b). Because it was still based on
DOS, it allowed more backwards compatibility than NT at the time ir was introduced.

. Security: Password prorection is easy to override

. Upgrade: Cannot be upgraded ro any version of Xp
'Vindows 

98 Operating System

. Background: Released before 7 / 1999 Basically an updated 95 version.

. Support: Not available since 6/2AA2. Not supported after 7/2003

o Requirements: 486-66MH2,32-256MB of memory. Provides supporr for DVD and USB

. Features: Based on DOS. Uses the FAT32 file system. It allowed more backwards compatibility
than NT versions. It can autom atically check and download system updates from the Internet

. Security: Password protection is easy to override

. Upgrade: Can be upgraded to XP
'Vindow:s NT Seroer

. Backgrownd: Introduced in7/lggg.Combination of NT 3.5 rechnology with an inrerface based on
95.

o Swpport: Not available since 7/2002. Support till U2AO5.
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. Reqwiremezfs: Pentium-lOOMh2, 32-64M8 of memory, 110M8-1GB of disk space. Has poor or no
supPort for laptop Power management features. 32-256M8 of memory. Provides suppoft for
DVD and USB

. Features: Using 32bit architecture. It is slightly more complicated to administer rhan 95, but gives

Sreater oPtions for networking and machine security. Because it is not based on DOS it does not
suffer from backwards compatibility problems but can cause trouble for some DOS-based legacy
applications. Uses the FAT32 or NT File System, which is more robusr than standard DOS FAT
file system. Allows file and directory level Access Control Lists (permissions) with inheritance
and a smaller sector size using less disk space.

o Security: Entrre system is password protected with multiple user and group policy security
configuration

. Upgrade: Can be upgraded to XP Pro, but NOT XP Home.

Windou:s 2000 Professional

. Bachground: Introduced in4/2000

. Support: Available until4/2003.Not supported after 4/2004.

o Reqwiremezfs; Pentiuml33Mhz64MB of memory650MB-2GB of disk space.

. Features: U Contains all of the features of NT 4.oSupports up to rwo processors. Does not
automatically check and download updates. SysPrep utility allows cloning of computer
configurations, systems and applications and can also be installed remotely.

. Security: Entire system is password protected with multiple user and group policy securiry
configuration. Built in VPN, using IPSec and required at both ends of rhe connecrion, is available
to encrypt data sent over the Internet.

. Upgrade: Can be upgraded to XP Pro, but NOT XP Home.

\VIN ME

. Background; Introduced in9/2000.Looks like 2000.Based on gxlntended for home users.

. Support: Available llntil9/2003.Not supported after 9/2004.

. Requiremenls; Pentium l50Mhz32-128MB of memory.32OMB-2GB of disk space.

. Features: Can automatically check and download system updates from the Internet has poor
network and hardware support and stability issues. Most hardware manufacrures ignore ME when
writing new drivers.

. Security: Entire system is password protected with multiple user and group policy security
configuration. Built in VPN, using IPSec and required at both ends of rhe connection, is available
to encrypt data sent over the Internet.

. Upgrade: Can be upgraded to XP Pro or Home

IVIN XP

o Background:Introduced in10/20A1

. Swpport: Available after 10/20A4Probably nor suppofted after lO/2005.
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. Requiremenfs: Pentium 300MHz 128MB memory 1.5G8 disk space.

o Features: Microsoft's first OS to combine the 9x code with the NT code, removing the MSDOS
layer from under I$Tindows 9x.New visual design with visual cues and redesigned Srarr menu.
Dual View Desktop allows display on 2 monitors. Supports up to 2 processors and up to 4GB of
RAM. Latest standards for DVD, Infrared Data, USB and high speed bus IEEEl3g4.Integrated
suPport built-in for burning CD-R's and CDR\fl's. Improved power management for notebooks.
Remote Desktop allows you to nrn your computer from another computer. Remote clients must
have 95 or later. Remote Assistance to share control of their computer with someone on the
network or Internet. Requires XP at each end. Offline files allow a user to specify which network
based files are needed to run remotely. Synchronization manager for comparison of offline files
those on the network. Network Location Awareness determines changed network locations.
Ability to restore a system to a previous state without losing data. Although, this usually causes
more problems than it prevents. Don't recommend using it. Integrated service helps install,
configure, track, upgrade and remove software programs correctly. Multiple versions of DLL's to
allow different versions of applications to nrn side-by-side. Compatibility mode for older
applications to run in NT 4.0, 95, 98 or ME mode. Prevents the core system from being
overwritten by application install. Eliminates almost 99o/o of rebooting requirements when
installing software applications. Maintains a copy of previously installed driveps, which can be
reinstalled if problems occur. Can automatically check and download system updates from the
Internet. SysPrep allows cloning of computer configurations, systems and applications and can be
installed remotely.

o Security: Entire system is password protected with multiple user and group policy security
configuration. Built in VPN, using IPSec and required at both ends of the connecion, is available
to encrypt data sent over the Internet. File encryption is available to protect privacy.

. [Jpgrade: Can be upgraded to XP Pro or Home

1.4.1 Vindows NT'$/orkstation

User Interface

Feature

Windows 95 User Interface

Windows NT Explorer

Description

Windows NT Workstation 4.0 has the same interface as Windows
95. This means that you can use the same interface for all your
Windows-based 32-bit desktops and servers. The Windows 95

interface includes:

Start Button, Taskbar, shortcuts

My Computer, Network Neighborhood, and the Recycle Bin

Windows NT Explorer is a tool for browsing and managing files,
drives, and network connections. Windows NT Explorer displays
your computer's contents as a hierarchy, or "tree," enabling you to
see the contents of each drive and folder on your computer, as well
as any netw,ork drives your computer is connected to.
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Installation

Accessories

Access to tbe Internet and Corporate Intranets

Microsoft Internet Explorer

Peer Web Services

Client Support for PPTP
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Windows NT Explorer replaces the File Manager, which was used
in previous Microsoft Windows operating systems.

The installation process simplifies the setup procedure when
upgrading to Windows NT Workstation. Features include an
interface, hardware detection, installation wizards, and a series of
tools for corporate customers to deploy Windows NT Workstation
on multiple systems.

The Windows NT Workstation 4.0 operating system includes a

number of additional applications and utilities such as:

(a) HyperTerminal, a 32-bit communications application that
provides asynchronous connectivity to host computers such
as online services. HyperTerminal is pre-configured to allow
access to AT&T Mail, CompuServe, MCI Mail, and other
systems.

(b) WordPad, a 32-bit editor that allows users to create simple
documents and memos.

(c) Paint, a 32-bit graphics application that allows users to read

PCX and BMP file formats.

(d) Quick Viewers, enabling users to view files in the most
popular file formats without opening the application that
was used to create the file.

Microsoft b:rternet Explorer is Microsoft's easy-to-use Intemet
browser.

Microsoft Peer Web Services (PWS) enables publication of personal
Web pages. PWS allows users to share information on their
corporate intranets. PWS is ideal for development, testing, and
staging of Web applications, as well as peer-to-peer publishing. As
with Windows NT Server's built-in Web server, Microsoft Intemet
Information Server (IIS), PWS supports all ISAPI extensions and
filters. PWS has been optimized for interactive workstation use,

and does not have the system requirements (memory
requirements, server processes, and footprint) of a full Web server
such as IIS.

The Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) provides a way to
use public data networks, such as the Internet, to create virtual
private networks connecting client PCs with servers. PPTP offers
protocol encapsulation to support multiple protocols via TCP/IP
connections, and data encryption for privacy-making it safer to
send information over non-secure networks. This technology
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WINS and DNS Integration

Netasork Integration

Network Control Panel

Management Fedtares

System Policies and User Profiles

Setup Manager

System Difference Utility
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extends the Dial-up Networking capability by enabling remote
access and securely extending private networks across the Internet
without needing to change the client software.

Windows NTWorkstation4.0takesadvantageof the integration
between two Windows NT Server services-Windows Internet
Name Service (WINS) and Domain Name System (DNS)-to
provide a form of dynamic DNS. With WINS and DNS integration,
users can enter DNS fully qualified domain names, making it
easier to connect to network resources. For example, using the
Windows NT Explorer, a user could gain access to a share via a
DNS name such as \\srvl.myco.com\public.

The Windows NT Workstation 4.0 Network Control panel

provides a single access point where all network settings-such as,
identification, services, protocols, adapters, and bindings-can be
installed and configured.

System policies and user profiles allow system administrators to
manage and maintain their users'desktops in a consistent manner.
System policies are used to standardize desktop configurations, to
enforce behavior, and to control users' work environments. User
profiles contain all user-definable settings for the work
environment of a computer running Windows NT Workstation 4.0.
Profiles can be stored on a Windows NT Server, so users always
receive the same desktop when logging on to any Windows
NT-based computer on the network.

Setup Manager is a utility that assists system administrators in
creating installation scripts, thereby reducing the time and effort of
deploying Windows NT Workstation 4.0. The new Setup Manager
provides a graphical interface for creating hands-free installation
scripts that allow system administrators to automate installation
for end users. These hands-free scripts eliminate the need for users
to answer questions during the installation process, thrrs avoiding
mistakes that can occur during system software upgrades.

Windows NT Workstation 4.0 includes the System Difference
Utilitv (sysdiff) that provides a way to pre-install additional
applications simultaneously with the operating system. The sysdiff
utility allows system administrators to create packages that can be
applied to a system during installation. These packages can also be
applied during Windows NT Workstation 4.0 setup.
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Windows NT Diagnostics

Program

Printer Management

Netw:orking and Windo@s 2000 Professional

Dial-Up Networking

Multimedia and Graphics

Multimedia APIs

Imaging for Windows NT

Compact Disc File System

Enhancements

Driver Support
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Windows NT Workstation 4.0 includes a Windows NT Dia$nostics

program that simplifies troubleshooting. It contains information
such as build number, device driver information, network usage

data, and inlormation about system resources like IRQ, DMA, and
I/O address. Diagnostics information is viewed in a graphical tool
that you can also run remotely on Windows NT.

Printer management allows printers to be managed remotely

Windows NT Workstation 4.0 extends the functionality offered by
Dial-Up Networking and provides the ability to automatically dial
a connection when required. With automatic dialing, dial-up
networking is smoothly integrated into the new Windows NT
interface. Whether users are connecting to the Internet, running
client/server applications, accessing remote databases, or
accessing shared files, mobile network access is as easy as network
access in the office. Establishing a remote connection works the

same as establishing a local connection-simply

Windows NT Workstation 4.0 supports the multimedia APIs first
introduced in Windows 95 DirectDraw@, Directlnput@,

DirectPlay@, and DirectSound@. Supporting these APIs allows

developers to simultaneously create games and other applications

for Windows 95 and Windows NT Workstation 4.0 platforms.

The Microsoft imaging software for Microsoft Windows 95 is
available on Windows NT. This imaging software provides

imaging services that enable users to access and control

information directly at their desktops.

Windows NT Workstation 4.0 now supports the following

Compact Disc File System (CDFS) enhancements: Auto-Run and

CD-XA formats. Auto-Run allows the operating system to

recognize that a compact disc has been inserted into the drive and

to start the application immediately. CD-XA is an extended format
for video compact discs that contain MPEG movies.

Windows NT Workstation 4.0 includes numerous video drivers

that improve screen quality and are especially helpful when using
multimedia features. Some of the newly supported drivers are:

WD ThinkPad, Matrox Millennium, Trident, Number 9 Imagine,

C&T, and Cirrus.
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Applicatio n Progr amming I nterfdc es and Additio ndl Fe dtures

Telephony APIs

Distributed COM

486 Emulator

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

Telephone API (TAPI) integrates advanced telephone capabilities
with the power of PCs. TAPI provides a level of abstraction
software developers so their applications don't need to be bound
to specific telephone hardware. Through the TApI interface,
communications applications can ask for access to the modem or
telephone device. Unimodem (Universal Modem Driver) provid.es
TAPI services for data/fax modems and voice so that users and
application developers don't have to leam or maintain difficult
modem "AT" commands to dial, answer, and configure modems.
Some of the Windows NT 4.0 applets that use the
TAPI/Unimodem support are Dial-up Networking,
HyperTerminal, and Phone Dialer. Cryptography ApIs
Windows NT Workstation 4.0 includes a set of encryption ApIs
that allow developers to create applications that work securery
over non-secure networks, such as the L:rtemet.

The Component Object Model (COM) allows software developers
to create component applications. Now, Distributed COM
(DCOM) in Windows NT Workstation 4.0 and Windows NT
Server 4.0 provides the infrastructure that allows DCOM
applications (the technology formally known as Network OLE) to
communicate across networks without needing to re-develop
applications. An example of a DCOM application would be a stock
quote server object running on Windows NT Server that
distributes quotes to multiple clients running Windows NT
Workstation. DCOM provides the infrastructure for connecting
and providing uniform communication between client/server
objects. DCOM uses the same tools and technologies as COM,
preserving investments in training and software.

Allows 386-enhanced 16-bit applications to run on RISC machines

Fill in the blanks:

l. \Tindows 2000 ...'.......... offers you the easy way to connect and work on rhe Inrernet,
whether at the office, at home, or er-L-n i:ifline.

connecting to the network through rh, Inlernet is another option using the

Encrypting File System runs as a service and is used ro encryrpr and decrypt files on an
file system for security purposes.

4. Windows NT Explorer is a tool for and managing files, drives, and network
connections.

2.

3.
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1.5 LET US SUM UP

\Tindows is a family of operating systems for personal computers. Microsoft \ilindows 2000

(Professional, Server and Advanced Server) is a server and workstation operating system that runs on
Inrel/CryixlAMD Pentium. \Tindows 2000 Professional is the windows operating system for business

desktop and laptop systems. It is used to run software applications, connect to the Internet and
intranet sites and access files, printer and network resources. \flindows File Protection, a of the
features of '$Tindows 

2000 Professional, can detect if a system file has been changed or deleted, retrieve
the correct version of the file from the cache and restore it to the system file folder. \Tindows 2000

Server is the multipurpose network operating system for business of all sizes. It offers file and printer
sharing reliably and securell, the flexibility of choosing from thousands of business applications
compatible to run on the server) build web applications and to connect to the Internet. 'With \Tindows
2000 Server, Microsoft introduces a new administrative method for networks which is the Active
Directory. \Tindows 2000 Advanced Server is the server operating system for line of business

applications and e-commerce. It has additional scalability and reliability features such a ciustering,
designed to keep the business critical applications up and running in the most demanding scenarios.

1.6 KEY\T/ORDS
'Vindozos: '$Tindows is a family of operating systems for personal computers.

Microsoft 'Windows 2000: (Prof.essional, Server and Advanced Server) is a server and workstation
operating system that runs on Intel/Cryix/AMD Pentium.
'Windou:s 2000 Professional: It is the windows operating system for business desktop and laptop
systems.

'Windows 
2000 Seroer; It is the multipurpose network operating system for business of all sizes.

'Windows 2000 Adoanced Seroer: It is the server operating system for line of business applications and
e-commerce.

'Windouts File Protection:lt can detect if a system file has been changed or deleted, retrieve the correct
version of the file from the cache and restore it to the system file folder.

1.7 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

Select the most appropriate answer.

1. You are choosing a \Tindows 2000 operating system to use on a new
This new computer will be used exclusively as an employee's desktop
system should you use?

(a) Windows 2000 Professional

(b) \Tindows 2000 Server

(c) \Tindows 2000 Advanced Server

(d) \Tindows 2000 Datacenter Server

comPuter at your comPany.
computer. \flhich operating
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2. You are choosing a lvindows 2000 operating system to use on a new compurer
This new computer will be used exclusiveiy as a nerwork file server. riztri.t
should you choose?

(a) 'Windows 2000 Professional

(b) Y/indows 2000 Server

(c) Vindows 20OO Advanced Server

(d) \flindows 2000 Datacenter Server

3. You are choosing a r$(/indows 2000 operating system to
This new compurer will be heavily used SQL Server
\tr7hich operating sysrem should you choose?

(a) rtrflindows 2OOO Professional

S) \flindows 2000 Server

(c) \)flindows 2000 Advanced Server

(d) r$flindows 2000 Daracenrer Server

4. \7hich hardware platform (or platforms) is supported by'ff/indows 2000? (Choose all that apply).
(a) The Intel Pentium/tOO MHz (and higher) platform

(b)The Compac Alpha platform

(c) The PowerPC platform

(d)The MIPS R 4000 platform

(e) All hardware platforms

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

1. Professional

2. Virtual Private Networking

3. NTFS

4. browsing

1.8 SUGGESTED READINGS

Jerry Honeycutt, Introducing Miuosoft Vindou..,s 2000 Professional,Microsoft pr (May 1999).

sybex, sybex Inc., lvindows 2000 complete, sybex Boobs; lstedition (|une 15, 2oo0).

Microsoft Corporation, Microsofi lYindous 2000 Professional,Microsofr Press, Rom edition (March 15, 2ooo).

Microsoft Corporation, Mioosofi lV'indous 2000 Professional,Microsoft Press, package edition (|uly 2oo1).

at your comPany.
oPeraring system

use on a new computer at your company.
in your enterprise network environment.

T
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2.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

o Explain the anatomy of visual basics

. Discuss the code window
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. Describe the significance of srarements in visual basics

. Identify and explain the assignmenr and properry serring

. Discuss the variables and string

' Explain the concept number constants and repeating operations
. Discuss rhe control staremenrs/making decisions

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The first version of Visual Basic, VB 1.0, did not offer anything exrra-special as a programming
language' In fact, many magazines of that time termed it 

"s 
an o'rr.ily simple progrrrrr-ing language.

However, these journals also mentioned that the IDE provided bi VB I 
^' 

,riy big ,.f,i.rr.;.it.
According to these magazines, the IDE itself can be , ,,"ry major ..rro1 ro use VB. After the launch ofVB 1'0, for the first time, drag-and-drop functionality became available to \Tindows programmers. In a
single stroke, 'Windows programming became a loi simpler. VB 2.0 also did not offer much new in
programming.

Microsoft launched MS-Access after launch of VB 2.0. Thus, srarting with VB 3.0, MS-Access was
{rlbbed together with VB as a back-end tool. A special data access tlchnology, DAo (Data Access
objects) was launched to help work on data in and out of MS-Access.

DAo interacted with the JET engine of Access and gave a very good performance where vB was the
front-end and MS-Access the back-end. I$(/irh VB :.ol oop (Dynamic Data Exchange) was launched.
Through DDE, it became very easy for data to be shared 

".ros 
different \Tindows applications.

VB 4'0 was another leap forward. It acted as a bridge berween 16-bit and 32-bit computing. Uproversion 3'0, all the development in vB was on 16-bii platforms. \rith version 4.0, the user had to
choose between 16-or-32 bit development at the time of installation of vB. This version also saw the
launch of oLE (obiect rinking ,rd E-b.dding). oLE was more powerful and reliable than DDE for
data-sharing' VB 4.0 also offered a new t.cirrology for accessing databases remotely, the RDo(R!--ott Data objects). Version 5.0 went to even gi.rr", heights w"ith the introduction of Active-X
and CoM' Active-X was a refinement of OLE lr"irio., 2.0. '$rirh the inrroduction of Active-X, VB
began to be taken more seriousty by programmers the worrd over.

vB version 6.0 offered a host of new features. some of these are:

' ADo (Actioe-X Data objec*): ADo is a data access technology that can link up with any kind
of a data source: oracle, Access, SeL server, and even a text filel-

' Data Reports: A tgol 
{o1 creating reporrs. Data Reports is also based on the ADo model. It is

available in VB 6.0 in addition to Cryital Repons.

' DED (Data Enoironment. Designer): A simple interface for interacting with a back-end. \rithDED, we can generate a data-bound VB Form with minimum rime anJ effort. \rith DED, it isvery easy to configure and view hierarchical recordsers, all without a single line of code.

' DHTML (Dynamic HTML) and IIS (Internet Information Seroer) applications; r$rith these, we
can easily build internet-based applications ,rsing tle power of vB 6.0.'^

?qt--.
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. Package and Deployment Wizdrd. It helps in organizing and collecting the files required for an
application into a single container. Using this utility, we can make an installable CD for our
Projecr.

Of course, there are many more new features in VB 6.0. It would be enough ro say that VB 6.0 has
firmly established the VB language as a programming tool for the furure.

2.2 VISUAL BASICS

Visual Basic (VBasic or simply VB) is a high level programming language that allows you ro create any
type of program f.or any purpose. The program may range from a simple application to a sophisticated
one, in any field such as Education, Accounting, Business, Law, Research and Science.

In addition to this, Visual Basic provides a graphical environment consisting of a set of tools that
guides you in creating applications with less programming effon. An application that may require
several days to code in anoth€r programming language can be done in a few hours with Visual Basic.

Besides, while working in Visual Basic your sense of creativity is aroused. As usual, it allows you ro
design your work and view the result. However, if you are not satisfied with the ourcome, you can
edit and modify the design until it matches your requirement. This is indeed a very interesting feature
of Visual Basic that will help you a lot while attempting the design stage of your project.

It is essential for you to know that Visual Basic comes in three versions:

o Learning Edition

o Professional Edition, and

. Enterprise Edition.

The last two editions are appropriate for professional programmers whereas rhe Learning Edition is
good for beginners. So, while installing Visual Basic 6.0 on your PC, choose the Learning Edition.

2.2.7 Evolution of Visual Basic

VB 1.0 was introduced in 1991. The drag and drop design for creating the user interface is derived from
a PrototyPe form generator developed by Alan Cooper and his company called Tripod. Microsoft
contracted with Cooper and his associates to develop Tripod into a programmable form system for
\Windows 3.0, under the code name Ruby (no relation to the Ruby programming language).

Tripod did not include a programming language at all. Microsoft decided to combine Ruby with the
Basic language to create Visual Basic.

The Ruby interface generator provided the "visual" part of Visual Basic and this was combined with
the "EB" Embedded BASIC engine designed for Microsoft's abandoned 'Omega" darabase sysrem.
Ruby also provided the ability to load dynamic link libraries containing additional controls (then
called "gizmos"), which later became the VBX interface.

Timeline of Visual Basic (VBlto VB6)

Project 'Thunder' was initiated.

Visual Basic 1.0 (May t99L) was released for \ilindows at the Comdex/\Tindows \7orld trade show in
Atlanta, Georgia.
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Visual Basic for MS-DOS

o Visual Basic 1.0 for DOS was released in September 1992. The language itself was nor quire
compatible with Visual Basic for N7indows, as it was actually the next version of Microstft's
DOS-based BASIC compilers, QuickBASIC and BASIC Professional Development System. The
interface used the "CO$tr" (Character Oriented lWindows) inrerface, using extended ASCII
characters to simulate the appearance of a GUI.

o Visual Basic 2.0 was released in November 1992. The programming environmenr was easier ro
use, and its speed was improved. Notably, forms became instantiable objects, thus laying the
foundational concepts of class modules as were larer offered in vB4.

. Visual Basic 3.0 was released in the summer o{ tgg3 and came in Standard and Professional
versions. VB3 included version 1.1 of the Microsoft Jet Database Engine that could read and write
Jet (or Access) 1.x databases.

. Basic 4.0 (August 1995) was the first version that could creare 32-bit as well as 16-bit \X/indows
Programs. It also introduced the ability to write non-GUI classes in Visual Basic. Incompatibilities
between different releases of VB4 caused installation and operation problems. \fhile previous
versions of Visual Basic had used VBX controls, Visual Basic now used OLE conrrols (with files
names ending in .OCX) instead. These were later to be named ActiveX controls.

. \(ith version 5.0 (Februaw 1997), Microsoft released Visual Basic exclusively for 32-bit versions
of \7indows. Programmers who preferred to write 16-bit programs were able to import programs
written in Visual Basic '1.0 to Visual Basic 5.0, and Visual Basic 5.0 programs can easily be
converted with Visual Basic 4.0. Visual Basic 5.0 also introduced the ability ro creare custom user
controls, as well as the ability to compile to native \Tindows executable code, speeding up
calculation-intensive code execution. A free, downloadable Control Creation Edition *as-rlso
released for creation of ActiveX controls. It was also used as an introductory form of Visual Basic:
a regular .exe project could be created and run in the IDE, but not compiled.

o Visual Basic 5.0 (Mid 1998) improved in a number of areas including the ability to creare
web-based applications. VB6 has entered Microsoft's "non-supporred phase" as of March 2008.
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Mainstream Support for Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 ended on March 31,2005. Extended supporr
ended in March 2008. In response, the Visual Basic user community expressed its grave concern
and lobbied users to sign a petition to keep the product alive. Microsoft has so far refused to
change their position on the matter. Ironically, around this time (2005), it was exposed that
Microsoft's nev/ anti-spyware offering, Microsoft AntiSpyware (part of the GIANT Company
Software purchase), was coded in Visual Basic 6.0. Its replacement, \Tindows Defender, was
rewritten as C+ + code.

2.2.2 Advantage of Visual Basic

There are quite a number of reasons for the enormous success of Visual Basic (VB):

o The structure of the Basic programming language is very simple, particularly as ro the executable
code.

. VB is not only a language but primarily an integrated, interactive developmenr environmenr
('IDE").

o The VB-IDE has been highly optimized to support Rapid Application Development ("RAD"). It
is particularly easy to develop graphical user interfaces and to conflect them to handler functions
provided by the application.

o The graphical user interface of the VB-IDE provides intuitively appealing views
management of the program structure in the large and the various types of entities
modules, procedures, forms, ...).

. VB provides a comprehensive interactive and context-sensitive online help system.

o \(/hen editing program texts the "IntelliSense" technology informs you in a little popup
about the types of constructs that may be entered at the current cursor location.

o VB is a component integration language which is attuned to Microsofr's Component Objecr
Model ("COM').

. COM components can be written in different languages and then integrated using VB.

o Interfaces of COM components can be easily called remotely via Distributed COM ('DCOM"),
which makes it easy ro consrruct distributed applications.

. COM components can be embedded in / linked to your application's user interface and also inlto
stored documents (Object Linking and Embedding "OLE", "Compound Documents").

There is a wealth of readily available COM components for many different purposes.

2.3 ANATOMY OF VISUAL BASIC PROGRAM

2.3.1 Statements in Visual Basics

Every procedural programming language has five common programming sratements. Visual Basic is no
excePtion. So expect to see the followingtype of statements in just about every VB program which
you use or write:

for the
(classes,

window
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Statement type Examples

Declarations - define the name, type
and attributes of all program variables

Dim Num as Integer declares a variable "Num" to be an Integer
Dim vals(5) as Double declares arl array of 5 Doubles named ',vals"

Assignment - ser values for the
variables

Num = Num,/10 ' after the assignment Num is set to 1,/10th of its former value
HiString : "Hello " + "\7orld" ' value of HiString is set to ',Hello \ilorld"

Conditionals - do operations
depending on the value of one or more
variables

If Num > 0 then Num : Num ,t 2 ' Basic logic building block
Select Case .... End Case 'Case block simplifies GUI programming

Iterations - control looping for
repeated operations

for i -: 1 to 5 'ForJoop counrs rhrough a precise number of steps while ( val(i)
> val(imin) ) '\7hile loops as long as condition remains True

Subroutines - calls on functions and
subroutines

Private Sub Form_Load$ 'A subrourine does not rerurn a value
Private Function DigirQ ' A function returns a value

Special staternents - used to implement
unique features

Set MyObject : Your Object 'Set statement assigns ob.iect references

Print #FileNum, MyObject.Text 'IlO sratements like print, Input Line

2.3.2Yisual Basic Editing Tools Statement in Visual Basic

Visual Basic uses building blocks such as Variables, Data Types, Procedures, Funcrions and Control
Structures in its programming environment. This secrion concenrrares on the programming
fundamentals of Visual Basic with the blocks specified.

Modules

Code in Visual Basic is stored in the form of modules. The three kind of modules are Form Modules,
Standard Modules and Class Modules. A simple application may contain a single Form, and the code
resides in that Form module itself. As the application grows, additional Forrirs are added and there
may be a common code to be executed in several Forms. To avoid the duplication of code, a separare
module containing a procedure is created that implemenrs the .o**o, code. This is a standard
Module.

Class module (.CLS.filename. extension) is the foundation of the object oriented programming in
Visual Basic. New objects can be created by writing code in class modules. Each moduie ca, corrtrii,

Declarations

May include constant, type, variable and DLL procedure declarations.

Procedures

A sub function, or property procedure that contain pieces of code that can be executed as a unit.

These are the rules to follow when naming elements in VB - variables, consranrs, conrrols, procedures,
and so on:

. A name must begin with a letter.

o May be as much as 255 characters long (but don't forget that somebody has ro rype the stuff!).

o Must not contain a space or an embedded period or type-declaration characters used ro specify a
data type; these are | # o/. $ &. @

o Must not be a reserved word (that is part of the code, like option, for example)
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The dash, although legal, should be avoided because it may be confused with the minus sign.
Instead of First-name use First name or FirstName.

2.3.3 Data Types in Visual Basic

There are many types of data that we come across in our daily life. For example, we need to handle
data such as names, addresses, money, date, stock quotes, statistics and more everyday. Similady in
Visual Basic, we have to deal with all sorts of data, some can be mathematically calculated while some
are in the form of text or other forms. VB divides data into different types so that it is easier ro manage
when we need to write the code involving those data.

Visual Basic Data Types

Visual Basic classifies the information mentioned above into two major data types, they are the
numeric data types and the non-numeric data rypes.

Numeric Data Types

Numeric data types are types of data that consist of numbers, which can be computed mathematically
with various standard operators such as add, minus, multiply, divide and more. Examples of numeric
data types are examination marks, height, weight, the numter of students in a class, share values, price
of goods, monthly bills, fees and others. In Visual Basic, numeric data are divided into 7 types,
depending on the range of values they can store. Calculations that only involve round figures o. drt"
that does not need precision can use Integer or Long integer in the compurarion. Programs that require
high precision calculation need to use Single and Double decision data types, they are also called
floating point numbers. For currency calculation, you can use the currency data types. Lastly, if even
more precision is required to perform calculations that involve a many decimal points, we can use the
decimal data types.

Non-numeric Data Types

Non-numeric data tvpes are data that cannot be manipulated mathematically using standard arithmetic
oPerators. The non-numeric data comprises text or string data types, the Date dara types, the Boolean
data types that store only two values (true or false), Obje ct datatvpe and Variant data type.

String: Use to store alphanumeric values. A variable length string can store approximately 4 billion
characters.

Typ" Storage Range of Values

Byt. 1 blte 0 to 255

Integer 2 by'tes -32,768 to 32,767

Long 4 bpes -2,147 ,483,648 to 2,147,483,648

Single 4 by'tes -3.402823E+38 to -1.401298E-45 for negative values 1.401298E-45 to
3.402823E+38 for positive values.

Double 8 bytes -7.7 97 69 3 13 48 623 2e + 308 to -4.9 40 65 64584 1247E-3 24 for negative values
4.9 4065 64 58 4 1247E-324 to 1.7 97 69 3 13 486232 e + 308 for positive values.

Currency 8 by'tes -922,337 ,203,685,477 .5808 ro 922,337 ,203,685,477 .5807

Decimal 12 b1'tes +/-79,229,162,514,264,337,593,543,950,335 if no decimal is use +/-
7.9228162514264337 593543950335 (28 decimal places).
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Date:Use to store date and time values. A variable declared as dare rype can srore borh date and time
values and it can store dare values OI/OI/OIOO:upto l2/31/gggg.

Boolean: Boolean data types hold either a true or false value. These are not stored as numeric values
and cannot be used as such. Values are internally stored as -1 (Irue) and 0 (False) and any non-zero
value is considered as rrue.

Variant: Stores any type of data and is the default Visual Basic data type. In Visual Basic if we declare a
variable without any data type by default the data type is assigned as default.

2.3.4 Suffixes for Literals

Literals are values that you assign to data. In some cases, we need to add a suffix behind a literal so thar
VB can handle the calculation more accurately. For example, we can uS€ rurn: I3oBg# for a Double
type data.

Suffix Data Type

E Long

I Single

# Double

@ Currency

In addition, we need to enclose string literals within two quorarions and date and time literals within
two # sign. Strings can contain any characters, including numbers. The following are few examples:

memberName : "Turban, John. "

TelNumber : " 1 800-900 -BB8-777'

LastDay:931-Dec-00#

ExpTime:#L2:OO am#

2.3.5 Operators in Visual Basic

Aritbmetical Operators

Operators Description Example Result

+ Add 5+5 10

Subtract 10-5 5

Divide 2s/s 5

Integer Division 20\3 6

)l Multiply 5',r4 20

Exponent (power of) JJ 27

Mod Remainder of division 20 Mod 6

& String concatenation "George"&" "&"Bush" "George Bush"
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Relational Operators
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variables in Visual Basic. Depending on where the variables are
we can determine how they can be used by our application. The

in Visual Basic are listed below and elucidated in this section.

Logical Operators

Operators Description

OR Operation u-ill be true if either of the operands is true

AND Operation *'ill be true onlv if both the operands are true

2.3.6Yariables

Variables are like mail boxes in the post office. The contents of the variables changes every now and
then, just like the mail boxes. In term of VB, variables are areas allocated by the computer memory ro
hold data. Like the mail boxes, each variable must be given a name. To name a variable in Visual Basic,
you have to follow a set of rules:

Variable Names

The following are the rules when naming the variables in Visual Basic:

. It must be less than 255 characrers

. No spacing is allowed

o It must not begin with a number

o Period is not permitted

Valid Name Invalid Name

My_Car My.Car

ThisYear lNewBov

Long_Name_Can_beUSE FIe&HisFather

't& is not acceptable

Variable Declaration

There are many ways of declaring
declared and how they are declared,
different ways of declaring variables

Operators Description Example Resrrlt

Greater than 10>8 True

Less than 10<8 False

Greater than or equal to 20 > :10 True

Less than or equal to 10 < :20 True

Not Equal to 5<>4 True

Equal to 5:7 False
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There are three ways for a variable to be typed (declared):

M.S. University - D.D.C,E.

(a) Default

(b) Implicit

(c) Explicit

1. If variables are not implicitly or explicitly typed, they are assigned the variant type by default.
The variant data type is a special type used by Visual Basic that can conrain numeric, strirrg, o,
date data.

2. To implicitly rype a variable, use the corresponding suffix shown in the Data type table.
For example

TextVafue$: "This is a string"
creates a string variable, wh:-l-e

Amount% : 300

Creates an integer variable.

3. There are many advantages to explicitly typing variables. Primarily, we insure all computations
are properly done, mistyped variable names are easily spotred, and Visual Basic will take care of
insuring consistency in upper and lower case lemers Used in variable names. Because of these
advantages, and because it is good Programming pracrice, we will explicitly type all variables.

Note:To explicitly rype a variable, you musr first determine its scope.

Scope of Variables

A variable is scoped to a procedure-level (ocal) or module-level variable depending on how it is
declared. The scope of a variable, procedure or object determines which part of the code in our
application are aware of the variable's existence. A variable is declared in general declararion section of
e Form, and hence is available to all the procedures. Local variables are recognized only in rhe
procedure in which they are declared. They can be declared with Dim and Staric keywords. If we want
a variable to be available to all of the procedures within the same module, or to all the procedures in
an application, a variable is declared with broader scope.

. Global Variable: Variable accessible anywhere in VB, in all forms that are a part of the project.

. Module'Leq)el Variable; Variable that to all procedures on rhe form in which it is declareci.

. Local Variable: Variable accessible only in the procedure which it was declared.

Local Variables

A local variable is one that is declared inside a procedure. This variable is only available to the code
inside the procedure and can be declared using the Dim statemenrs as given below:

Dim sum as Integer

The local variables exist as long as the procedure in which they are declared, is executing. Once a
procedure is executed, the values of its local variables are losr and the memory used by these variables
is freed and can be reclaimed. Variables that are declared with ke)'word Dim exist orriy as long as the
procedure is being executed.
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Static Vaiables

Static variables are not reinitialized each time Visual Invokes a procedure and therefore retains or
preserves value even when a procedure ends. In case we need to keep track of the number of times a
command button in an application is clicked, a static counter variable has to be declared. These static
variables are also ideal {or making controls alternately visible or invisible.

Static intPermanent as Integer

Variables have a lifetime in addition to scope. The values in a module-level and public variables are

preserved for the lifetime of an application whereas local variables declared with Dim exist only while
the procedure in which they are declared is still being executed. The value of a local variable can be

preserved using the Static keyword. The following procedure calculates the running total by adding
new values to the previous values stored in the static variable value.

Function RunningTotal ( )

Static Accumulate

Accumulate : Accumulate + num

Running Total : Accumulate

End Function

If the variable Accumulate was declared with Dim instead of static, the previously accumulated values

would not be preserved across calls to the procedure, and the procedure would return the same value

wirh which it was called. To make all variables in a procedure static, the Static keyword is placed at the

beginning of the procedure heading as given in the below statement.

Static Function RunningTotal 0
Exarnple: The following is an example of an event procedure for a CommandButton that counts and

displays the nunber of clicks made.

Privat.e Sub Ccmmandl_Click ( )

Static Counter as Integer

Counter:Counter:l-
Print Counter
End Sub

The first time we click the CommandButton, the Counter starts with its default value of zero. Visual
Basic then adds 1 to it and prints the result.

Module Leoel Variables

A module level variable is available to all the procedures in the module. They are declared using the
Public or the Private keyword.

. Public ans as Integer

. Private Temp as Integer

Declaring a variable with Public keyword makes it available throughout the application even for the
modules. At the moduleJevel there is no difference between Dim and Private, but Private is preferred
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because it makes the code easier to read. Public variable should nor be declared within a procedure.
Public variables in different modules can share the same name and they can be differentiated in code.
For example, if the public integer variable intY is declared in both Forml and Module 1'of a project it
can be referred as Forml.intY and Modulel.intY

Public os. Local Variables

A variable can have the same name and different scope. For example, we can have a public variable
named R and within a procedure we can declare a local variable R. References to the name R within
the procedure would access the local variable and references to R outside the procedure would access

the public variable.

In Sbort Description of Vaiable

The levels arer

. Procedure level

o Procedure level, static

. Form and module level

. Global level

. \Tithin a procedure, variables are declared using the Dim sraremenr:

* Dim Mylnt as Integer

* Dim MyDouble as Double

* Dim MyString, YourString as String

Procedure level variables declared in this manner do not retain their value once a procedure
terminates.

. To make a procedure level variable retain its value upon exiting the procedure, replace the Dim
keyword with Static:

* Static Mylnt as Inreger

* Static MyDouble as Double

. Form (module) level variables retain their value and are available to all Procedures within that
form (module). Form (module) level variables are declared. In the declarations par- of. the general
object in the form's (module's) code \7indow. The Dim keyword is used:

n Dim Mylnt as Integer

* Dim MyDate as Date

. Global level variables retain their value and are available to all procedures within an applicarion.
Module level variables are declared in the declarations part of the general object of a module's
code window. (It is advisable to keep all global variables in one module.) Use the Global keyword:

.:. Global Mylnt as Integer

* Global MyDate as Date
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. rU(hat happens if you declare a variable with the same name in two or more places? More local

variables shadow (are accessed in preference to) less local variables. For example, if a v1!ab]e

Mylnt is defined as Global in a module and declared local in a routine MyRoutine, while in

MyRoutine, the local value of Mylnt is accessed. Outside MyRoutine, the global value of Mylnt is

accessed.

Exarnple of Variable ScoPe:

Modulel

Global X as intger

Forml

Dim Z as Single

Form2

Dim Y as Intger Dim Z as Single

Sub RoutinelQ

Dim A as Double

End Sub

Sub Routine2Q

Dim A as Double.

End Sub

Sub Roudne2$

Dim A as Double

End Sub

Procedure Routinel has access to X, Y, and A (loses value upon termination)

Procedure Routine2 has access to X, Y, and B (retains value)

Procedure Routine3 has access toX,Z, and C (loses value)

Modulel

Global X as Integer

Forml Fortn2

Dim Y as Integer Dim Z as Single

Sub Routinel O Sub Routine3 o

Dim A as Double Dim C as String

::
End Sub

Sub Routine2 ( )

Static B as Double

End Sub

Procedure Routinel has access to X, Y, and A (loses value upon termination)

Procedure Routine2 has access to X, Y, and B (retains value)

Procedure Routine3 has access toX,Z, and C (loses value)
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Explicit Declaration

Declaring a variable tells Visual Basic to reserve space in memory. It is not musr thar a variable should
be declared before using it. Automatically whenever Visual Basic encounrers a new variable, it assigns
the default variable type and value. This is called implicir declaration. Though this type of i..l"rrti"o'
is easier for the user, to have more control over the variables, it is advisabl. io d.cl.i. rt.* .*ffl.iify.
The variables are declared with a Dim statement to name the variable and its type. The es typ. .l".rr.
in the Dim statement allows to define the data type or object type of the'variable. This is called
explicit declaration.

The format is as follows:

Dim Variable Name As Data Type

Example

. Dim password As String

o Dim yourName As String

. Dim firstnum As Integer

. Dim secondnum As Integer

. Dim total As Integer

. Dim doDate As Date

You may also combine them in one line, separating each variable with a comma, as follows:
Dim password As String, yourName As string, firstnum As Inreger,.

If data type is not specified, VB will automatically declare the variable as a Variant.

For string declaration,- there are two possible formats, one for the variableJength string and another
for the fixedJength string. For the variableJength string, just use the same for-i't ,, pr"rlors example.
However, for the fixedJength string, you have to use th. io.r.rrt as shown below:

Dim VariableName as String * n, where n defines the number of characrers the string can hold.

Example

Dim yourName as String {- 10

Your Name can holds no more than 10 Characters

Using Option Explicit Srarement

It may be convenient to declare variables ir-aplicitly, but ir can lead ro errors that may nor be
recognized at run time. Say, for example a varioLl= by name inrcounr is used implicitly and is assigned
to a value. In the nexr srep, this field is incremented by 1 by the following ,rrr.-.rrr,
Intcount:intcont+1

This calculation will result in intcount yielding a value of 1 as intcounr would have been initialized to
zero. This is because the intcount variable has been mityped as inconr in the right hand side of the
second variable. But Visual Basic does not see this as a mistake and considers it to"be new variable and
therefore gives a wrong result.
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In Visual Basic, to prevent errors of this nature, we can declare a variable by adding the following
statement to the general declaration section of the Form.

Option hplicit
This forces the user to declare all the variables. The Option Explicit statement checks in the module

for usage of. any undeclared variables and reports an error to the user. The user can thus rectify the

error on seeing this error message.

The Option Explicit statement can be explicitly placed in the general declaration section of each

module using the following steps.

1. Click Options item in the Tools menu

2. C1ick the Editor tab in the Options dialog box

3. Check Require Variable Declaration option and then click the CK button

2.3.7 Constants

Constants are always declared using the keyword CONST. You give the constant a name, data type
and value. Once a value is declared a constant, it can never be changed again in the program. Trying to
change a constant will cause an error. The rules for variables also apply to constants.

Syntax:

DIM <constant name) as (datatype>:va1ue

Exatnple

DIM sngPI as Single : 3.14

DIM curTaxRate as Currency = .07

Named Constants: These are constants that you name yourself with the CONST keyword. Named

constants can come in the form as nurneric constants and string constants.

Numeic Constdnts: Constants that can contain only the digits 0-9, a decimal pt and sign.

String Constants: Constants that can contain letters, digits, and special characters such as @ # $ o/o ^ &.

'r . String constants must be enclosed in double quotes.

Instinct Constants: System-Defined constants that are built into vb.

Examples of Instrinct Constants

o vbRed

. vbGreen

. vbBlue

. Checked

. vbYellow
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Assigning /Working Values to Variables

After declaring various variables using the Dim statemenrs, we can assign values ro those variables. The
general format of an assignmenr is:

Variable - Expression

The variable can be a declared variable or a control property value. The expression could be a
mathematical expression, a number, a string, a Boolean value (true or false) and more. The following
are some examples:

firstNumber=1 00

secondNumber=f i rs tNumber- 9 9

username=" John"

userpass . Text:
userName:" JohnLyan t'

userpass.Text : password

Labell.Visible = True

Commandl .Visible : fal-se
Label4.Caption : textboxl.Text
ThirdNumber = Val (usernuml. Text)
total- : firstNumber + secondNumber+ThirdNumber

2.3.8Input Boxes

A function that will display a message and allow the user ro enrer information in a text box. In the
Input box you can display a message called a prompt, which will help rhe user decide what
information he needs to enrer in the rext box.

The input box will have a txt box with the prompr above it and two command buttons, OK and
CANCEL. The OK will accept whatever input the user enters and place it in the variable on the left
hand side of the equals sign. The CANCEL button will ignore any input entered by the user and
return the user back to the form that is currently open Input Boxes are often used when one wants to
retrieve records from files

Variabl-eName : InputBox ("Prompt", "Tit]e")
fuample
StrName = InputBox (&quot;Enter your name&quot;,
equot; Sponge Bob&quot; ) <br>
StrCareer:lnputBox(&quot;Enter your workpl_ace&quot; &quot,. Nickel_odeon&quot;)

The ptompt must be enclosed in quotes. The title must also be in quores and will appear in the Title
Bar of the Input Box. If no title is entered, the title of the project will appear in the Titie Bar.

Input Boxes can appear in the following places:

Form_Load

Command Buttons
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Option Buttons

Check Boxes
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2.4THE CODE \T/INDO\T

1. Double-click the End command button on the form.

The Code window aPPears, as follows:

2.

If the window is smaller than the one shown above, resize it with the mouse.

(The exact size is nor thar important because the Code window includes scroll bars that you can

use to examine long program statements.)

Inside the code window are program sratements that mark the beginning and the end of this

f"ni.rrl", Visual Basic subroutine, or evenr procedure, a block of code associated with a Particular

object in the interface:

Private Sub Command2 CIi-ck o

End Sub

The body of a procedure always fits between these lines and is executed whenever a user activates

the inte*ace el.mert ,rro.irt.i with the procedure. In this case, the event is a mouse click, but as

yorr'll see later in the book, it could ,lso be an event of a different tyPe.

Type End, and press the Down arrow key'

As you type the statement, the letters aPPear in black type in the Code window' \7hen you Press

the Down arrow key (you could also piesr Ent.r or simply click a different line), the Program

srarement trrrns blrre, iridicating that Viiual Basic recognizes it as a valid statement' or keyword, in

the program.

You use the program statement End to stoP your Program and remove it from the screen. The

Visual Basic 
^programming 

system corrtrirrs-se,r.ia1 hundred unique kel'words such as this,

.o-ft.,. *ith thJi, .rro.i"'t.i operarors and symbols. The spelling of and spacing between these
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items are critical to writing program code that will be accurarely recognized by the visual Basic
compiler.

The End $aremenr stops the execution of a program.

Another name for the exact spelling, order, and spacing of keywords in
syntax.

3. Move the cursor to
four times.

a Program rs statement

the beginning of the line with the End sraremenr in it, and press rhe spacebar

The indent moves the End statement fciur_spaces to the right ro ser rhe sraremenr apart from rhePrivate Sub and End Sub statements. 
.This irrdenring 

"scheme 
is one of the programming

conventions you'll use throughout this book to k..p 
"you, 

programs clear and readable. The
grouP of conventions regarding how program code is organizedin"a program i, oft., referred to
as program style.

Now that you've written the code associated with the End button, you'll write code for the Spinbutton' These programming $atements will be a lirtle more exrensive and will give you a chance
to learn more about Program syntax and style. You'll st,rdy each of the progr.ri rt"t"-.rrt, 14.,in the book, so you iorr-'t ,r..d to know everything 

"bo,ri 
them now. Jusr focus on the general

T:.uctYr: of the-program code.and on typing th. prlgrr- sraremenrs .*"ctly as they are printed.
(Visual Basic is fussy about spelling rrrd ili. o-rd.r ir, *"hi.h keFwords 

"nd 
op.rrtorr rpp.rr.;

2.5 PROPERTY SETTING
lUrith some ProPerties you can set and return their values - these are called read-write propenies. $rith
some others you can only return their values - these are read-only properties

Worksheets ("Sheet1,,) .Range (..A1,,) .Va1ue : 42
Worksheets ("Sheet1,,) .Range (*A1.) .Va1ue = _
Worksheets ("sheeet2") .Range ("E,2,, ) .Value
To get the value property of ceIl A1 i.n sheetl we woul_d use
myValue = Worksheets (..sheeLl,) .Range ("A1-) .Va]ue
There are some ProPerties and methods that are gniqug to collections. The Count properry is one. Itreturns the number of elements in a collection. It is useful if you wanr ro loop over the elements of thecollection (though the For Each ... Next loop is preferablej. The follow*g o"-ple uses the countproperty to loop over the worksheets in the active workbook, hiding ,lr.rrrri. o.r.rl
Sub HideEveryOthersheet ( )

For i : 1 To Worksheets.Count
IfiMod2:0Then
Worksheets (i) .Visibl_e = False
End If over collections
Next i
End Sub
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2.6 STRING

Visual Basic has a rich set of operators and in-built string functions. A string expression is one which is
produces a string value. A number of interesting operations can be performed on srring type data
values.

Among the operators that can be used on string type values are concatenation. Concatenation operator
(i.e., + or Er) takes two string type operands and produces a string that is concarenation of the two.
Consider the following for example,

"India " + "is a great country"

This expression evaluates to a single string as shown below:

"India is a great country"

However, note that all the arithmetical operations are nor applicable on the string type values. You
cannot for example, use subtraction, multiplication or division operarions on the string iype values.

2.6.1 Libr ary Functions

Fortunately, Visual Basic provides a range of string functions that programmers may use to their
advantage in their programs. A complete list of all the functions may be found in the Standard
References. lfowever, a synopsis of the same is presenred hereunder.

Str(Numeric)

This function takes a single numeric operand and produces a string of that value. For example,

Str(9.201) -+ "9.201".

Va(Sting)

This function does just the opposite. It takes a string type operand and produces its numeric value if
the input represents a number. For example,

Yal(Bal2") -+ 234.12

Left(String,long)

This function takes two operands - a string and an long and returns long many characters from its left
side. For example,

Left('Compurer", 3) -+ "Com"

Rigbt(Sting,long)

This function takes two operands - a string and a long and returns longmany characrers from its right
side. For example,

Right('Compurer", 3) + "ter"

Mid(String, integer, long)

This function takes three operands - a string and an two integers. ft returns second integer many
characters starting from first integer position. For example,
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Mid("ComputerD, 3,2) + "mp"

Clearly, "mp" is 2 characters (second integer) from the third position (first integer).

Space(long)

This function returns a string having as many spaces as is specified by the long type operand. Thus,

Space(10) -r " s

Ltim(Sting)

This function takes a string type and returns the same by removing all the leading spaces from the left.
For example,

Ltrim(" Computer ") + "Computer "

Rtim(Sting)

This function takes a string type and returns the same by removing all the leading spaces from the
right. For example,

Rtrim(" Computer ") -+' Computer"

Trim(String)

This function takes a string type and returns the same by removing all the leading spaces from both
sides. For example,

Trim(" Computer ") -+ "Computer'

String(Lo ng, Cb ar acter)

This function returns a string having Long many Characters. For example,

String(lO,'o") -+ ()r***'F>ril)r>r'F"

StrReoerse(String)

This function returns a string by reversing the input string. For example,

StrReverse("Computer") -+ "retupmoC"

Len(String)

This function returns the number of characters in the string. For example,

Len("Computer") -+7

2:7 CONTROL STATEMENTS/MAKING DECISION

Control Statements are used to control the flow of program's execution. Visual Basic supports control
stnrctures such as if... Then, if...Then ...Else, Select...Case, and Loop structures such as Do
\7hile...Loop, \[hile...\(/end, For...Next etc method.
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If.,Tben selection stacture

The If...Then selecrion srrucrure performs an indicated action only when the condition is True;

otherwise the action is skipped.

Syntax of the If...Then selection

If <condition> Then

statement
End If
e.g.: If average >75 Then

txtGrade.Text - rrArr

End If

If...Tb en... Else selectio n structilre

The If...Then...Else selection stnrcture allows the programmer to specify that a different action is to be

performed when the condition is True than when the condition is False.

Syntax of the If...Then...Else selection

If <condi-tion > Then

statements
El-se

statements
End If
e.g.: If average > 50 Then

txtcrade.Text : "Pass"
EI se

txtGrade.Text : "Fail"
End If

Nested lf...Tben...Else selection stacture

Nested If...Then...Else selection stnrctures test for multiple cases by placing If...Then...Else selection

stnrctures inside If ...Then...Else structures.

Syntax of the Nested If...Then...Else selection stnrcture

You can use Nested If either of the methods as shown above

Metbod 1

]f < condition l- > Then

statements
EIseIf < condition 2 > Then

statements
ElseIf < condition 3 ) Then

staLements
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Else
statements
End If

Mabod2
If<conditionl>Then
statements
El se

ff<condition2>Then
statements
Else
If<condition3>Then
statements
El-se

St.atements

End If
End If
EndI f
E.g.: Assume you have to find the grade using nested if and display in a text box
If average > 75 Then

txtGrade. Text - rrArr

ElseIf average > 65 Then

txtGrade.Text : trBrr

ElseIf average > 55 Then

txtGrade.text - 'rCrr

ElseIf average > 45 Then

txtGrade.Text - "Str

E1 se

txtGrade.Text - 'rFrr

End If

Select.,,Case selection structilre

If the selection involves more than two alternatives, you can use nested If statements but this becomes
complicated and lea& to hard-to-read code. It is better to use Case statements. Here is the syntax for
multiple selection through Case sratements.

Syntax of the Select...Case selection srrucrure

Select Case Expression
Case value

[One or more VB statements]
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Case val-ue

IOne or more VB statements]
Case value

IOne or more VB statements]
Case Else

IOne or more VB statements]
End Select

Example

E.g.: Assume you have to find the grade using select...case and display in the rexr box
Dim average as Integer
average = txtAverage.Text
Sel-ect Case average
Case 100 To 75

txtGrade. Text =rrAt'

Case 74 To 65

txtGrade. Text. ='rB"
Case 64 To 55

txtGrade.Text ="C"
Case 54 To 45

txtGrade.Text ="Stt

Case 44 To 0

txtGrade.Text ="Ftt

Case Else
MsgBox "lnva1id average marks"
End Select

Example

Sel-ect Case intAge
Case Is < 6

lblTitle.Caption : "preschool-,,
Case 6 To 11

lblTitle.Caption : "Primary Schoo1,,

Case 12 To 18

lblTitle.Caption : "secondary School,,
Case EIse
l-blTitIe.Caption : "Adult',
End Select
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1. \Vhat are the Instrinct Constants?

2. State whether the following statements are true or false:

(0 Static variables are reinitialized each time.

(ir) The Operator 6. is use as AND operator.

3. Fill in the blanks:

(0 Non-numeric data rypes are data that cannot be manipulated ...... using standard

arithmetic operators.

(ir) Variable accessible anywhere in VB.

2.8 LET US SUM UP

As we face many types of data that come across in our daily life. For example, we need to handle data

such as names, addresses, money, date, stock quotes, statistics and more everyday.In the same way v/e

in Visual Basic, we have to deal with all sorts of data, some can be mathematically calculated while

some are in the form of rexr or other forms. VB divides data into different types so that it is easier to

manage when we need to write the code involving those data. In this lesson we also learn that how to

creare Visual Basic code that can accept input from the user and display the output without controlling
the program flow. In this lesson, we learned that how we create VB code that can make decision when

it process input from rhe user, and control the program flow in the process. As we know that Decision

making process is an important part of programming because it can help to solve practical problems

intelligently so rhar it provide useful output or feedback to the user. For example, we can write a

program that can ask the computer to perform certain task until a certain condition is met.

Also we learned the another way to control the prograrn flow, that was, the Select Case control
structure.

The difference is that the Select Case control structure basically only make decision on one expression

or dimension (for example the examination grade) while the If ...Elself statement control stnrcture

may evaluate only one expression, each If....Elself statement may also compute entirely dif{erent

dimensions. Select Case is preferred when there exist many different conditions.

2.9 KEY$T/ORDS

Iteration: It refers to the meaning of loop in visual basic.

Double: This is atype of Datatype.

COBOL: This is a type of Procedural language.

Modules: Code in Visual Basic is stored in the form of modules.

Anatomy: Means stnrcture or framework of any thing.

Non-procedural_Languages: Object-oriented programming languages that are Event-driven.
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2.10 QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Explain the meaning of the term:

(a) Procedures

(b)Variant

(c) Static Variables

2. IWhat is the scope of variables?

3. 'What is constants? Vhat is the type of constants?

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

1. Instrinct Constants are the System-Defined constants that are built into VB Examples of
Instrinct Constants vbRed.

2. (i) False (ii) False

3. (i) mathematically (ii) Global Variable

2.11 SUGGESTED READINGS

Cornell, G., Visual Basic 5 from tbe Ground Up,Tata McGraw Hill.

Murray et.al, Visual C+ + Handbook,2nd Edition Osborne, McGraw Hill, 1995.

Evangelos Petroutsos, Mastering Visual Basic 5, BPB Publications.
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3.0 AIMS AND OB ECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Explain the concept of projects with multiple forms

. Discuss hcw to display information

. Identify and explain the printer object

3.1 INTRODUCTION
You should be familiar with VB's event-driven programming style by now. However I'll explain it
again. \flhen you're doing general VB programming, your thoughts should go in this pattern: "If the
user does this, what should happen? How would I make it happen?" Then you would write the
program to fit the answers to 

-th.r" 
questions. That is event dr^iven progrr--ing. You program

according to what events the user would trigger. Dragging a picture, clicking a button, and typing a
word are all events. You, being the brave coder that you are, would ask: "'Why do I have to think lfue
that? "

lWell here's an alternative way for you to think: Object Oriented Programming (OOP). In the world
cl flOP, you break a problem down into small parts and solve them individually. If you are ro
f.rr,.)qr;lrn in an object oriented style, you would think of every variable or functions as a property of an
'.:hiect, and everything would seem like an object to you. OOP is hard to explain so you'Il have to
experience it in the following subsections.
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3.2 VISUAL BASIC PROJECT

Visual basic project basically consists of three parts - rhe user interface, the processing of informarion,
and the storage of information.

The user interface is the part of the program that your users see and with which they interacr. This
user interface is composed of the screens you design by using Visual Basic's forms and controls.

The processing of information is done by the set of statements v/rimen to add the functionality ro the
object.

The storage for information is generally any backend Darabase, which is connected to frontend by any
of the standard Data Control or through Designers.

Following are the Modules which are available in Visual Basic project to perform the above three
tasks:

1. Form Module: It contains the graphic elements of the VB application along with the instruction.

2. General Module: It contains general-purpose instructions not pertaining to anything graphic
on-screen.

3. Class Module: lt contains the defining characteristics of a class, including its properties and
methods.

4. Global Module: lt contains declaration and procedures.

5. Resource Files:It allows you to collect all of the texrs and bitmaps for an application in one place.

\tr(hen you start VB for the first time projectwizard will be opened and following projecr templares
will be displayed

1. Standard EXE:Ir is a typical Application.

2. ActiaeX EXE, Actiz:eX DLZ: Available with Professional Edition. ActiveX components are basic
code-building elements that don't have a visible interface and that can add funciionality ro your
applications.

3. ActitteX Control: Used to develop your own ActiveX controls. It is a basic element of the user
interface. If the ActiveX control that comes with Visual Basic don'r provide the required
functionality then custom ActiveX conrrols can be build.

4. ActioeX Docwinent DLL, ActioeX Document EXE: ActiveX documents are in essence Visual
Basic applications that can run in the environment of a conrainer that supports hyperlinking.

5. VB Application'Wizard, VB Wizard Manager: The Application \Wizard takes through the steps
of seming uP the skeleron of a new application like a template in any MS-offi." .o-po"rr".rt *h.i.
basic structure is readily available and changes can be n rd. d.p.rdi.,g o1 the need. \Thereas VB
Ylizard Manager helps in building our own Vizard which is , seqrr"rrie of windows that collects
information from user required for building an application.

6. Data Proiecr: This is a feature of enterprise edition rhar automatically adds the conrrols that are
used in accessing databases to rhe Toolbox.
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DHTML Applicatiou Allows to build Dynamic HTML pages that can be displayed in the
browser's window on a client computer. It helps user in viewing the data lying with any RDBMS
package at the backend and can also edit that and can do the queries also through browser itself.

IIS Application: Lllows to build applications that run on the Web server and interact with clients
over the Internet with Internet Information Server.

Add-In: Own AddJns can be created for the Visual basic IDE. Add-Ins are special commands that
can be added to Visual Basic menus.

VB Enterprise Edition Control: It simply creates a new standard EXE project and loads all the
tools of the Enterprise Edition.

Steps for bwilding a Visual Basic Application: After designing the application, for building an

application in Visual Basic following tips are to be taken:

(r) Draw tbe Interface.' Create the form and the various objects on the form using toolbox.

(b) Set tbe Properties: Set the properties of the various objects on the form with the help of
properties window.

G) Write the eaents code: In the code window, write the code associated with each ob.iect on the
form and then run the application.

Few Examples to start with Visual Basic

How to Start a project

-Start 
the visual basic by clicking Start ) ) Programs ) ) Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 > > Microsoft

Visual Basic

Choose Standard EXE from the available screen

Click Open.

A blank form will appear on the screen with Project Explorer \7indow, Properties '$Tindow and Tool
Box.

haiA\..8DW'}
Adivex ExE Achvex DLL Activex VE Application

Control wilord

B$ h$ F!$ E$;ft9 :fr* :fr; ;fi9v ...* v ....+
DatnProiect Ii5Appli(ntion Addin 

o"l,r.X5"to,,
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Project Explorer \tr7indow

Properties \Tindows

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

Hl &t Proiectl (Projectl)
i;i- ffi Forms

.'sp,#$l#rffi#s}t

:
fGommandl CommandButton e!.

Example 'l: This example is to print a text jn the text.bol by clicking on rhe button. \x/ith the help ofTool Box given on the left side of the interface, draw the foliowing inierface,

Prolect'l - Formi [FormJ
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Set the properties of the objects on the form as given in the table below:

Obiect Name Property Value

Text Box Textl Text <Blank>

Command Button Commandl Caption Click here

Command Button Comman& Caption Stop

_Double click First Command Button and write the following lines of code

Private Sub Commandl_Click o
Textl.Text = "Wefcome to Visual Basic"

End Sub

_Click View Object to come back at the form

_Double click Second Command Button and write the fol-Lowing lines of code

Private Sub Command2 Click o
End

End Sub

_Run the proiect by clicking Run ) ) Start or Press F5.

_Save the project by clicking File > ) Save Project.

_Specify the folder in which all the files like form, repons etc. related with the project along with the

project name are to be saved.

3.2,1Proiects with Multiple Forms

\7e Start a project named the China Shop consisted of a Visual Basic Project with a single form.

Most real world proiects will have more than one form. In this we add second form to the China Shop

Project which we will use to display what I call a 'Help About'.

Step 1: Add a New Form to the Project.

By default, Visual Basic creates a Startup form for us when we create a new Project. To add a second

(or additional) form to a project, all we need to do is select Proiect-Add Form from the Visual Basic

Menu Bar.
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The following screen shot will appear....

At this Point' we iust need to make sure that the 'New' tab is selected, and then either double-click on
'Form' or select 'Form' and click on the 'Open' Burron. Visual Basic will then display a new form for
us in the IDE, with a Caption reading 'Forml'.
'W'e now have two forms loaded into the IDE. The smarr rhing to do now is ro save the form, but
before we do that, we should give it a meaningful name. To do rhar, select the form in the roi by
clicking on it with rhe mouse, and then bring uj its propenies vindow.

h
ffi
h
in Dialog

h
About Dialog

h
Tip of the Day

LI
Web Browser

h
ODB( Log In

h
Dialog

h
Options Dialog
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Find the Name Property: and change it from Forml to frmHelpAbout.

frmHelpAbout

frmHelpAbout

ENEE 1-30 N
False t^S

Hfi araoooooora
,2 - Sizable

Forml

True

True

13 - Copy Pen

0 - 5olid

I

AW

5tyle

R€fisrxE the nsrp ts€d h code to ffiy an 6ftxt,

Now click on the Save button on the Toolbar. Visual Basic will immediately prompr you ro save the
new form with a disk file name of 'frmHelpAbout.'
'We 

can save the form with that name, or change it if we wish. My personal preference is to drop the
'frm' from the disk file name, and save it as HelpAbout. Let's do that by clicking on the Save buiton,
also ensuring that the form will be saved in the correcr folder or directory 0VBFILES\CHINA).

B. Main.frm

fprr

lipControls

onlrolEox

awMode

aw5tyle

awWidth
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Once the form has been saved, if we
now see rwo forms - Main (with a

Property of frmHelpAbout).

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

Basic Project Explorer'Window, we should
frmMain) and HelpAbout (with a Name

bring up the Visual
Name Property of

Step 2: Design the New Form

Our project now has two forms - at this point, we need to design the second form, and then we,ll add
code to display it from the Main form of the China Shop project.

A Help-Abour form needn'r be too fancy - basically, it should say something
wrote it, and if you're smarr, you'll include some conract information in th-e
viewing it wants to hire you for some work! you can always use rhe Microsoft
sample For insrance, here's the Help-About form for my copy of visual Basic 5.

about the person who
event thar the person

Help-About forms as a

B FrmlielpAbnul (HelpAhout:,Frrn)

Frnrl4airr (Fl,=in, Frm)

- llhirra
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As you can see, the Visual Basic Help-About Form contains information about the program, and also
two buffons - one is a System Information button (more on rhar in a future \7eb article) and one is an
OK button. \7e need to include an OK button as we need a way to close the form when the user is
done viewing it!

Let's resize the frmHelpAbout form now, and add a single Label control and a Command Button.
\ile'll change the name of the Command Button to cmdOK, and change its captionProperry to OK.
Finally, change the name of the Label to lblTootYourHorn. Finally, .f,rrrg.rh. Caption Prlperty of
the form to About the China Shop. If you are following along withm., yo,r, form should look similar
to this.

You may be wondering about all that great information I told you we would be placing on the form.
The easiest way ro do that is through code - which is our next step.

Step 3: \(rite Code for the New Form

Our next step is to write some code so that when the Help-About Form is displayed (more on how ro
do that in Step 4), the Caption of the label control displays the informationihat we wish to display
about us (and the program). Ve will also need to write code that will permit rhe user to close the ftrm
when he or she clicks on the OK button.

Let's start with the Caption of the label - we'll place that code in the Load Event Procedure of the
form. Here's the code

Private Sub Form_Load ( )

lblTootYourHorn.caption = "This program written by John smiley,' & _
vbCrlf & vbCrlf & "Email: johnsmileyGjohnsmiley.com" & _
vbCrlf & vbCrlf & "Web Site: http: //www.johnsmiley.com"
End Sub

All we're doing here is displaying some information about rhe person who wrote the program, and
providing an email address and a website. VbCTLF is the Visual Basic Intrinsic Consrant ior a Carri"g"
Return and Line Feed, which enables us to separate those three pieces of information with blank lines.
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Finally, here's the code to close the Help-About form, which we'll place in the Click Event Procedure
of cmdOK.

Private Sub cmdOK Click o
Unload Me

Set frmAbout : Nothing
End Sub

Simple €nough - Unload Me (where Me is just a shorrcut reference ro rhe Current Form) will unload
the Help-About Form. And the Microsoft recommendation is ro set rhe name of the form you are
unloading (with the exception of your startup form) to Nothing - this will free RAM of the ,.rrrrrrrrr,
of the form and its code. Now we need to write the code to dispiay the Help About Form.

Step 4: \/rite Code to display the New Form

y,l-
,,,,E&xit

&Freferences
".'Dale and Time On
,.,,Date and Time OFf
',,,&.Eolors
,,,,"..Cusfom

",',,,'Defaull

'What we'll do here is create a Menu entry to display the Help About Form. Not surprisingly, we'll
use the Menu Editor to create a menu item called i{eip, with , ,rrb-"r., item called About. The Menu
structure, as seen from the Visual Basic Menu Editor, should look like this...

\(e'll place the code necessary to display the Help-About form in the Click Event procedure of
mnuHelpAbout. Many beginners I know have been able to ger rhis far on their own - brr, you're
about to see the mistake they make - typically, beginners will iead about the Load statemenr in Visual
Basic Help and figure that this staremenr will do the trick...
Private Sub mnuHelpAbout_Click o
Load frmHelpAbout

End Sub
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Now before you go off and execute the modified China Shop program, expecting to see the new Help
About form displayed when you click on Help-About the China Shop, I should tell you that there's a

problem with this code.

The problem with the code is that while it loads the Help-About form, it doesn't display it! Merely
loading a form doesn't make it visible - by default, a loaded form is not visible - it must explicitly be

made visible. There are two ways to do that - either set the Visible Property of the form you wish to
load to True, or execute its Show Method. As it turns out, the quickest and most efficient way to both
load and make the form visible is to just execute its Show Method - which will both load the form and
make it visible. Therefore, this is the code to use.

Private Sub mnuHelpAbout._Clrck ( )

frmHelpAbout. Show

End Sub

Now if you click on the Help-About the China Shop menu item...

Ced*B

the Help-About form will be displayed...

Thb $prram writlen byJdn Srde/

E md: 6fu'pmil+@otrnsrib/. cffi

M.eb Siia, htip:,t/u+rexs.iolsrsTikv:qwlr 
:',. 

:,i::
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Let's take some time to admire our work, and then click on the oK button. The form should then
disappear Some nuances...

I should make you aware of some nuances of multiform projects before finishing this month,s arricle.
First, some forms (particularly Help-About forms) shouli bedisplayed as modal?orms. A modal form
ls 9ne that prevents further processing within the application until the form is closed. In terms of the
Help-About form, that means that while the form is displayed, rhe user cannor interact with the rest
of the China Shop project. Choosing to display a form as , -odd form is a good idea if the form is
meant to be an attention getter - one that yor, *rrrt the user to interact with before doing *ytl1111g
else'. Displaying a form as a modal form is easy enough - jusr use the vbModal argument of the Show
Method like this...

Private Sub mnuHelpAbout_C1ick()

frmHelpAbout. Show vbModaf

End Sub

Now if you nrn the program, and click on the Help-Abour form, you'll see that you can,r inreract
with the main form of the China Shop Project unril tire Help-Abo,rt ior.r, is closed.

Another nuance to keeP in mind is that there are occasions when you display the second form that
you want to make the first form disappear. Now that can mean one of two ,hi.rgr. First, you are done
working with the first form, and you won't be needing it again. An example of sJch a form would be a

!ogi" form, which permits secure access to an applicrtiorrl once the user has been authenticated, the
Login form is no longer needed, and the -rin ior.., of the application is displayed. To code this
scenario, you would just unload the first form using the Unloai Me srarem.rr,,'"rri then display the
second form. Like this...

Prlvate Sub mnuHelpAbout Clicko
Unload Me

frmHelpAbout . Show vbModal

End Sub

obviously, we don't want to do that in the China Shop program, because we still want access to the
main form of the China Shop available when the user it iorr" ieading the Help-About form.
Beginners,- at this point, will sometimes make the mistake of unloading the first form, anrl then re-
loading it from the oK button of the Help-About form - like this...
Private Sub cmdOK Click o
Unload Me

frmMain. Show

Set frmAbout = Nothing
End Sub

In general, this technique is not a good one.
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Loading forms in Visual Basic is a strain on the PC, so if you want ro make the first form invisible
while the second is displayed, and then redisplay it later, in general, it's a betrer idea to Hide the first
form instead of unloading it - like this...

Private Sub mnuHelpAbout_Click ( )

Me. Hide

frmHelpAbout. Show vbModal

End Sub

Then, when you are done with the Help-About form, use this code to Show rhe hidden main form...

Private Sub cmdOK_Click o
Unload Me

frmMain. Show

Set frmAbout : Nothing
End Sub

The main form will instanrly appear without having to be re-loaded.

Summary Now that you know how to add a second form ro your proiect, adding additional forms
shouldn't be a problem.

3.3 PRTNTER OBJECT

The Visual Basic 6.0 Printer object is replaced by the PrintDocument componenr in Visual Basic 2005.
The behavior of the two is considerably different, but in most cases the functionality can be
duplicated.

3.3.1 Conceptual Differences

In Visual Basic 6.0, printing is accomplished by creating a Printer object and using graphics methods to
draw text and graphics onto a vinual page. Propenies and methods are used to define printer attributes
such as DeviceName, PrintQuality or Copies; other properties such as Orientation and PaperSize
define attributes of the.page itself. The EndDoc method sends the outpur to the default printerlor the
application as defined in the Printers collection.

In Visual Basic 2005, the Printer object no longer exists. Instead, you use a PrintDocumenr componenr
to define the graphics and text, a PrinterSettings object to define printer attributes, and a PageSettings
class to define page attributes.

Printing is no longer tied to a specific device, and the concepr of a default prinrer for an application is
no longer valid. Instead the PrintPage method of the PrintDocumenr componenr can b. 

"sed 
to print

to any device, and the default printer is system-wide. The PrintDialog, PrintPreviewDialog, and
PageSetupDialog components allow you to let the user select a printer and print oprions ar run rime.
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ColorMode Property

In Visual Basic 6.0, the ColorMode property controls whether ourpur is printed in monochrome on a
color printer.

In Visual Basic 2005, it is now up to the printer ro expose this as an advanced option. The
SupportsColor property of the PrinterSettings class can be .rt.d to determine the color .apabilities of a
printer.

DrioerName Property

In Visual Basic 6.0, the DriverName property of the Printer object is used to specify a printer driver.
In early versions of \7indows, and in MS-DOS, prinrer drivers were necessary to trrrrrlri. ourput in a

Yay that each specific brand and model of printer could understand. By the time of Visual Basic 6.0,
this was largely unnecessary, but the property was maintained for backward comparibiliry.

In Visual Basic 2005, the DriverName property no longer exists; printer drivers are managed by
rJ7indows, and you can no longer specify different drivers.

hDC property

In Visual Basic 6.0, the hDC property of the Printer object specifies a handle to a device contexr (a link
between a'Windows-based application, a device driver, and an ourput device, such as a printer).

In Visual Basic 2005, the hDC property no longer exists; an insrance of a PrintDocumenr component
is the equivalent of a device conrext.

Page Property

In Visual Basic 5.0, the Page property returns a counr of pages that have been printed since your
application started or since the last time the EndDoc statemenr was used on the Printer object. This
property is often used to add a page number ro each page during printing.

In Visual Basic 2005, page numbers are not tracked; however, you can easily keep a counr by setting a
variable in the BeginPrint event and incrementing it in the printpage evenr.

Port Property

In Visual Basic 6.0, the Port property returns the name of the pon through which a documenr is sent
to a printer.

In Visual Basic 2005, the Pon property no longer exists; the PrintDialog and PrintPreviewDialog
controls automatically manage port informarion.

RigbtToLeft Property

In Visual Basic 6.0, the RightToleft property determines how the Printer object will format ourpur on
a bi-directional platform, such as Arabic \Tindows 95 or Hebrew \findows 95.

In Visual Basic 2005,_the RightToleft property is no longer necessary; the direction of printing is
controlled by the localization settings in later versions of rTindows.

TrackDefauh Property

In Visual Basic 6.0, the TrackDefault property determines whether a Printer object always points to
the same printer, or whether it changes the printer it points to if you change the iefault prirrr.,. serring
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in the operating system's Control Panel. Changing the TrackDefault property setting while a print job

is in progress causes printing to halt immediately.

In Visual Basic 2005, the TrackDefault property no longer exists; the isDefaultPrinter property of the

PrinterSettings class can be used to determine if a printer is the default, but printing is no longer halted

if the default printer changes.

Zoom Property

In Visual Basic 6.0, the Zoom property determines the percentage by which printed output is to be

scaled up or down. For example, consider a letter.sized page printed with Zoom set to 50. This page

conrains as much data as a page of the size 17 by 22 inches because the printed text and graphics on the

letter-sized page are scaled to one-half their original height and width.

In Visual Basic 2005, the Zoom property no longer exists; if a printer has zoom capabilities, settings

are auromatically exposed in the Print dialog box. You can also use graphics methods to scale the

output prior to assigning it to a PrintDocument component.

Grapbics Properties and Metbods

In Visual Basic 6.0, various graphics properties and methods can be used to draw lines, shapes, and text

on a Printer object.

In Visual Basic 2005, most objects no longer have their own graphics properties or methods; you can

still draw lines, shapes, and text by creating and using a Graphics object. For more information, see

Graphics for Visual Basic 6.0lJsers.

Fill in the blanks:

1. Visual basic project basically consists of three parts - the user interface, the processing of
information, and the

2. Own ................ can be created for the Visual basic IDE.

3. The Visual Basic 6.0 Printer object is replaced by the ...... comPonent in
Visual Basic 2005.

3.4 LET US SUM UP

This lesson is the soul of visual Basic Programming. In Start where we see the concept of forms and

how we deal a project with multiple forms. Since any project or website contain more than one form
so, ir was important to remember the basic things when you deal with multiple from. After this we see

the concept of visual basic Object Concept by which we able to understand the programming

procedure, and the idea use to solve any problem/project. Later we see the concept of collection and

how we use collect in our project and what is the advantage of using collection.

The heart and soul of Visual basic means concept of OOPS. In which we learn the basic concept of

OOPS. This shows the idea that how we have to think to solve any problem using OOPS concept.

After this we see rhe fundamental of class. We can say that in this topic we really understand the

OOPS procedure and its advantage.

Your
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3.5 KEY'I$T/ORDS

Form Module: lt contains the graphic elements of the VB application along with the instruction.
General Module: It contains general-purpose instrucrions not pertaining to anyrhing graphic
on-screen.

Class Module: It contains the defining characteristics of a class, including its propefties and methods.

Global Module; It contains declaration and procedures.

Resource Files:It allows you to collect all of the texts and bitmaps for an application in one place.

Standard EXE: It is a typical Application.

3.6 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1. what are the Modules which are available in visual Basic project?

2. Discuss the project templates will be displayed when you open visual basics.

3. Explain the project using multiple forms.

3. I$7h1 is printer object in Visual basics? Explain the difference between visual basics 2005 and
visual basics 6.0.

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

1. storage of information

2. Add-Ins

3. PrintDocument

3.7 SUGGESTED READINGS
Cornell, G., Visual Basic 6from tbe Ground [Jp,TataMcGraw Hill.
Murray et.al, visual c+ + Handbook,2nd Edition osborne, McGraw Hill, 1995.

Evangelos Petroursos, Mastering Visual Basic d, BpB publications.
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4.0 ArMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

o Explain the concept of arrays

. Discuss how to identify the developmenr needs

o Describe the significance of build in functions

. Identify and explain the user defined functions and procedures

4.1 INTRODUCTION
\Thenever you are entering data, creating files or databases, you are working with text strings. Text
strings contain characters that can be copied, deleted, cut and reassembled but they also have
important visual characteristics: size, color, weight, transparency, etc. In this lesson we will look at
different ways of manipulating those texr strings.

4.2 ARRAYS

Now we are going to understand the concept of. array. \We will learn the differences between a fixed-
size and dynamic array) how to properly declare each one, how to access them, how to loop through
them, how to erase them, and a few other things. This turorial applies to all versions of Visual Basic,
however, versions before Visual Basic 6.0 do not include the split and join function.

4.2.1Types of Arrays

o Fixed-Size Arrays

o Dynamic Arrays

o Retrieving the Contents of an Array

. Adding New Elemenrs on the Fly

o Erasing an Array

. The Split Function

. The Join Function

o Multi-dimensionalArrays

Fixed-Size Arrays

A fixed-size array most closely matches our CD rack anology. There are a limited number of slots you
can slide CDs into. Pretend you have three CDs - one by the Deftones, anorher by Tool, and a third
by Disturbed. To fit all of these in your rack, the rack musr contain at least three slots. So you declare
your CD rack as having three slots:

Dim strCDRack(0 to 2) As String
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You've just made a variable 'strCDRack' that contains three slots (#0, #1, and #2) and is of a String

data type. Now you can insert your CDs into it:

Dim strCDRack(O to 2) As String

strCDRack(O) : "Deftones"

strCDRack(l) : "Too1"

strCDRack(2) : "Dittrrtb.d"

Notice that each of the three new lines starts off with the variable name and then gives an element

number before having a value assigned. This is like numbering the slots on your CD rack starting at 0

up to 2 and then inserting a CD into each slot.

The format for declaring an array is:

Dim lPublic lPrivate ArrayName(Subscript) As DataType

. Dim, Public, and Private declare the array and its scope. Using Dim in a procedure will make the

array only available from within that procedure. Using it in the General Declarations section will
make it available to all procedures in that module. Private has the same effect and should be used

only at the modular level. Using Public will make the array available throughout the project.

. ArrayName is the name of the array.

. Subscript is the dimensions of the array:.

. DataType is any valid data type.

Dynamic Anays

The new Charlotte Church CD came out but your rack only has three slots. You don't want to throw
away afly of your CDs to make room for the new one so you decide to use your ultimate building

skills to attach another slot. You start building:

Dim strCDRackQ As String

ReDim strCDRack(O to 2) As String

strCDRack(O) : "Deftones"

strCDRack(l) : "Tool'

strCDRack(2) : "Disturbed"
'What have you done? Nothing wrong, you've just dimensioned your array arother way that allows

for expansion. Notice that the subscript of the Dim statement is missing. This is OK; it tells VB that
yotrr array is a dynamic array, meaning that you can change its size with ReDim.

Now that you've rebuilt the structure of your CD rack, allowing for expansion, it is time to expand:

Dim strCDRackQ As String

ReDim strCDRack(0 to 2) As String

strCDRack(O) : "Deftones"

strCDRack(l) : "Tool"
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strFriends (5) : "Carolyn"
strFriends (6) = "Kate"

For lngPosition : LBourid(strFriends) To UBound(strFriends)

Ms gBox strFriends (ngPosition)

Next lngPositionlngPositionlngPosition

There are two new functions in that snippet of code. LBound and UBound are used to dete: rine the
lower and upper bounds of. an array. Because strFriends has a lower bound of 0 and an upper oound of
6. These functions allow you to iterate through an array with a dynamic size and they keep you from
having to keep track of the array's size yourself. \fith each iteration of that loop, lngPosition will
count up from 0 to 6. By accessing the array as strFriends(ngPosition) you are greatly reducing the
amount of code you have to write.

Adding Neu Elements on tbe Fly

Sometimes you have an array that needs to keep growing, and you don't know what the upper bound
will end up being. Maybe you are making 

^ 
cr^ppy MP3 player and need to ask the user to input song

names. You might do something like this:

Dim strSongNames O As String 'Array of song names

Dim blDimensioned As Boo'l-ean 'Is the array dimensioned?

Dim strText As String 'To temporarily hold names

Dim lngPosition as Long 'Counting

'The array has not yet been dimensioned:

bLDimensioned : Fal-se

Do

rAsk for a song name

strText : InputBox("Enter a song name:")

If strText <> "" Then

'Has the array been dimensioned?

If bl-Dimensioned : True Then
rYes, so extend the array one element large than its current upper bound.
rWithout the "Preserve" keyword below, the previous elements in our array
wouLd be erased with the resizing

ReDim Preserve strSongNames(0 To UBound(strSongNames) + 1) As String
Else

'No, so dimension it and flag it as dimensioned.

ReDim strSongNames (0 To 0) As String
bl-Dimensioned : True

End If
'Add the songl name to the last el-ement in the array.
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strsongNames (UBound (strSongNames) ) = strText
End ff
Loop Until st.rText : " "

'Display entered song names:

For lngPosition : LBound(strSongNames) To uBound(strsongNames)
NIs gBox strSongNames ( lngpositlon)
Next- IngPosition

'Erase array
Erase strSongName

Look to the comments for an explanation of what is going on.

Erasing dn Array

You shouid always erase your array when you are done using it, especially if you are using dynamic
arrays. It's rather easy:

Dim strFriends(0 :o 2) As String
strEriends (0) : "Blanca"
sLrfriends(1) : "Jeana"
strFriends(2) : "Er.in"
Erase strEriends

Split Fwnction

Sometimes we run into situations where we want to
separate it into multiple strings, and then place those
code:

take the information from within a given srring,
strings in an array. For example, say we had this

Drir, cclI-rst As Strrng
cci].ist : "Nevermind, oK computer, r care Because you Do, rcky Thump,,

It'd be nice if we could easily take that list and put it in an array, wouldn't ir? This could be done by
using Visual Basic's built in string functions, however, writing and updating rhar code could prove r;
be time consuming and tedious. Luckily for us, Visual Basic 6.b pro.,riJes a U"itt in function cailed split
that allows us to easily parse out information from a string and piace it into an array. It has ihe
foilowing syntax:

ArrayName - sp]-it (Sting rnput [, Delimiter [, Length Limit [, compare Mode] I I )

String Input is the string that you want to parse.

Delimiter is an optional parameter that indicates what type of string separares the elements in the
input string. By default this parameter is set to " ". That would -.rr, ,, input string of "This is a tesr"
wonld yield an array of 4 elements ("This", "Is", ',a", "test").
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Length Limit is the maximum size your output arruy can be. The text remaining to be parsed will be

set as the final element in the array.

Compare Mode. By default, Visual Basic compares strings character by character using their ASCII

valuei. However, you can use different modes that will cause Visual Basic to comPare strings

differently. For example, vbTextCompare causes string comparisons to be case insensitive. This

parameter effects how the Delimiter Parses Input String.

The following is an example showing how to Parse the list we showed earlier:

Dim strCDRack ( ) As String
Dim cdlist As String
Dim i As Tnteger

cdllst : "Nevermind, OK Computer, I Care Because You Do, lcky Thump"

strCDRack = SpIlt(cd],ist, ", ")
For 1 : LBound(strCDRack) To UBound(strCDRack)

MsgBox strCDRack (i)
Next

Join Function

The split function allowed us to break strings down into arrays, is there a function that allows us to

take arrays and make them one big long string? Yes, yes there is, and it is called join' join is a very

simple function. It has the following syntax:

StrlngName : join(Array Input[, Delimiter] )

Array Input is the array that you want to place into a string'

Delimiter is an optional parameter that indicates what you want to place between elements are added

to the string. By default this parameter is set to "".

Using one of our previous examples, here is some sample code on how one might use join:

Dim strEriends (0 to 6) As Strlng, IngPosition as Long

strEriends(0) : "Bianca"
strFriends (1) : "Jeana"
strFriends(2) : "Sam"

strFriends (3) : "Jenna"
strFriends(4) : "Erin"
strFrlends (5) : "Carolyn"
strFriends (5) : "Kate"
Dim myFri-ends As Strlng
'This will produce the following string: "Bj-ancaf Jeana/ Sam, Jenna, Erin,
CaroIyn, KaLe"

myFriends : Joln(strFriends, ", ")

MsgBox myFriends
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M uhi-ditn e nsio nal An ay s

Now that you know what-an array is, figuring our whar a multi-dimensional array is will be a little
easier' A multi-dimensional array is 

^n ^ir^y 
tlat looks like a table. If you i"rr.-..,r., used Microsoft

Excel, you would know. It can also be r.efeired to an array of arrays. ffrr, ir'*"rry arruysusing the
same name. Here is an example of a two-dimensional array.

Static iArray(l To 2,lTo 3)

All the elemenrs lisr out are:

iArray(l,1), i.Ptrray(!,2), iArray(l,3), iArraye,l), iLrraye,2), iLrraye,3)
Most of the time you will be using one dimensional arrays but some of the time it will be helpful to
use 2 or even 3. More then 3 is not always a good idea because it rends to be hard to debrri. The
usefulness of vB will allow you to use as many as you wanr, each separated by.o-*rr. Keep in mind
the more you use, the more comPuter memory you use up. This ."r, g., ,."1 i"rrg.rous real fast. If you
have some free time someday go ahead and mak. and t+-ts di-.rrriorrJ 

"rr"y.'urr.e sure you closeout and save everFthing else before hand. See how well your compurer runs. Be prepared to have to
restart.

4.2.2 Passing Arrays as Parameters

1. Reference the array by name in the CALL srarement

2' The called SUB/FLTNCTION MUST accept the data into a parameter declared with the SAME
daatype, but without an index.

3. Arrays must be passed using the ByRef Method
Public Sub ProcTest(By Ref lngNumO as Long)
lngNum(1) = 2

End Sub

PubLic Sub Somethingo
Dim lngArray(1 To 5) as Long
Call- ProcTest (J_ngArray)

MsgBox("fndex 1: " e J-ngArray(1))
End Sub

4.2.3 Control Array
A group of data items that are referred to by the same name is known as effay.whereas Control array
is: A group of controls sharing rhe same name and event procedures
Index - A variable used to refer to each element in the control array.
Control Arrays can be used with the following controls:

a Text Boxes

. Option Buttons

. Check Boxes
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. Labels

. Command Buttons

Control Arrays are most commonly used with text boxes and option buttons.

Creating a Contol Aray

Drop a control of the form and assign it a name

Drop a second control on the form and assign it the SAME name

You will be given a message saying that you already have a control named'whatever' and asks you if
you want to create a control array

Press "Yes' and this will create your control array.

Now, for each subsequent item added, give it the same name also.

Once you create the control arra1r t each item within the array will have an index. The first will be an

index of zero,2nd of 1, 3rd of 2 end so forth...

Example: Control Array using a Select Case

This example is if you had 6 option buttons with names of colors and a Rounded Square shape that
will fill the color of the selected opdon button.

Private Sub optColors_Click(Index As Integer)<br>
Select Case Index<br>

Case 0: shpRoundSquare.Fil]Color = vbBlack<br>

Case L: shpRoundSquare.FillColor : vbBlue<br>

Case 2: shpRoundSquare.FillCol-or = vbYel-l-ow<br)

Case 3: shpRoundSquare.Fill-Color = vbGreen<br>

Case 4: shpRoundSquare.FillCoJ-or : vbRed<br>

Case 5: shpRoundSquare.FillColor : vbMagenta(br)
End Select<br>
End Sub

Sum and Aoerdge of Test Scores Using Control Arays

Here is another example of a control effey. This will be if you wanted to figure the sum and average of
test scores.

'Calculating Sum and Average ( br)
Private Sub cmdCal-culate_Click ( ) <br>

ForX=0to9<br>
Sum = Sum + val (txtTest (X) ) <br>

Next X(br)
Average=Sum/10<br>
End Sub

'Clearing text boxes and totals < br >
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Private Sub cmdCl_ear_Cl_ick O <br>
EorZ:0to9<br>
TxtTest (Z) : &quot,. &quot,.(br)
Next Z<br>

LblSum : &quot;&quot;<br>
LblAvg : &quot; &quot,.(br)
Sum : O<br>

Average : O<br>

End Sub<br>.

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

4.3 POINTERS

A pointer is nothing more than a variable that holds the address in memory of another variable. In
VB, pointers can only. be used on value types and arrays. As a srrucrure is a ,rll.r. ,yp", poinrers can be
used with them, but there is one caveat with this, the itructure must nor conrain ,rri r"i...rce types if
you plan to use pointers. Any of the following may be a pointer:
. Sbyte

. byt"

. short

. ushon

. int

. uint

. long

I ulong

. char

o float

. double

. decimal

o bool

unsdfe keyword

Typically when we write code in VB by default it is what's known as safe code. Unsafe code allows
you to manipulate memory directly, in the normal worl l of VB and the .NET Framework, this is seen
as Potentially dangerous, and as such you have to mark your code as unsafe. Using unsafe code, you
are loosing garbage collection and whilst directly acceising memory, you have"the possibiliif of
accessing memory that you didn't want to and causing untold problems with your application. Unsafe
code can only be used within a fully trusted assembly.
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Now it is time to write some program code to demonstrate the use of pointers. Consider the following
code.

Private Shared Sub Main (ByVal args As String O )

Dim age As Integer : 32

Console.Writeline ("age : {0}", age)

End Sub

A very simple piece of code that will print age : 32 on the console. Now let's introduce a pointer into

the mix. \7hen we declare a pointer, we have to declare it in a cenain way, this being type'f variable;

the asterisk (dereferencer symbol) informs the compiler that we are declaring a pointer variable, the

rype says that we intend to use a pointer to store the address of type type. So using our simple piece of

code above, let's creates an integer pointer to point to age.

Private Shared Sub Main (ByVaI args As String ( ) )

Dim age As Integer = 32

Dim age_ptr As Integer*
Console.Writeline("age : {0}", age)

End Sub

Notice the use of the unsafe keyword, if we had not enclosed our code within unsafe, we would have

received the following compilation error.

Pointers and fixed sized buffers may only be used in an unsafe context.

'S7e could have declared the whole method as unsafe and this would have worked fine, for example:

unsafe static Sub Main(ByVal args As StringQ)

So, what can we do with our pointer? As stated at the beginning of the anicle, pointers hold addresses

in memory ro other variables, so we need to make agejtr point to the memory location of age. To do

this, we use the following line of code:

agejtr: &age;

The ampersand '&' is the referencer and means the 'location of'. So if we now do the following in our

code:

Private Shared Sub Main (ByVal args As string ( ) )

Dim age As Integer : 32

Dim age_ptr As Integ:er*
age_ptr : AddressOf age

Consol-e.Wrj-teLj-ne ("age = {O}", age)

Console.Writeline("age ptr : i0)", *)

End Sub

'We should now see the following output on the console:

Age:32
age_ptr : 32



Basically, with the disp.lay.line for age3tr, we are printing the value held in the memory location thatagejtr is pointing to (in this instance, the age variable).

Now, what happens if we add the following to rhe example)
*agejtr + = 3i

Console.\Triteline("age now = {O}", age);

I$flhat do you think the.output will be (note that we are printing the value of age)? If you have said 35
you are correct! The value of age has been changed to 35. Let's dissect the line"o"g.Jrr, + - 3 and see
what's happening. ageitr has been declared r. * irrt.g.r, rhe term *age3tr can be ri*d 

", 
,the integer

value at the memory-lo_cation agejtris pointing to'. f. are then ti-it/"aang 3 to the integer r.li.,
giving us a result of 35-t-{ ageitr is pointing to the memory lo."tior, *h."r. age stores its value,
essentially we have modified the variable age.

Pointers to Structures

As previously mentioned, you can define a pointer to a srnrcture, but you have to make sure that there
are no reference types in the structure, for eiample, consider the example code below:
Class TestClass
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End Class
Structure Teststruct

Public age As fnteger
Public test As TestClass

End Structure

You would norte able to then do the following:
TStruct test_struct,.
TStruct* st.ruct_ptr;
struct_ptr : &test_struct;
r7hen compiling this code, you would receive the error message:

cannor take the address of, get the size of, or declare a pointer ro a managed type.

So let's create a valid structure and see how we use a pointer to the $ructure. Our structure will be a
simple one that contains two integers X and Y to simuiate co-ordinates on a screen.
Structure Location

Public X As Integer
Public Y As Integer

End Structure

Now we can create the following code:

Private Shared Sub Main (ByVaI args As String O )

Dim loc As Location
loc.X : 100
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loc.Y : 100

Dim loc_ptr As Location*
loc_ptr = AddressOf
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End Sub

There should be no surprises in the code above. locjtr is of the rype Location, which is our srrucrure.
So how do we use our pointer? To access the X and Y members of our structure through the use of
our pointer, we can use the following syntax

(*Ioc_ptr).X; or 1oc_ptr->X;

I know which one I would rather use (the second option), but both perform exacrly the same function.
So if we wanted to display and modify X we can do this as follows:

Private Shared Sub Main (ByVaI args As String O )

Dim loc As Location
1oc.X : 100

loc.Y : 100

Dim 1oc_pt.r As Locat.ion*
loc_ptr : AddressOf

Console.Writel,ine("f, : {0}", )

1oc_ptr->X : 200

Consol-e.Writelin€("f, : {0}", )

End Sub

Pointers and Classes

A class is a reference type, so therefore you cannot define a pointer to a class, but you can define a
pointer to a class member that is a value type. Before we see an example of how to do this, there is
something that you need to understand before creating pointers to value type members of a class.

ttr7hen using safe code, the garbage collector will possibly move an object in memory during its
Iifetime, this is done to manage free resources and stop fragmenrarion. If you have a pointer to a value
type in a class, this could cause some unexpected results, and some headaches! Needless to say, there is
a w^y around this problem. We can instruct the garbage collector nor ro move specific objects. \7e do
this by using the fixed keyword. Let's take a look at an example.

The design of the following class is not ideal and any OO design guru's our rhere will probably be
shaking their heads at it, but it has been done as every simple example.

For fuample
Class PTest

Public Sub New o
End Sub

Public age As Integer
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Public Sub DispJ_ayAge o
Console.WriteLine("age : {0}", age)

End Sub

End Cfass

And some example code to create an instance of the class and then manipulate the public variable age
using a pointer.

Private Shared Sub Maj-n (ByVal arqs As String ( ) )

Dim p As New PTest ( )

n raa: ??ts. qYv

p. DisplayAge ( )

fixed (int* age = &p.age)
*age +: 3

p. DisplayAge ( )

End Sub

Notice the use of the keyword fixed. Basically what this is ensuring is that during the execution of the
code within the fixed statement, the object p will not be moved, thus solving the problem of our
pointer pointing to an invalid memory location, this operation is called 'pinning'.

4. 4 BUTLT.IN.FUNCTIONS

These are the Built in Functions provided by Visual Basic. VB offers a rich set of built-in-functions for
manipulating strings, numbers, dates and time. Built in functions are important and useful as rhey cur
down effort ahd time, if one has to write the entire program all over. This topic is going ro cover some
of the important and commonly used string functions available in the Visual Basic Library.

4.4.1 String Functions

VB has numerous built-in string functions for processing strings. Most VB string-handling functions
return a string, although some return a number (such as the Len function, which rerurns the length of
a string and functions like Instr and InstrRev, which return a character posirion within the srring). The
functions that return strings can be coded with or without the dollar sign ($) at the end, although it is
more efficient to use the version with the dollar sign.

Len

Function: Len

Description: Returns a Long containing the length of the specified string

Syntax: Len(string)

\7here string is the string whose lengh (number of characters) is to be returned.

Example: 1. lnglen : Len("Visual Basic") lnglen : 12
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Mid$ (or Mi.d)
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Function: Mid$ (or Mid)

Description: Returns a substring containing a specified number of characters from a string'

Syntax: Mid$(string, startl, length])

The Mid$ function synrax has these pans:

string Required. String expression from which characters are returned.

srarr Required; Long. Character position in string at which the pan to be taken begins. If start is greater

than the number of characters in srring, Mid returns a zeroJength string ("")'

length Optional; Long. Number of characters to return. If omitted or if there are fewer than length

characrers in the text (including the character at start), all characters from the start.position to the end

of the string are returned.

Example: strSubstr - Mid$("Visual Basic", 3, 4) ' strSubstr = "sual"

Note: Mid$ can also be used on the left side of an assignment statement, where you can replace a

substring within a string.

strTest : "Visual Basic "Mid$(strTest, 3, 4) = "**"
'strTest now contains "Vixxxx Basic"

In YB6, rhe Replace$ function was introduced, which can also be used to replace characters within a

stnng.

Left$ (or Left)

Function: kft$ (or l.eft)

Description: Rerurns a substring containing a specified number of characters from the beginning (left side) of a

string.

Syntax: Left$(string, length)

The Left$ function syntax has these parts:

string Required. String expression from which the leftmost characters are returned'

length Required; Long. Numeric expression indicating how many characters to return. lf a, a zero-

length string ("") is returned. If greater than or equal to rhe number of characters in string, the entire

srring is returned.

Example: 1. strSubstr = Left$("Visual Basic', 3)

2. 'strSubstr ="Vis"

3. 'Note that the same thing could be accomplished with Mid$:

4. strSubstr - Mid$("Visual Basic", 1, 3)

Rigbt$ (or Rigbt)

Function: Right$ (or Right)

Description: Returns a substring containing a specified number of characters from the end (right side) of a string.

Syntax: Rigbt$(string lmgA

The Right$ function syntax has these pans:

srnng Required. String expression from which the rightmost characters are returned

Contd...
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lengtb Required; Long. Numeric expression indicating how many characrers ro rerurn. If O, a zero-
length string ("") is returned. If greater than or equal to the number of characters in string, the entire
string is returned.

1. strSubstr : Right$('iVisual Basic", 3) ' strSubstr : ,'sic"

2.

3.' Note that the same thing could be accomplished with Mid$:

4. strSubstr - Mid$("Visual Basic", 10, 3)

UCase$ (or UCase)

Function: UCase$ (or UCase)

Description: Converts all lowercase letters in a string to uppercase. Any existing uppercase letters and non-alpha
characters remain unchanged.

Syntax: UCase$(string)

Exampie: i. StrNew : UCase$("Visua1 Basic") strNew : 'VISUAL BASIC"

LCase$ (or LCase)

Function: LCase$ (or LCase)

Description: Converts all uppercase letters in a string to lowercase. Any existing lowercase letters and non-alpha
characters remain unchanged.

Syntax: LCase$(string)

Example: strNew : LCase$("Visual Basic") ' strNew : "visual basic"

Instr
Function: Instr

Description: Returns a long specifying the position of one string within another. The search stans either at the first
character position or at the position specified by the start argumenr, and proceeds forward toward the
end of the string (stopping when either string2 is found or when the end of the stringl is reached).

Syntax: InStr([stan,] stringl, string2 [, compare)

The InStr function synrax has these parts:

start OPtional. Numeric expression that sets the starting position for each search. If omitted, search
begins at the first character position. The stan argument is required if compare is specified.

String 1 Required. String expression being searched.

String 2 Required. String expression sought.

comPareOptional; numeric.Avalueof O(thedefault) specifies abinary (case-sensitive) search.Avalue
of 1 specifies a texrual (case-insensitive) search.

Examples: 1. lngPos : Instr("Visual Basic", "a")

2. lngPos : 5

-r.

4. lngPos : Instr(6, "Visual Basic", "a")

5. ' lngPos : 9 (staning at position 6)

6.

Contd...
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7. lngPos = Instr("Visual Basic", "A")

8.' lngPos : 0 (case-sensitive search)

9.

10. lngPos : Instr(l, "Visual Basic", "A", 1)

11.'lngPos : 5 (case-insensitivesearch)

Notes on Instr and InstrRezt:

Something to watch out for is that while Instr and InstrRev both accomplish the same thing (except

that InstrRev processes a srring from last character to first, while Instr Processes a string from first

characrer ro last), the arguments to these functions are specified in a different order. The Instr

arguments are (start, stringl, string2, compare) whereas the InstrRev arguments are (stringl, string2,

start, compare).

The Instr function has been around since the earlier days of BASIC, whereas InstrRev was not

introduced until VB 6.

Built-in "vb" constants can be used for the comPare argument:

vbBinaryCompare for 0 (case-sensitive search) vbTextCompare for 1 (case-insensitive search)

InstrReo

Function: InstrRev

Description: Returns a Long specifying the position of one string within another. The search starts either at the last

characrer poritiot or at the position specified by the start argument, and proceeds backward toward the

beginning of the string (stopping when either string2 is found or when the beginning of the stringl is

reached).

Introduced in VB 6.

Syntax: InStrRev(stringl, sting2[, start, [, comPare]l)

The InStr function syntax has these pans:

String I Required. String expression being searched.

String2 Required. String expression sought.

start Optional. Numeric expression that sets the staning position for each search. If omitted, search

begins at the last character position.

compdre Optional; numeric. A value of 0 (the default) specifies abinary (case-sensitive) search' A value

of 1 specifies a textual (case-insensitive) search.

Examples: 'lngPos - InstrRev("Visual Basic", "a")'

'lngPos = 9

'lngPos : InsrRev("Visual Basic", "a", 6)'

'lngPos : 5 (starting at position 6)

'lngPos : InstrRev("Visual Basic", "A")'

'lngPos : 0 (case-sensitive search)

'lngPos = InstrRev("Visual Basic", "A",1)'

'lngPos = 9 (case-insensitive search)'

'Note that this last example leaves a placeholder for the stan argument
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String $ (or String)
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Function: String$ (or String)

Description: Returns a string containing a repearing character string of the rength specified.

Syntax: String$(number, character)

The String$ function syntax has these pans:

number Required; Long. Length of the returned string.

character Required; Variant. This argument can either be a number from 0 to 255 (represenring rhe
ASCII character code's of the character to be repeated) or a string expression whose first characler is
used to build the return string.

Examples: strTest : String$(5, "a")'

strTest : "aaaaa"

strTest : String$(5, 97)'

strTest = "aaaaa" (97 is the ASCII code for a")

Space$ (or Space)

Function: Space$ (or Space)

Description: R.eturns a string containing the specified number of blank spaces.

Syntax: Space$(number)

'W'here number is the number of blank spaces desired.

Examples: 1. strTest = Space$(5) 'strTest : "

Replace $ (or Replace)

Function: Replace$ (or Replace)

Description: Returns a string in which a specified substring has been replaced with another substring a specified
number of times.

Introduced in VB 6.

Syntax: Replace$(expression, find, replace with[, start[, count[, compare]]])

The Replace$ function syntax has these parts:

expression Required. String expression containing substring to replace.

find Required. Substring being searched for.

replace with Required. Replacement substring.

start Optional. Position within expression where substring search is to begin. If omitted, I is assumed.

count Optional. Number of substring substitutions to perform. If omitted, the default value is A€..1, which
means make all possible substitutions.

compare Optional. Numeric value indicating the kind of comparison to use when evaluating substrings. (0: case sensitive, I : case-insensitive)Built-in "vb" constants can be used for the compare argument:

vbBinaryCompare for 0 (case-sensitive search)vbTextCompare for 1 (case-insensitive search)

Contd...
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strNewDate = Replace$("08131 12001"

' strNewDate = "08-3l-2001"

StrReoerse$ (or StReoerse)

Function: StrReverse$ (or StrReverse)

Description: Returns a string in which the character order of a specified string is reversed.Introduced in V'

Syntax: StrReverse$(string)

Examples: strTest : StrReverse$("Visual Basic") ' strTest = "cisaBlausiV"

LTrim$ (or LTrim)

Function: LTrim$ (or LTrim)

Description: Removes leadine blank spaces from a strinq.

Syntax: LTrim$(strine)

Examples: strTest - LTrim$(" Visual Basic ") ' strTest : "Visual Basic "

RTim$ (or RTim
Function: Rtrim$ (or RTrim)

Description: Removes trailing blank spaces from a string.

Syntax: Rtrim$(string)

Examples: StrTest : RTrim$("Visual Basic") 'strTest : "Visual Basic"

Trim$ (or Trim)

Function: Trim$ (or Trim)

Description: Removes both leading and trailing blank spaces from a string.

Syntax: Trim$(string)

Examples: 1. strTest = Trim$(" Visual Basic ") ' strTest : "Visual Basic

2. ' Note: Trim$(x) accomplishes the same thing as LTrim$(RTrim$(x))

Asc

Function: Asc

Description: Returns an Integer represertitrg the ASCtr character code corresponding to the first letter in a string.

Syntax: Asc(string)

Examples: f. intCode : Asc("x'";' intCode : 42

2. intCode = Asc("ABC") 'intCode = 65
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Cbr$ (or Cbr)

Function: Chr$ (or Chr)

Description: Returns a string containing the character associated with the specified character code,

Syntax: chr$(charcode)lvhere charcode is a number from 0 to 255 that identifies ,h".l.r*
Examples: 1. strChar = Chr$(65) ' strChar = "A"

4.4.2 Nifty Replace Function

Strcmp Function

According to the definition, the strcmp returns a zero when the srrings march. But the problem is that
whenever the strings dont match, it returns only two values eithei I or -1 depending upon the 2
strings. \flhereas, the definition says that when the strings dont matched, they wili return the numeric
difference between the Ascii value of the first characrer oJ the each string that dont match.

for e.g.:- say strcmp("Ferry", Merry"),according to definition it must

return -> ascii(F)- ascii(M)

Like

The Like oPerator is- not particularly fast. Consider alternatives. \7e don't have a generic rule to
follow here. You need to measure the performance differences between your alternatives. Here is one
rule though. It applies if you're looking for a cenain string inside another one.

Instead of:

If Text$ Like "'rabc*" Then

IJse:

If InSrr(Texr$, "abc") ( > 0 Then

4.4.3 Numeric Functions

VB supports- many mathematical or numeric functions that can make calculations very simple, as you
just have to feed in the variables, and get the output after the function processes it.

Val Fwnction

This function is used as a converter function. It converts the numbers contained in a string to its
numeric equivalent. it just is the opposite of the Str$ function, however it has some differences to.
Syntax:

VaJ- (Strlng)

Note: the string must be pur in quotes

Working:

if we feed it a value like this

M.S. University - D.D.C.E
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Yal("124566")

will produce the number L24566and,

Val("125.0066")

will produce the number 125.0066

However, the Val function stops reading the string, when it encounters a character which has NO

NUMERIC EQUIVALENCE, which is ?or alphabets, symbols, commas, etc are not recog :d. But,

Blanks, Tabs, aid linefeed characrers are simply removed and not counted . included at all.

So therefore we get something like this

Yal (',+SOe 3442 5553")

gives the output 456634425553, no tabs, spaces included.

Now, for input something like this it has another output

Val ("12534ABCD2345)

gives output 1,2534. \rhy? Because when it reads "A" after four, it simply doesn't recognize it as a

irr-b.r, and the string is not read further, so even if there are numbers at the back of the string, they

aren't added because they are never read.

Now for more information, this function also recognizes the radix prefixes &O for (Octal numbers)

and ErH for (Flexadecimal numbers) for example

Val("&H2D")

returns its decimal equivalent, which is 45.

The main use of Val function is to obtain numeric values from string variables, such as values

inputted/obtained from a text box.

CODE

Dim N1, N2, N3 as lnteger
N1 : Val (textl. text)
N2 : VaI(text2.text)
N3 = N1*N2

text3. text : Str (N3)

Now if you remove the "Val" functions, you will get a "Type mismatch" error in runtime. however

yo,, *ilf g.t rhe same error if you do nor converr it back to string when passing it to a string variable,

t"t if yo" are directly passing it a textbox, then the StrQ function isn't really necessary.

Sgn Function

This function is used to determine the sign of a number.

Syntax:

Sgn (number)

Note: the "number" should be a valid number or numeric expression
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now there are three cases for a sign of a number

If the number is

Positive (number > 0) then sign value returned is "1"

Negative (number < 0) then sign value returned is ,,-1"

Zero (number : 0) then sign value returned is .0"

Example:

Dim N1 , N2, N3 As Integer
N1 : 234

N2 -- -19
N3=0
Princ Sqn (N1)

Print. Sgn (N2 )

Print Sgn (N3)

the output is
1

-1
0

Int and Fix Functions

Both these functions are used to remove the numbers i.ft to the decimal point. But these functionswork differently.

the FixQ function simply removes (truncates) the fractional part.
numl : Fix(13a.2a8)

'/ / mtm1. is stored with the value 134

and the Int$ function removes the fraction al part,and rounds down to rhe nearesr integer value
numl : Int(Ba.2aB)

'/ / numl is stored with the value 134

l-t-ll_i:91:9 ]19 
functions behave the same for positive fractional numbers, but in case of negativernput number, they differ

numl : Int(-255a.T)

'// lnlu;ml is stored with the value -2554

But the IntQ function:

numl : Inr(-2554.23)

'// numl is srored with the vafue -2555
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why? because IntQ function removes the fractionalpart, and rounds down to rhe nearest integer value
as known, so it is doing what it is supposed ro do, as "-2555" is smaller than "-2554" .

Rnd Funuion

The RndQ function is used to generate a random number. This function rerurns a value equal or
greater than zero, but lesser than 1.

Syntax:

Rnd(numberl)

Note:Here [number] denotes that it is optional argumenr

However the output is quite unpredictable, but it can be somewhat known on the basis of what input
has been given.

if [Number] argument is:

1. Less tban Zero

* the Rnd$ function generates the same number every time using fnumber] as an initial value
used to generate pseudorandom numbers (called Seed)

2. Equal to Zero

':. the RndQ function generates the most recently generated number, which remains rhe same

3. Greater tban Zero

* the RndQ function generates the next random number in the sequence.

4. Argutnent Not Supplied

{. the RndQ function generates the next random number in the sequence.

Now we can modify the use in several ways to generate random numbers within a limit we can
write it as

Syntax:

(( upperlimit - lowerl-imit ) * Rnd + lowerlimit)
where upperlimit and lowerlimit are the range numbers in which random numbers have to be
generated.

If you want integer numbers, simply put the IntQ function in front of the expression

Int (( upperlimit - lowerlimit ) * Rnd + lowerlimit)

note that numbers generated I$(/ILL be BET\fEEN the limits, as the limit numbers are excluded.

Note:

Before calling the RndQ function, one should use the RandomizeQ statement without an argumenr ro
initialize the random number generator based on the system timer. But if you use the Randomize
(number), then the Randomize Statement initializes the random number generaror using the optional
(number) argument as the seed value.
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Some Examples:

Dim R_num as Int.eger
R_num : ( (10 - 4) *Rnd +4)

Prlnt R_num

R_num : Int ( (10-4) *Rnd + 4)

Print R_num

the output will be (one of the output possibilities)

9.771213 U generated due to the RndQ function with limits

8 U same as before, but IntQ function removes the decimal parrs.

Also,

To repeat sequences of random numbers, call Rnd$ with a negative argument immediately before
using Randomize with a numeric argument. Using randomize with the same value for number does
not repeat the previous sequence.

Format Function

Format function rearranges number, strings, dates or any other value in a "formatted" way. Mainly
used to represent dates in different ways when nbeded.

Syntax:

Eormat (expression, I Format ], I f irstdayofweek], I firstweekofyear] )

where,

expression - Required. this is the value which is to be formatted

[format] - Optional. A valid names or user defined format expression.

[firstdayofweek] - Optional. A consranr that specifies the first day of the week

[firstweekofyear] - Optional. A constant that specifies the first week of the year.

The expression argument a number to convert and he format argument is a string made up of symbols
that shows how to format the number. The most commonly used symbols are listed:

Symbol Use

"0' : Digit placeholder; prints trailing or leading zeros into positions.

"#" : Digit placeholder; no trailing or leading zeros.

"." : Decimal placeholder

(") : the " isathousandsplaceholder/

+ $ Q space : literal character characters are displayed exactly as typed into the format string

These format options enable a user to disphy numbers in different ways when needed; one can specify
the number of decimal places, leading or trailing zeros, currency formats and others. [/CODE]
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Number Formatting

The following block will give information on how to format a number in several ways:

Format: (L0203.192, "0000000.00000")

Result: 0010203.19200 / / leading and trailing zeros

Format: (10203.192, "#####.#####")

Result: t0203.192 / / noleadine or trailing zeros

Format: (10203.192, "#####.00000")

Result: 10203.L9200 / / only trailing zeros

Format: (10203.192,"##,###.00000")

Result: 10,203.19200 / / thousands comma inserted in number

Format: (10203.192,"$##,###.000")

Result: $10,203.192 // currency formatting

You can try as many combinations as possible, depending on what format you need.

The symbol for decimal separator is a period (.) and the thousands separator is the comma (,)

Also

Note: The conversions above are possible when the country in the 'S7indows Control Panel is set to

[English - (United States)].

Also the separator character depends on the selection of the country, for example many countries will
use the imperial system of numbers, and other will use the metric system. In these cases the commas
will be inserted according to the country selected in \7indows.

4.4.4 Date and Time Functions

VB keywords that reference the current date andlor time:

Noo Returns the current date and time together

DateReturns the current date

TimeReturns the current time

For the examples that follow, assume that the current Date/Time (No*) is Friday, August 3l,2OO7 at

9:15:20 PM

The following functions isolate the date portion and time portion, respectively, of aDate/Time value.

Now Look, the following Function

DateValue

Returns the date portion o{ aDate/Time value, with the time portion "zeroed out". (}rlote: '\X/hen the
time portion of a date/time variable is "zeroed out", the time would be interpreted as 12:00 AM.)
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Example:

Di-m dt.mTest As Date

dtmTest : DateValue (Now)

At this poinr, the date porrion of dtmTest is B/3t/2001, with

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

a time portion of 0 (12:00 AM
midnight).

TimeValwe:

${ote: \7hen
18ee.)

Example:

Di-m dtmTest As Date

dtmTest : TimeValue (Now)

At this point, the time portion of dtmTest is 9:15:20 PM, with a date porrion of O (12/30/1899).The
following functions are used to isolate a parricular part of a date:

Weekday: Returns a number from 1to 7 indicating the day of the week for a given date, where 1 is
Sunday and 7 is Saturday

Example:

intDOW : Weekday (Now) ' int.DOW : 5

Nore; rVhen necessary to refer to a day of the week in code, VB has a set of built-in consranrs that can
be used instead of the hard-coded values I thru7

Constant Value

vbSunday 1

vbMonday 2

vbTuesday 3

vbWednesday 4

vbThursday 5

vbFriday 5

vbSaturday 7

'WeekdayNarae: 
Returns a string containing the weekday name ("Sunday" rhru "saturday"), given a

numeric argument with the value 1 through Z.

Example:

strDOW = WeekdayName(5) I strDOW : "Friday"
The \TeekdayName function takes an optional, second argumenr @oolean) indicating whether or nor
to abbreviate the weekday name. By default, the second argumenr is False, meaning Jo not abbreviate
and return the full name. If True, the first three letters of the weekday name will be returned,

Example:

strDOW : WeekdayName(5, True) ' strDOW = "Fri"

Returns the time portion of a Date/Time value, with the date portion "zeroed out".
. a date/time variable is "zeroed out", the date will actually be interpreted as December 30,
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You can nest the \fleekday function within the rU7eekdayName function ro ger the weekday name for a

given date:

Exnmple:

strDOW : WeekdayName (Weekday (Now) ) ' st.rDOW : ',Friday"
Montb: Returns a number from 1 to 12 indicating the month porcion of a given date.

Example:

intMonth : Month (Now) ' j-ntMonth : 8

MonthNamej Returns a string containing the month name ("January" thru "December"), giren a

numeric argument with the value 1 through 12.

Example:

strMoName = MonthName (8) ' strMoName : "Auglust"

The MonthName function takes an optional, second argumenr @oolean) indicating whether or nor ro
abbreviate the month name. By default, the second argument is False, meaning do not abbreviate and
return the full name. If True, the first three letters of the monrh name will be returned.

Example:

st.rMoName : MonthName (8, True) ' strMoName : "Aug"

You can nest the Month function within the MonthName function ro ger the month name for a given
date:

Example:

strMoName : MonthName (Month (Now) ) ' strMoName = "August"

Day:Bteu:r:ns a number from 1 to 31 indicaring the day ponion of a given date.

Example:

intDay = Day(Now) ' intDay: 31

YearR.et:urns a number from 100 to 9999 indicating the year portion of a given date.

Example:

intYear = Year (Now) ' intYear = 200L

The following functions are used to isolate a parcicular pan of a time:

Function Description

Hour Returns an integer specifying a whole number between O and 23 representing the hour of the day.

Example:

intHour = Hour(Now) 'intHour = 21 (for 9 PM)

Minute Returns an integer specifying a whole number betwqen O and 59 representing the minute of the hour.
Example:

intMinute = Minute(I.,Iow) 'intMinute : 15

Second Returns an integer specifying a whole number between 0 and 59 representing the second of the minute.
Example:

intSecond = Second(Now)' intSecond - 20
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To demonstrate the date functions shown thus far, set up a "Try It" project, and place the following
code in the cmdTrylt_Click event:

Private Sub cmdTrylt_Clrck ( )

Print "Now: "I Tab (30); Now

Print "Using DateValue: "; Tab (30) ; DateVafue (Now)

Print "Using TimeValue:",' Tab(30) ; TimeValue(Now)

Print "Using Weekday:",' Tab(30) ; Weekday(Now)

Print "Using WeekdayName: "; Tab (30) ; WeekdayName (Weekday (Now) )

Print "Using WeekdayName (abbrev. ) : "; Tab (30) ; WeekdayName (Weekday (Now) ,
True )

Print "Using Month : " ,' Tab (30 ) ; Month (Now)

Print "Usinq MonthName:"; Tab(30) ; MonthName(Month(Now) )

Print "Using MonthName (abbrev. ) : "; Tab (30) ,' MonthName (Month (Now) , True)
Print "Using Day: " ; Tab ( 30 ) ; Day (Now)

Print "Usi-ng Year: " ,' Tab (30 ) ; Year (Now)

Print "Using Hour:"; Tab(30); Hour(Now)

Print "Using Minute: ",' Tab (30 ) ,' Minute (Now)

Print "Usingi Second: "; Tab (30); Second(Now)

End Sub

OutPut \X/ill be:
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4.4.5 DatePart Function

The generic DatePart function returns an Integer containing the specified part of a given date/time
value. Thus, it incorporates the functionality of the \(eekday, Month, Day, Year, Hour, Minute, and
Second functions. In addition, it can used to get the quarter of a given date (1 through 4), the "Julian"
date (the day of the year from 1 to 356), and the week number (1 through 53).

Syntax:

DatePart (interval, date [, firstdayofweek [, firstweekofyear] I )

The DatePart function syntax has these parts:

To demonstrate DatePart, set up a "Try It" project, and place the following code in the
cmdTryIt_Click event:

Private Sub cmdTrylt_Click o
Print "Current date/time is: " ;

Format$ (Now, "Long Date");
Spc(1); _
Format$ (Now, "Long Time")

Print "*** DatePart Function ExamPles ***"
Print "Using 'yyyy' : "; Tab (20); DatePart ("yyyy", Now)

Print "Using tqr''r; Tab120); DatePart("q", Now)

Print "Using rmr ' rr; Tab (20) ,' DatePart ("m", Now)

Print "Using 'y':"; Tab(20); DatePart("y", Now)

Print "Usi-ng r d r ' rr ; Tab l20) ; DatePart ("d", Now)

Part Description

Interoal Required. String expression that is the interval of time you want to return.

The string expression can be any of the following:

Expression Description Possible Range of Values

"yyw" Year 100 to 9999

Ito4
ItoL2

q

m

Quarter

Month

'yu Day of.year Lto366 (a "Julian" date)
ud'

w
'ww

n

n

s

D^y
\trfleekday

\Veek

Hour

Minute

Second

1to 31

LtoT

1to53

0to23

0to59

Oto59

Date Required. Date value that you want to evaluate.

firstdayofueeh Optional. A constant that specifies the first day of the week. If not specified, Sunday is assumed.

firstuteekofyear Optional. A constant that specifies the first week of the year. If not specified, the first week is

assumed to be the week in which January 1 occurs.
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Print "Using
Print "Using
Prj-nt "Using
Print "Using
Print "Using
End Sub

Output will be:

twwl:tt1

|J^ t . rr .

I-I.[.

l-t.rr-

Tab(20);
rab(20);

rab (20) ;

Tab(20);
Tab (20);

DatePart ("w", Now)

DatePart ("rr", Now)

DatePart ("h", Now)

DatePart ("n", Now)

DatePart ("s", Now)

Piecing Separate Numbers together to Form a Ddte or Time Value

In the previous examples, we saw ways to isolate parts of a dateltime value. \7hat if you need to go the
"other way"? If you have the separate pafts of a dateltime value in different variables and wanr tJpiece
them together to formulate a date or time, there are two functions you can use to do this: DateSerial
and TimeSerial.

The DateSerial takes three numeric arguments: year, monrh, and day respectively. It returns a date
based on those values.

Example:

Dim intYear -As Integer
Dim lntMonth As Integer
Dj-m lntDay As lnteger
Dim dtmNewDate As Date

lntYear = 2001

intMonth : 9
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intDay : 2

dtmNewDate : DateSeriaL (intYear, intMonth, intDay)

'returns 9/2/200L

The TimeSerial takes three numeric arguments: hour, minute, and second respectively. It returns a

time based on those values.

Example:

Dim intHour As fnteger
Di-m intMinute As fnteger
Dim intSecond As Integer
Dim dtmNewTime As Date

intHour : 11

int.Minute = 34

intSecond : 44

dtmNewTime : TimeSerial(intHour, intMinute) i-ntSecond)
I returns 7].:34:44 (AM)

4.5 USER DEFINED FUNCTIONS & PROCEDURES

Visual Basic offers different types of procedures to execute small sections of coding in applications.

The various procedures are elucidated in details in this section. Visual Basic programs can be broken
into smaller logical components called Procedures. Procedures are useful for condensing repeated

operarions such as the frequently used calculations, text and control manipulation etc. The benefits of
using procedures in programming are:

It is easier to debug a program a program with procedures, which breaks a program into discrete

logical limits. Procedures used in one program can act as building blocks for other programs with
slight modifications.

A Procedure can be Sub, Function or Property Procedure.

4.5.1 Sub Procedures

A sub procedure can be placed in stan&rd, class and form modules. Each time the procedure is called,

the statements between Sub and End Sub are executed. The syntax for a sub procedure is as follows:

IPri-vate I Public] [static] Sub Procedurename [ ( arglist.) ]

I statements ]

End Sub

arglist is a list of argument names separated by commas. Each arBument acts like a variable in the
procedure. There are two types of Sub Procedures namely general procedures and event procedures.

4.5.2Event Procedures

An event procedure is a procedure block that contains the control's actual name, an underscoreQ, and

the event name. The following syntax represents the event procedure for a Form-Load event.
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Private Sub Form_Load ( )

....statement b1ock.
End Sub

Event Procedures acquire the declarations as Private by default.
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4.5.3 General Procedures

A general procedure is declared when several event procedures perform the same actions. It is a good
programming Practice to write common statements in a separate procedure (general procedurdand
then call them in the event procedure.

In order to add General procedure:

The Code window is opened for the module to which the procedure is to be added.

The Add Procedure oPtion is chosen from the Tools menu, which opens an Add Procedure dialog box
as shown in the figure given below.

Namel Iltr

i- TYPe * ***" -*i

i 
o g* f Erope*y i

I f Eunction f gvenr ii1

1. Scope :-^**"-"--."'". ---- --".^.i

i tr pubtic f prirate 
i

,'-'''..... ".''.,'''.,''.. ^.''''',.,.,..'.'..|

f All t-ocal variables as Statics

The name of the procedure is typed in the Name rextbox

Under TyP., Sub is selected to create a Sub procedure, Function to creare a Function procedure or
Propeny to create a Property procedure.

Under Scope, Public is selected to create a procedure that can be invoked outside the module, or
Private to create a procedure that can be invoked only from within the module.
'We can also create a new procedure in the current module by ryping Sub ProcedureName, Function
ProcedureName, or Property ProcedureName in the Code window. A Function procedure returns a
value and a Sub Procedure does not return a value.

4.5.4 Function Procedures

Functions are like sub procedures, except they return a value to the calling procedure. They are
especially useful for taking one or more pieces of data, called arguments ,rrd l"ifor-ing some iasks
with them. Then the functions returns a value that indicates the results of the tasks co*ll"te wirhin
the function.

idd Procedure

l*l
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The following function procedure calculates the third side or hypotenuse of a right triangle, where A
and B are the other two sides. It takes two arguments A and B (of data type Double) and finally returns
the results.

Function Hypotenuse (A As DoubLe, B As Double) As Doub1e

Hypotenuse : sqr (A^2 + B^2)

Einct l'unctron

The above function procedure is written in the general declarations section of the Code window. A
function can also be written by selecting the Add Procedure dialog box from the Tools menu and by
choosing the required scope and type.

4.5.5 Property Procedures

A property procedure is used to create and manipulate custom properties. It is used to create read only
properties for Forms, Standard modules and Class modules. Visual Basic provides three kind of
properry procedures-Property Let procedure that sets the value of a property, Property Get procedure

that returns the value of a property, and Property Set procedure that sets the references to an object.

4.5.5 Handling Function and Sub Procedures

First of all we will learn that how we pass a function and a procedure as a parameter.

Passing Arguments

This can be done in two ways: By Value, or By Reference.

. By Value means that a copy of the actual variable is passed. The variable itself will not change

within the procedure or function.

. By Reference means that the memory-address itself is passed. The variable will change if it is

altered within the procedure or function it's being passed to. By Reference is the VB standard.

Create a new standard Exe project. Now double click the form. This brings us into the Form_Load$
sub procedure. \tr7e staft by declaring two integer variables:

o Dim intValue as Integer

. Dim intReference as Integer

Next, we assign the two variables a value:

intValue : 10

intreference : 100

'We'11 create a new procedure now:

Private sub AddTen (ByVal intl As integer, ByRef int2 As Integer)
intl:1nt1 + intl
inL2:int2+int2
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To show the values in between, we're going to call in help from a debugging tool within VB the
Immediate'Window. We can use the Immediate window (among other thingr; to atpUy values while
an application is running. Type the following code within the procedure:

Debug.Print "Values of intl in procedure: "1 intl
Debug.Print "Values of. int2 in procedur e: "; int2

This will show us what the value of the two integers is after we multiplied the numbers within the
procedure. Back to the Form Load sub. Under the parr where yor, ,.t their values, inserr the
following code:

Ca11 AddTen (intValue, intReference)
Debug.Print "Values of lntVatue after procedure:,,; intVal_ue
Debug.Print "values of intReference after procedure:,,,. intReference
First we call the sub procedure, specifying the two parameters. intValue being the first one is passed by
Value (See declaration of the function earlier. intValue is being passed as irrtl to rhe procedure), while
intReference is passed By Reference (int2)).

The second Part is to show that the variables indeed changed. If you run the project now, rhe
Immediate Vindow will show this:

Values of intl in procedure: 20

Values of int2 in procedure:2OO

Values of intValue after procedure: L0

Values of intReference after procedure: 200

Since intValue was passed by Value, the function altered a copy, and the actual variable itself remained
the same. The intReference variable though changed not only within the sub procedure, but in rhe rest
of the application as well.

Remember, if you want to pass variables to sub routines or functions, they become mandatory.
Someone can't call the function and not specify parameters.

L. Define the work of UCase$ (or UCase) function.

2. Define the work of InstrRev Funcrion.

3. State whether the following sraremenrs are true or false:

(, Now Returns the currenr date and rime separate.

(ir) Trim$(or Trim) Removes only leading blank space from a string.

4. Fill in the blanks:

(, The Timeserial takes rhree numeric argumenrs: .......respecrively.

(ir) The ..... function generates the next random number in the sequence.
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4.6LET US SUM UP

User who want to build his career as developer for those this unit work as core of Visual basic

language. Although if you know the evaluation and other basic things in visual basic but if your facts

is week in this portion then you have to definitely strong this portion. This lesson holds the vital
porrion of visual basic. In the starting it depict all the string function with example after then it will
show some good example date Function.

After then it cover another good topic, Function and Procedure. If you know the right time to use

function then you will solve your half of the problem. Because, function provide a good concept of
"reusability", which help you to reduce the length of the code.

In the last portion it focus on the affay. Array is use to as data container, further you will study that in
many place Array himself consider as Datastructure.

4.7 KEY\(ORDS
'Weehday: 

Returns a number from 1 to 7 indicating the day of the week for a given date.

DatePart: It is a function which returns an Integer containing the specified part of a given date/time
value.

ARRAYS: It is a list of same datatype.

Enums (enumerations): are stnrctures you define when you need a set of constant values.

List Box: A type of control used to hold a list of items from which the user can select one item from
the list.

4.8 QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Explain the work of the following function:

(.) String$ (or String)

(b) Strcmp function

k) Replace$ (or Replace)

2. Explain the working of numeric functions.

3. \7hat is the difference between DateValue and DatePart Function?

4. 'What is the sub-procedure? Give an example.

5. 'What 
are the different kinds of array? Explain with example.
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Check Your Progress: Model Answers

l. Converts all lowercase letters in a string to uppercase. Any existing uppercase letters and
non-alpha characters rernain unchanged.

2. Returns a Long specifying the position of one string within anorher. The search starts
either at the first character position or at the position specified by the sraft argumenr,
and proceeds forward toward the end of the- string (stopping when either stling2 is
found or when the end of the stringl is reached).

3. (0 False

(i,) False

4. (, hour, minute, and second

(i,) R"d0

4.9 SUGGESTED READINGS
Cornell, G., Visual Basic 6from the Ground Up,TataMcGraw Hill.
Murray et.al, visual c+ + Handboole,2ndEdition osborne, McGraw Hill, 1996.

Evangelos Petroutsos, Mastering Visual Basic d, BpB publications.
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s.o ArMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Explain the concept of objects

. Discuss the manipulation of objects in visual basics

. Describe the significance of collections

. Create an object in visual basics

. Discuss the various steps in building classes

5.1 INTRODUCTION
Generally, objects in any language supporting OOPs are the variables belonging to a particular user

defined data type. These user defined data types are known as Classes. In Visual Basic, the controls on
the toolbox represent individual classes and, are called as objects, when placed on a form.
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Each time we select a control and place it on the form, an object to rhat class is formed. A
CommandButton. TextBox, etc., and even the form itself are the instances of some class. These are
known as objects as soon as rhey are included in the project.

Technically, a class is a way of binding data describing an entiry and its associated function rogether.
Classes are the media used to represent real world enri;ies that not only have data typepropeftIes bur
also associated operations. An object consists of properties and methodr, 1.rr, like other Visual Basic
elements.

t- PRoPERTTEs I
f MRrHops I
t-_EvENrs I

DATA & CODE

Figure 5.1 Obiect
Since objects have been called a piece of code, you can distinguish them from procedures if they have
three characteristics: Inheritance, Encapsulation and Polyniorphism. Visual Basic's objects iollow
inheritance and encapsulation but nor polymorphism.
Every object used in Visual Basic has its own class name to distinguish it from other objects. properties
and methods constitute the object's interface. This interface ler's you talk and command the object and
access it. You can't access the object's code or data directly. For example, text srored in a text box
cannot be fetched directly unless you use the Text propeny.

5.2 VB OBJECT

5.2.1 Obiect Browser

The object Browser allows us to browse through the various properties, events and methods that are
made available to us. It is accessed by selecting Object Bro*ser from the View menu or pressing the
key F2. The left column of the object Browser lists the objects and classes thar are available in the
projects that are opened and the controls that have be., .ef.renced in them. It is possible for us ro
scroll through the list and select the object or class that we wish to inspect. After an obj..r is picked up
from the Classes list, we can see its members (properries, merhods and events) in the.ight col.rmrr.

A property is represented by a small icon that has a hand holding a piece of paper. Methods are
denoted by little green blocks, while events are denoted by yellow [g[tning bolt icon.

Object naming Conoersions of Controls (prrfid
Form -frm

Label -lbl

TextBox -rxt

CommandButton -cmd

CheckBox

OptionButton

-chk

-oPt
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ComboBox -cbo

ListBox -lst

Frame -fme

PictureBox -pic

Image -i*g
Shape -shp

Line -lin

HScrollBar -hsb

VScrollBar -vsb

Visual Basic and Visual Basic for Applications ${icrosoft Office VB Editor) comes with an Object
Browser.

This includes any references or controls you have added to the project, as well as all the forms,
modules and classes. The browser is a great way to navigate your objects without having to open each
one individually.

Now we will learn how to explore all of the exposed members any objects in your project by using the
Object Browser. It would probably be a good idea for you to open your Object Browser so you can
explore at the same time.

'Windou

The Object Browser window can be accessed by pressing F2 from within the IDE, or through the
View menu.

i"A'ffh..,i. 11 l l trl;ru| gJ

f--- "I ftI^
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# Buttonconstants
g CheckBox
rE 
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J

I Members of 'App'

ld oteReouesteendingTimeout ^ld OleSeruerBusyMsgText

lE$ oteServerBusyldsgTitle

ld 0leSeruerBusyEaiseError

16 OleSeruerBusyTimeout

ld Path

ES Prevlnstance

d RetalnedFrojecl
d Revision
,,:s Startlogqins
d StanMode

d Tasld,/isible

6 ThreadlD

l:
lfr:ii
i:t:
L-:

u
Property ProductHilne As Strin g

rerd-mV
Mffiber ot lrE.ADg
Returns the produd nailIe o, the runnl]g applbailim.
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Each of the various items in the list have icons representing their types.

The very top of the window has controls that enable you ro filter the view. By default, the Object
Browser shows items for all libraries in the project. This includes references (including the VB
runtime), controls, forms, modules and classes. If you are using the Visual Basic Editor within a
Mictosoft Office application (VBA), it also shows such items from the application itself. The parenr
application in the VBA environment is always shown as the Application class.

\tr(e can also search, navigate backward and forward through ones you've already viewed, copy the
item to memory, and view the Help topic on the selected item. If rhe currenrly selected item is,'or is
part of, a form, module or class in your project, the View Definition button wili also be available.

Using the Broa:ser

'Vindoa: Ooeroieu: In the screenshot above, the ProductName properry of the App class is selected.
At the bottom of the window, information is displayed for the ielected item with ih. it.- name in
bold. It shows what type of item it is (Property) and what its datatype is (String). There's also the
indication "read-only" below the definition. This lets you know that you can only Read the properry
and not Set it. Example:

Code

'This is correcr

strName : App.ProductName

'This is NOT correct and will generare an error
App.ProductName : "Bogius Applicatj-on"
Below the "read-only" line, it lets you know that ProductName is a member of VB.App. App is the
class as displayed in the list on the left and VB is the library. If you click on the VB linh it *ill filr..
the "Classes" list to show only those in the VB library. You can reset ir by selecting (All Libraries)
from the dropdown list at the top, or click the Back button.

Quote

Returns the product name of rhe running application.

This is a very handy feature. You can possibly find a member you wanr just by browsing through and
reading the descriptions.

Mernbers witb Parameters

If a member has parameters, they will be shown in the same line as the member definition. For
example, if the LogEvenr merhod of the App class is selected, it looks like this:

Sub Lo gEvent (Lo gBuffer As Strin g, [EventType])

From this, we know that LogEvent is a Sub - which is called directly and no value is rerurned. Also, it
exPects a String value for the first parameter and optional (indicated by the brackets) EventType
Parameter. This declaration does not state what EventType is, so by pressing F1 to open help'on
LogEvent, we can see what the valid parameters are.
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If the member is a Function, it will usually contain a datatype for the return value. If it's not an object,
it will just state the datatype (ex: String, Long, etc). However, if it's an object/class type, the type will
be displayed as a link. For example, by selecting Clipboard under Classes, then GetData under
Members, we see:

Quote

Function GetData([Format]) As IPictureDisp

The IPictureDisp part is a link. If you click it, the browser will select IPictureDisp in the Classes list.
You can then return back to the GetData function by clicking the Back button at the top of the
browser. \7hen the return value is a class such as this one, you have to use the Set statement.
Examples:

Code

Dim objPic As IPictureDisp
Set objPic : Clipboard.GetDatao
MsgBox ob j Pic . Width & rrx'r & ob j Pic . Height

'.,.,or....

Set Picturel.Picture : Clipboard.GetData o

Fi ndi ng R elat e d M emb ers

Many times a constant value is seen in sample code such as vbNewline, vb3DFace or vbMagenta.
\7here do these come from? \7hat other ones are available? The Visual Basic runtimes come with
thousands (ust a guess) of constant values such as these. Each of them are available under
Enumerations or Modules. Since very few people include the enumeration or module name, it's hard
to tell where these values come from and what other options there are. This is where the Object
Browser search can be useful.

The search box is located directly under the Library dropdown list at the top of the browser window.
Beside it is a button with a binoculars image. If you put vbNewline into the search, then press Enter
or click the button, the Search Results panel will display (if not already visible). It shows us that
vbNewline is a member of the VBA.Constants module. It also navigates to it in the list. Notice that
there are other related constants in the module.

If you perform the search on vb3DFace, it will result in VBRUN.SystemColorConstants. Notice that
a description is even provided for the constant. A similar result will appear for vbMagenta.

If you want to narrow your browsing, you can change the library being viewed. For example, if you
have added "Microsoft Active Data Objects 2.8 Library" (msado15.dl1) to your project, you can select

ADODB from the Llbrary dropdown to see all classes, enumerations, etc available in the library. This
feature makes it real easy to determine what is available in a Control or Reference that you've never
used before. By narrowing it to the library, you can see what all it has to offer. If the library or control
was developed completely (correct datatypes, descriptions for all methods, etc), you will probably be

able to figure out how to use it without any documentation.
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obiect Browser Shortcut Keys, visual Basic 6.0 Defaurt shortcut option

Command Shortcut Keys Description

Edit.FindSymbol CTRL+SHIFT+Y
CTRL + SHIFT+ ALT + F12

Displays the Find Symbol dialog
box

View.Finy'SymbolResults CTRL+ALT+Y Displays the Find Symbol Results
window.

View.ObjecrBrowserBack ALT+- Moves back to the previously
selected object in the selection
history of the Objecr Browser

View.ObjectBrowserForward SHIFT + ALT + Moves forward to the next object
in the selection history of the
Object Browser

5.2.2 General Obiect Variables

Visual- Basic is an (OO) object-oriented language. Performing a rask in Visual Basic ffB) or Visual
Basic for Applications (VBA) involves manipulating various types of objects, each of *ili.ti may have
several different ProPerties and methods. To perform a rask using VIia you rerurn an object that
rePresents the appropriate Excel element and then manipulate ii using ihe objects, methods and
ProPerries.

Objec*

A simple statement Range("Al'). Select illustrates an important characreristic of VB. The syntax of
many statements first specifies an object, Range("Al"), and an acrion upon ir, Select. An object is a
special ryPe of variable that contains both data and code and represents a, elem.rrt of Excel. Objects
exist only in the comPuter's memory; they don't appear in youriode. There are many rypes of objects
in VB, and even more in Excel VBA. Excel objecti that you will encounter include the Application
object which represents the Excel application itself, the \iTorksheet object representing , *orksh"et,
and the Range object representing an individual cell or a recrangular range of cells (e.g."cells A2:C9 oi
the currently active worksheet). Objects have types just as ,rariables h"rrJ data ,yp.r. bb;..r rypes are
called classes. \Torkbook, ITorksheet and Range are just a few of Excel's object ilmr.r.

Metbods

In VB an action that an object can perform is referred ro as a method. Thus a method of an object is a
procedure that carries out some action involving the object. Consider the object Dog. To cause it to
bark we could write Dog.Bark.

However a Dog is capable of more than barking, for example we could have Dog.Sit, Dog.Fetch. Like
any other procedure, a method of an object can take or" oi*ore arguments, ,, ii this example:

ActiveCell.AddComment "This is a comment,.

The list of methods that an object can perform depends on rhe object. For example, the Range object
suPPorts about 80 different methods. A method is accessed by following the relevant object wlth a dot
and then rhe name of the method.
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Properties

An object can have properties. A property is a quality or characteristic of the object, e.g. rhe length of
the dog's tail, the loudness of its bark. If you think of objects as the nouns of VB, then properties are
its adjectives and methods are its verbs.

In Excel the properties may themselves be either primitive data types such as numbers, strings or
Boolean values, or may themselves be objects of some kind. One of the many propenies oi the
Application object is called Name, and is a read only string containing the name of the application, i.e.
"Microsoft Excel". It can be accessed by adding a dot and the Name properry after the object:

MsgBox Application.Name

The Application object also has a property called ActiveCell, which represenrs the currently active cell
in the active Excel worksheet. ActiveCell is an instance of the object type called Range, and one of its
ProPerties is called Value and represents the value (number, string or formula) held by the cell.

The statement

Application.ActiveCell.Value : "Hello"

will place the string "Hello" in the active cell.

Many properties of the Application object can be used without using the qualifier - Application in this
example - and the above srarement could simply be written

ActiveCell.Value = "Hello"

Let's consider in detail the statement

\Torksheets("sheet 1 ").Range("A 1 ").Value : 3

Step 1: \trTorksheets("sheet1") evaluates the worksheets method and rerurns the object that refers to
sheetl. So we now have [\ilorksheet object that refers to sheetl].Range('A1").Value : 3.

Step 2: Evaluates the Range method to return the object that refers to cell A1 of sheetl. So we no*
have [Range object that refers ro cell ,A.1 of sheetl].Value : 3.

Step 3: Evaluates the Value property of the range objecr ar sers it to the number 3.Object variables
You have already come across several types of variable in VB, including numerical rypes (e.g. Integer,
Single, Double), the String type, and the Variant type which can hold a value of any type. There is also
another type of variable, called an Object variable, which can refer to any of the objecti in Visual Basic
or in the Excel object model. The syntax for declaring an object variable is much rhe same as that for
any other variable, e.g. Dim rangeA as Range reserves space for a variable that will refer to an object of
type Range. One imponant difference between an object variable and any other type of variable is that
an object variable holds only a reference to a specific object, rarher than the object itself. (Ihe
difference between references and values was discussed in the lecture on modules and procedures, in
the context of passing arguments to subroutines and functions.) This distinction may be clearer if we
consider a concrete example using primitive and object variables:

Dim numA As fnteger, numB As Integer
numA : 1

numB : numA

numB : 2
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MsgBox ("A=" & fluftA & I'r B=,' & numB)

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

numB is a copy of numA, so setting numB to have the value 2 has no effect on numA,

which still has the value 1.

The situation is different for object variables:

Dj-m fontA As Font, fontB As Font
Set fontA = ActiveSheet . Range (,tA1'r ) . Font
fontA.Bold : False
Set fontB: fontA'Note: fontB and fontA refer to same object
fontB.Bold : True 'so changing object fontB changes object
fontA

The object referred to by the variable fontA represents the font used to display rhe conrents of cell A1.
fontB is a reference to the same object) nor a copy of it, so when tht Bold attribute of fontB is
changed, fontA is also affected. You may also have noticed the use of the Set ke)'word in the above
examples. This is another difference between object and primitive variables: when assigning an object
reference to an object variable, Set must be used, while it is not needed when assigning a-value to a
primitive variable.

5.3 COLLECTIONS

A collection is an object that contains a group of related objects. Each object within the collection is
called an element of the collection. Collections are objects so have associared methods and properties.

An example is the Sheets collection, which represenrs the worksheets in the acive workbook. This
behaves a bit like an array) in that a specific worksheet in rhe collecrion can be referenced using a
numeric index:

Sheets(2).Activate

This makes the second worksheet active. Unlike a normal array,the index in a collection object can be
a name instead of a number:

Sheets ("Chart 1 ").Activate

\trflhen you want to work with a single object you usually rerurn one member from the collecrion. The
property or method used to return the object is called an assessor.

There are some useful ways of dealing with collections built into the VB language. For example, to
loop over all the members of a particular collection, one can use the For Each syntax:

Dim rangex As Range, celfy As Range

Dim i As Integer
Set rangeX : ActiveSheet.Range ("A1:C3")
i:1
For Each ce1lY fn rangex.Cell-s
celfY.Value : i-

f-ara
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Next

The above piece of code uses a loop, in which the object variable cellY refers to each cell member of
the collection rangeX.Cells in turn. It assigns the value 1 to A1, 2to A2,3 to A3, 4 to 81 etc and to 9

to C3. In this case, we could simply have written rangeX instead of rangeX.Cells, but see what
happens if you change it to For Each cellY In rangeX.Rows. Now RangeX represents the same range

of cells in each case, but rangeX.Cells and rangeX.Rows represent two different collections of objects.

In the first case, the members are individual cells, but in the second case the members are ranges

representing rows of cells, with each row being itself a collection with its own members (the individual
cells).

Tbe'Vitb Statement

The \flith statement provides 
^ 

way to carry out several operations on the same object with less

typing, and often leads to code that is easier to read and understand. For example, instead of

Selection.Font,Name : "Times New Roman"

Selection. Font. FontStyJ-e : "BoId"
Selection.Font.Size = 12

Selection.Font.Colorlndex : 3

one can write
With Selection. Font

.Name : "Times New Roman"

. FontStyle : "BoIdrr

.Colorlndex : 3

End Wlth

Using tbe Macro Recorder to Build an Expression

The macro recorder is a convenient way to build expressions that return objects as it knows the object
model of the application and the methods and propenies of the objects. However it can produce very
verbose code. Consider the following example to change the size and font in a chart's title:

Sub Macrol ( )

ActivateChart . ChartTitle . SeIect
Wlth Selection. Font

.Name : "Ti-mes New Roman"

. FontStyle : "Bo1d"

.S:.ze -- 24

.Strikethrougrh : Fa-l-se

.Superscript : False

. Subscript : Fal-se

.Outl-i-neFont : FaIse

.Shadow : False

.Underline : False
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.Colorfndex = xlAutomatic

.Background : xlAutomatic
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End With
End Sub

This code contains many redundant lines. Only the size and fontstyle were changed from the default
values. This code after recording should be changed to
Sub FormatChartTitte ( )

With Charts ("Chart1',) .ChartTltle. Font
. FontStyle = "Bofd"

End With
End Sub

5.3.1 Looping on Collections

One can loop over collections using variants of the above example. However the recommended way is
to use the For Each ... Next loop. In this stnrcture VB automaiically sets an object variable ro rerurn,
in turn, each object in the collection. The following code loops ovei all workbooks open in Excel anj
closes all excepr the one containing the procedure:

Sub CfoseWorkbooks o
Dim wb As Workbook

For Each wb 1n Application.Workbooks
If wb.Name <> ThisWorkbook.Name Then
wb. Close
End If
Next wb

End Sub

Range Object and Metbod

The range object can represent a single cell, a range of cells, an entire row or column even a 3-D range.
The range object is unusual in representing both a single cell and multiple cells.

one of the most common ways to return a range object is to use the range method. The argument to
the range method is a string, e.g. A1 or a name ,,myRange".

Examples

Range ("81") . Formula : \:10*RAND 
O .

Range ("C1:E3") .Value : G

Range ("A1", "E3") .ClearContents
Range ("myRange") .Font.Bold : True
Set newRange : Range (..myRange,,)
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Cells Metbod

The cells method is similar to the range method except that it take s numeric argumenrs instead of
string arguments. \7hen used to return a single cell the first argument is the row, the second is the
column.

For example, for cell 81, Cells(1,2).Formula : (:10*'RAND0"

The cells method is particularly useful if you want to refer to cells in a loop using counters. The
example)oopsthroughthe cellsAl;D10 andreplaces any wlose valueisless rhan 0.01by zero.

Sub SetToZero ( )

For collndex : 1 To 4

For rowlndex : 1 To 10

If Worksheets ("Sheet1") .Cells (rowlndex,CoJ-fndex) <

u. u|l'nen
Worksheets ("SheetJ.") . Cef 1s (rowlndex,

collndex) .Value : 0

End If
Next rowlndex
Next collndex
End Sub

Combining Range and Cell Metbod

You can combine the range and cell methods. Suppose you want to create a range object defined by a
top row, a bottom row and left and right columns. The code below returns 

^ 
range object that refers

to cells A1:D10. The cells method defines cells A1 and D10 and the range method then returns the
object defined by these cells:

Set areaObject : _
Worksheets ("Sheet1") .Range (Ce1l-s (1r 1) , Ce1ls (10,4) )

Tbe Offset Metbod

Sometimes you want to return a range that is a certain number of rows and columns from another cell.
The Offset method takes an input range object, with rowoffset and columnoffset arguments to return
a range. Suppose the data in a column of cells is either a number or text. The following code writes
"Text" or "Number" in the adjacent column.

For Each c in Worksheets ("sheet1") .Range ("A1:A10") .Ce11s

If Application. fsText (c.Value) Then

c.Offset (0, 1) .Formula = "Text"
ElseIf Application. IsNumber (c.Value) Then

c. Of f set (0, 1) . Formula : "Number"

End If
Next c
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5.3.2Manipulating Object Built into Visual Basic

In this we will see that how we Convert an Object to Another Type in Visual Basic. You conven an
Object variable to another data type by using a conversion keyword such as CType Function.

Example:

The following example converts an object variable to an Integer and a String.
PubIrc Sub objectConversion(ByVa1 anObject As Object)
Dim anlnleger As fnteger
Dim aString As String
anlnteger : CType (anObject, Integer)
aString : CType (anObject, String)
End Sub

If you know that the contents of an Object variable are of a parricular data type, it is better to converr
the variable to that data type. If you continue to use the Object variable, you ir,.,r, either boxing and
unboxing (for a value type) or late binding (for a reference type). These operarions all take extra
execution time and make your performance slower.

Compiling the Code

This example requires:

A reference to the System namespace

5.4 CREATING AN OBJECT IN VISUAL BASIC

Object-oriented programming consists of arranging data in modular sets of elements of real world
information (called a domain). These data elements are called objects. This data is grouped according to
the main real world characteristics of those elements (size, colour, etc...).

The obiect approach is an idea that has been well proven. Simula was rhe first programming language
to implement the concept of classes in L967! In 1976, Smalltalk implemented the .orr."pir of
encapsulation, aggregation and inheritance (the principle conceprs of the object-orienred
programming). On the other hand, several object-oriented programming languages have been
implemented on a global scale (Eiffel, Objective C, Loops, etc.).

The difficulty with this modular approach is the creation of an absrract represenration, in the form of
objects, entities that actually exist (dog, car, lightbulb...) or virtually exist (social securiry, weather,
etc.).

An object is characterised by several concepts:

Attribwtes: This is the data that characterises an object. These are variables which store data relating to
the state of an object.

Methods (often called member functions): An object's methods characterise its behaviour, meaning all
actions (called operations) that the object itself is capable of performing. These operarions enable the
object to respond to external requests (or to act on other objects). Furthermore, operations are closely
linked to attributes, as their aoions may depend on or even modify attribute ,ra,lrrei.
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Identity: The object has an identity, which distinguishes it from other objects, regardless of its state.

This identity is usually created using an identifier which is derived from the type of item (for example:

a product may be denoted by a code, a car by a model number, etc.)

5.5 BUILDING CLASSES

Classes are a combination of subroutines and types, mean that when you write a class it looks very

much like atype but is also contains subroutines and functions.

Each class in VB6 is a distinct file, there can only be one class in a file and the class cannot be spread

out in several files; this is a feature of VB6 not a requirement of object oriented programming. A class

looks very much like an ordinary module but has the file extension .cls instead of.bas

'We can also say that........

A class is the structure of an object, meaning the definition of all items that an object is made up of.

An object is therefore the "result" of a class. In reality, an object is an instance of a class, which is why
can use interchange the terms object or instance (or even occurrence).

A class is made up of two pans:

Anributes (often called member data): This is the data that refers to the object's state.

Methods (ofren referred to as member functions): These are functions that can be applied to objects.

If we have a class called car, the objects Peugeot 406 and Renault 18 will be instances of this class.

There may also be other objects Peugeot 406, differentiated by their model number. Furthermore: two
insrances of a class may have the same attributes but may be considered separate distinct objects. In a

real world scenario: two T-shirts may be identical, but they are however distinct from each other.

However, if we mix them together it is impossible to distinguish one from the other.

In Visual Basic we can declare two classes dog and cat like this:

Class cDog

Optlon Explicit
Public Sub Sound o

Debug. Print "Woof"
End Sub

Class cCat

Option Expllcit
Pubfic Sub Soundo

Debug.Print "Meow"

End Sub !

module main

Public Sub maj-n o
Dim oDog as cDog

Dim oCat as cCat

Set oDog = New cDog
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Set oCat : New ccat
oDog. Sound

ocat. Sound

End Sub

\7hen you nrn this program it will print:

\7oof

Meow
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Fill in the blanks:

l. Every object used in Visual Basic has its own to distinguish ir from other
objects.

2' The Object Browser allows us to browse through the various events and
methods.

3. A collection is an object that contains a group of related

4. Classes are a combination of ..................... and types, mean rhat when you write a class it
looks very much like atype but is also contains sutroutines and functions.

5.6 LET US SUM UP

Generally, obiects in any langrrage supporting ooPs are rhe variables belonging ro a pafticular user
defined-data type. These user defined dat" typ"s are known as Classes. In Visu"al i.si., tir. controls on
the toolbox represent individual classes and, are called as objects, when placed on a form. The Object
Browser allows us to browse through the various properties, evenrs and methods that are made
available to us. It is accessed by selecting Object Browser irom the View menu or pressing the key F2.
Each object within the collection is called an elemenr of the collection. Collections ,r" obJ..ts so have
associated methods and properties. Obj-ect-oriented programming consists of ,r.arrging data in
modular sets of elements of real world information 1."l"ai domaii). These data elements are called
objects' This data is grouped according to the main real world characteristics of those elements (size,
colour, etc...). Each class in VB5 is a distinct file, there can only be one class in a file and the class
cannot be spread out in several files; this is a feature of VB6 not a requirement of object oriented
programming.

5.7 KEY\trORDS

Eoent: An action initiated by the user, the operating system, or the program itself. Examples of evenrs
are a keystroke, a mouse click, the expiration of . rp".ifi.d amount of ,i-., or the ,"ceipi of data from
a port.

Metbods: Predefined actions that can be performed by an object. For example, a form has a Hide
method that makes it invisible ro rhe user.

eck Yor.rr P
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Procedures: Segments of code that you write to accomplish a task. Procedures are often written to
respond ro a specific event. Types of procedures include Sub procedures, which consist of a sequence

of statements; and Functions, which return a value.

Properties: The characteristics of an object, such as its size, position, color, or text font. Properties

determine the appearance and sometimes the behavior of an object. Properties are also used to provide

data to an object and to retrieve information from the object.

s.8 QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. \7hat is object brower? Explain the general object variables.

2. Discuss the manipulation of objects in visual basics.

3. Describe collections. Explain looping on collections.

4. \7hat is the processor to create an object in visual basics?

5. Explain the way of building the classes.

Check Your Progress:

1. class name

2. properties

3. Objects

4. subroutines

Model Answers

5.9 SUGGESTED READINGS

Cornell, G, Visual Basic 5 from tbe Ground Up,Tata McGraw Hill.

Murray et.al, Visual C+ + Handbook,2nd Edition Osborne, McGraw Hill, 1996'

Evangelos Petroutsos, Mastering Visual Basic 5, BPB Publications.
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6.0 ArMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Explain rhe concept of files

. Discuss how to identify the sequential files

. Describe the significance of random access files

o Identify and explain the binary files

. Discuss the various sharing files

6.1 INTRODUCTION
11 manl applications, it is helpful to have the capability to read and write information to a disk file.
This information could be some computed data or perhaps information loaded into a Visual Basic
object.

visual Basic suppons rwo primary file formats: sequenrial and random access.
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6.2 SEQUENTIAL FILE

A sequential file is a line-byJine list of data. You can view a sequential file with any text editor. '$7hen

using sequential files, you must know the order in which information was written to the file to allow
proper reading of the file.

Sequential files can handle both text data and variable values. Sequential access is best when dealing

with files that have lines with mixed information of different lengths.

Sequential File Output (Variable)
'\tr7e first look at writing values of variables to sequential files. The first step is to Open a file to write
information to. The syntax for opening a sequential file for output is:

Open SeqFileName For Output As #N
'$7here SeqFileName is the name of the file to open and N is an integer file number. The filename

mu$ be a complete path to the file.

'When done writing to the file, Close it using:

Close I$

Once a file is closed, it is saved on the disk under the path and filename used to open the file.

Information is written to a sequential file one line at a time. Each line of output requires a separate

basic statement.

There are two ways to write variables to a sequential file. The first uses the \7rite statement:

lVrite #N, [variable list]

]tr7here the variable list has variable names delimited by commas. (If the variable list is omitted, a blank
line is printed to the file.) This statement will write one line of information to the file, that line

containing the variables specified in the variable List. The variables will be delimited by commas and

any string variables will be enclosed in quotes. This is a good format for exporting files to other
applications like Excel.

Example

:t* 
O As Integer, B As String, C As Single, D As rnteger

Open TestOut For Output As #1

Write #1, A, B, C

Write #1, D

Cl-ose 1

After this code runs, the file TestOut will have two lines. The first will have the variables A, B, and C,

deiimited by commas, with B (a string variable) in quotes. The second line will simply have the value

of the variable D.
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The second way to write variables to a sequenrial file is with the print staremenr:

Print #N, lvariable listl

This statement will write one line of information to rhe file, that line containing the variables specified
in the variable list. (If the variable list is omitted, a blank line will be printed.) If'the variables in the list
are seParated with semicolons Q, they are printed with a single space b.t*..r, them in the file. If
seoarated by commas 0, they are spaced in wide columns. g.Ia.ef.rl using the Print statement with
string variables. The Print statement does not enclose string variables in qrrJt.r, h.r.., when you read
such a variable back in, Visual Basic may have trouble kn"owing where 

" 
strirrg ends and b.4rr. tt,,

good practice to 'tack on' quotes to string variables when using print.

Example

:t,, 
O As Integer, B As String, C As Sing1e, D As Int.eger

Open TestOut Eor Output As #1

Print #1. A,. Chr (34) + B + Chr (34) , C

Print #1, D

urose 1

After this code runs, the file Testout will have two 1ines. The first will have the variables A, B, and C,
delimited by sPaces. B will be enclosed by quotes tchr(3a)1. The second line will simply have the rralue
of the variable D.

Quick Example:'Writing Variables to Sequential Files

1. Start a new project.

2' Attach the following code to the Form-Load procedure. This code simply writes a few variables
to sequenrial files.

Private Sub Form_Load ( )

Dim A As Integer, B As String, C As Slngle, D As Integer
1-trfl-J

B: "Visual_ Basic,'
a 

- 
a 1tr

h _ 
^n

Open "Test1.Txt" Eor Output As #1

Open I'Test2. Txt,' For Output As #2

Write #1, A, B/ C

Write #1, D

PrinL #2, A, B, C

Print #2, D
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Cl-ose 1

Close 2

End Sub

3. Run the program. IJse a texr editor (try the \Tindows 95 Notepad) to examine the contents of the

two files, Testl.Txt and Test2.Txt. They are probably in the Visual Basic main directory. Note
the difference in the two files, especially how the variables are delimited and the fact that the

string variable is not enclosed in quotes in Test2.Txt. Save the application, if you $rant to.

Sequential File Input (Variable)

To read variables from a sequential file, we essentially reverse the write procedure. First, open the file
using:

Open SeqFileName For Input As #N

where N is an integer file number and SeqFileName is a complete file path. The file is closed using:

Close N

The Input statement is used to read in variables from a sequential file. The format is:

Input #N, [variable list]

The variable names in the list are separated by commas. If no variables are listed, the current line in
the file N is skipped.

Note variables must be read in exactly the same manner as they were written. So, using our previous

example with the variables A, B, C,'and D, the appropriate statements are:

Input #1, A, B, C

Input #1, D

These two lines read the variables A, B, and C from the first line in the file and D from the second

line. It doesn't matter whether the data was originally written to the file using'$7rite or Print (i.e.

commas are ignored).

Quick Example: Reading Variables from Sequential Files

l. Start a new project or simply modify the previous quick example.

2. Attach the following code to the Form_Load procedure. This code reads in files created in the last

quick example.

Private Sub Form_Load o
Dim A As Integer, B As String, C As Single, D As Integer
Open "Test1.Txt" Eor lnput As #l-

Input #1, A, B, C

Debug. Print "A:"; A

Debug. Print rrB:r" B

Debug. Print 'rC-'r ! C

Input #1, D
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Debug. Print rID:rr,. 
D

Close 1

End Sub

Note the Debug.Print statements and how you can add some identifiers (in quotes) for printed
information.

3. Run the Program. Look in the debug window and note the variable values. Save the application, if
you want to.

4. Rerun the program using Test2.Txt as in the input file. \X/hat differences do you see? Do you see
the problem with using Print and string variabies? Because of this problem, I almost ,l*ry, .rr"
\7rite (instead.of Print) for saving variable information to files. Edit the Test2.Txt fit. 1inNotepad), putting quotes around the words Visual Basic. Rerun the program using this file as
input - it should work fine now.

Writing and Reading Text using Sequential Files

In,many applications, we would like to be able to save text information and rerrieve it for later
reference' This information could be a text file created by an application or the conrenrs of a Visual
Basic text box.

Writing Text Files

To write a sequential text file, we follow the simple procedure: open rhe file, write the file, close the
file. If the file is a line-by-line text file, each line of the file is written to disk using a single print
statement:

Print #N, Line

where Line is the current line (a text string). This statement should be in a loop that encompasses all
lines of the file. You musr know the number of lines in your file, beforehand.

If we want to write the contents of the Text property of. arext box named txtExample to a file, we use:

Print #N, txtExample.Text

Example

\7e have a text box named txtExample. We want to save rhe contenrs of the Text property of thar box
in a file named MyText.ned on the c: drive in the \MyFiles directory. The code ,o do ihi, ir,
Open "c: \MyFil-es\MyText. ned,, For Output As #1
Pr j-nt #1, txtExample. Text
Close 1

The text is now saved in the file for later retrieval.

Reading Text Files

To read the contents o-f_ a previously-saved text file, we follow similar sreps ro the writing process:
oPen the file, read the file, close the file. If the file is a text file, we ,erd .a& individual line with the
Line Input command:

Line Input #1, Line
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This line is usually placed in aDo/Loop structure that is repeated untill all lines of the file are read in.
The EOFQ function can be used to detect an end-of-file condition, if you don't know, a prioiri, how
many lines are in the filq.

To place the contents of a file opened with number N into the Text property of a text box named

txtExample we use the Input function:

txtExample.Text : Input(LOF(N), N)

This Input function has two arguments: LOF$tr), the length of the file opened as N and N, the file
number.

Example
'We 

have a file named MyText.ned stored on the c: drive in the \MyFiles directory. W'e want to read

that text file into the text property of a text box named fitExample. The code to do this is:

Open "c:\tttypiles\MyText.ned" For Input As #1

txtExample.Text = Input(LOF(1), 1)

Close 1

The text in the file will now be displayed in the text box.

6.3 RANDOM ACCESS FILES

Note that to access a particular data item in a sequential file, you need to read in all items in the file
prior to the item of interest. This works acceptably well for small data files of unstructured data, but
for large, structured files, this process is time-consuming and wasteful. Sometimes, we need to access

data in non-sequential ways. Files which allow non-sequential access are random access files.

To allow non-sequential access to information, a random access file has a yery definite structure. A
random access file is made up of a number of records, each record having the same length (measured in
bn.r). Flence, by knowing the length of each record, we can easily determine (or the computer can)

where each record begins. The first record in a random access file is Record L, not 0 as used in Visual
Basic arrays. Each record is usually a set of variables, of different types, describing some item. The
structure of a random access file is:

Record 1

Nb

Record 2

Nb

Record 3

N bytes

Record Last

N b1'tes
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A good analogy to illustrate the differences between sequenrial files and random access files are casserre
music taPes and comPact discs. To hear a song on a tape (a sequential device), you must go past all
songs prior to your selection. To hear a song on a CD (a-random-access device), yo., rin ply io jir..tlyto the desired selection. one difference here though is we require all of orr. irrrdo- access records to
be the same length - nor a good choice on CD,s!

To write and read random access files, we mu$ know the record length in bytes. Some variable types
and their length in bpes are:

Type Length (Bn.$

Integer 2

Long4

Single 4

Double 8

String 1 byte per character

So, for every variable that is in a file's record, we need to add up rhe individual variable lengths to
obtain the total record length. To ease this task, we introduce the iiea of user-defined variables.

User-Defined Variables

Data used with random access files is most often stored in user-defined variables. These data types
group variables of different types into one assembly with a single, user-defined type associated with the
group. Such types significantly simplify the use of random access files.

The Visual Basic keyword Type signals the beginning of a user-defined type declaration and the words
End Type signal the end. An example best illustrates establishirrg a ,rser-defined variable. Say we wanr
to use a variable that describes people by their name, their city, their height, and their weight. \(e
would define a variable of Type Person as follows:
Type Person

Name As String
City As String
Height As Integer
Weight As fnteger
End Type

These variable declarations go in the same code areas as normal variablb declarations, depending on
desired scoPe. At this point, we have not reserved any sorage for the data. IiTe have simply d"r.r]b.d
to Visual Basic the layout of the data.

To create variables with this newly defined type, we employ the usual Dim statemenr. For our person
example, we would use:

Dim Lou As Person

Dim John As Person

Dim Mary As Person
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And now, we have three variables, each containing all the components of the variable type Person. To
refer to a single component within a user-defined type, we use the dot-notation:

VarName.Component

As an example, to obtain Lou's Age, we use:

Dim AgeValue as Integer

AgeValue : Lou.Age

Note the similarity to dot-notation we've beeir using to set properties of various Visual Basic tools.
'Writing 

and Reading Random Access Files

\U[e look at writing and reading random access files using a user-defined variable. For other variable
types, refer to Visual Basic on-line help. To open a random access file named RanFileName, use:

Open RanFileName For Random As #N Len : Recordlength

where N is an available file number and Recordlength is the length of each record. Note you don't
have to specify an input or output mode. 'With random access files, as long as they're open, you can

write or read to them.

To close a random access file, use:

Close N

As mentioned previously, the record length is the sum of the lengths of all variables that make up a

record. A problem arises with String type variables. You don't know their lengths ahead of time. To
solve this problem, Visual Basic lets you declare fixed lengths for strings. This allows you to determine
record length. If we have a string variable named StrExample we want to limit to 14 characters, we use

the declaration:

Dim StrExample As String'r 14

Recall each character in a string uses 1 b1te, so the length of such a variable is 14 bytes.

Recall our example user-defined variable type, Person. Let's revisit it, now with restricted string
lengths:

Type Person

Name As String * 40

City As String * 35

Height As Integer
Weight As Integer
End Type

The record length for this variable type is 79 bytes (a0 + 35 +2 + 2). To open a file named
PersonData as File #1, with such records, we would use rhe sraremenr:

Open PersonData For Random As #lLen : 79
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The Get and Put sratements are used ro
statements read or write one record at a

Get #N, fRecordNumber], variable

Put #N, [RecordNumber], variable

The Get statement reads from the file and stores data in the variable, whereas the Put srarement writes
the contents of the specified variable to the file. In each case, you can optionally specify the record
number. If you do not specify a record number, the next sequenrial position is usei.

The variable argument in the Get and Put statemenrs is usually a single user defined variable. Once
read in, you obtain the component parts of this variable using dot-notation. Prior to writing a user-
defined variable to a random access file, you 'load' the componenr parts using the same dot-notation.

There's a lot more to using random access files; we've only looked ar the basics. Refer to your Visual
Basic documentation and on-line help for funher information. In parcicular, you need to do a little
cute programming when deleting records from a random access file or when'resorting' records.

6.3.1 Using the Open and Save Common Dialog Boxes

Note to both write and read sequential and random access files, we need a file name for the Open
statement. To ensure accuracy and completeness, it is suggested that common dialog boxes be ,rr.J to
get this file name information from the user. I'll provide you with a couple of code segmenrs that do
just that. Both segments assume you have a common dialog box on yorr for* ,r*"J cdlFiles, with
the CancelError propefty set equal to True. Vith this propercy True, an error is generated by Visual
Basic when the user presses the Cancel button in the dialog box. By trapping thii error, it ailows an
elegant exit from the dialog box when canceling the operation is desired.

The code segment to obtain a file name (MyFileName with default exrension Ext) for opening a file to
read is:

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

read from and write to random access files, respectively. These
time. The synrax for these sraremenrs is simple:

l*." + Ext

Dim MyFileName As String, Ext As String.
cdlFiles.Filter : "Files (*." + Ext + ")
cdlEiles. DefaultExt : Ext
cdlFj-Ies. DialogTitle : "Open FiIe"
cdlFiles.Elags : cdloENFileMustExist + cdroFNpathMustExist
On Error GoTo No Open

cdlFrles. ShowOpen

MyFlleName = cdlFiles. fil_ename

Exit Sub

\l^ A^^- -IYU \ruel I -

Resume ExitlIne
ExitLine:
Exit Sub

End Sub
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A few words on what's going on here. First, some properties are set such that only files with Ext (a

three letter string variable) extensions are displayed (Filter property), the default extension is Ext
(DefaultExt propeny), the title bar is set (DialogTitle propeny), and some Flags are set to insure the
file and path exist. Error trapping is enabled to trap the Cancel button. Finally, the common dialog
box is displayed and the filename property returns with the desired name. That name is put in the

string variable MyFileName. \[hat you do after obtaining the file name depends on what type of file
you are dealing with. For sequential files, you would open the file, read in the information, and close

the file. For random access files, we just open the file here. Reading and writirig to/from the file w'ould
be handled elsewhere in your coding.

The code segment to retrieve a file name (MyFileName) for writing a file is:

Dim MyFileName As String, Ext As String.
cdlFil-es.Filter : ',FiLes (*." + Ext + ")l*.rr + Ext

cdlFiles.DefaultExt : Ext

cdlFiles.DialogTltle : "Save File"
cdlEiles.Flags : cdlOFNOverwritePrompt + cdloFNPathMustExist

On Error GoTo No_Save

cdlFiles. ShowSave

MyFileName : cdlFil-es. fil-ename

Exit Sub

No_Save:

Resume Exitline
ExitLine:
Exit Sub

End Sub

Note ihis code is essentially the same used for an Open file name. The Flags property differs slightly.
The user is prompted if a previously saved file is selected for overwrite. After obtaining a valid file
name for a sequential file, we would open the file for output, write the file, and close it. For a random

access file, things are trickier. If we want to save the file with the same name we opened it with, we

simply close the file. If the name is different, we must open a file (using a different number) with the
new name, write the complete random access file, then close it. Like I said, it's trickier.
'We 

use both of these code segments in the final example where we write and read sequential files.

6.4 BINARY FILES

The nitty-gritty of writing a Binary file is that you can put the data into the file any way you want.
\7hen a binary file is opened the file pointer is positioned at byte 1. In other words it is at the

beginning of the file.

You can write as much as you want into the file while it is open. After each write operation is

complere, the file pointer is positioned at the byte immediately after the last data that was written.
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For example, if you open the file and write 10 bytes of data, the data begins ar byre 1 and ends ar blre
10. The pointer is now at b)'te 11. You can change the pointer in code brit that's where it will be if you
do nothing. The same thing occurs when reading the file. If you close the file with no funher *rites to
it then the subsequent file will be 10 bytes plus the size of a rerminaror for each piece of data you
stored.

One thing that makes Binary access superior to Random access files is that the string fields can be any
length at_all. Strings are Visual Basic's largest data type not including objects or UsL Defined Typ.r.
They will quickly eat up memory and disk space, so ir's nice to be able to store only 

"r -r.rycharacters as necessary.

For example, a Random access file must be written using fixed-length records as follows:

Option Explicit

Private Type tType
fD As Long

Name As String * 25

Address As String * 50

Clty As String * 25

State As Strlng * 2

ZIP As String * 10

End Type

Note that each record will require the full storage size defined for the string fields.

For Binary access we don't need to define the length of the string. If the string is O bytes, then 0 bytes
get stored (plus some overhead to define the field as a string). The or,,erheadllso is used in Ranjom
access files, so on thar level the files are the same.

Option Expl icit
Private Type tType
ID As Long

Name As String
Address As Strlng
City As String
State As String
ZIP As String

End Type

Now we're not only saving space, but a string field can be longer if needed. So we have two advantages
because we are no longer limited by the length of strings.

\Triting aBinary File in its Simplest Form
Sub Wrj-teBinaryFile o
Dim i As Integer
Dim nFileNum As Inteoer
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Dim sFilename As String
sfilename = "C:\Temp\Temp.dat"

' Get an available file number from the system

nFileNum = FreeFile
I Open the file in binary mode. Locks are optional
Open sFilename Eor Binary Lock Read Write As #nFileNum

I Put the data in the file
Pori=0To9
' No byte position is specified so writing begins at byte 1

Put #nFileNum, , i-

Next i
Close #nFileNum
End Sub
I Reading the same file
Sub ReadBinaryFile o
Dim lValue ( ) As Integer
Dim iCount As Integer
Dim nFileNum As Integer
Dim sFilename As String
Dim x As Integer
sFilename : "C: \Temp\Temp.dat"

' Get an avaifable file number from the system

nFileNum : FreeFile

' Open the file in binary mode. Locks are optional
Open sFilename For Binary Lock Read Write As #nFileNum

' Get the data from the file
Do Until EOF (nFileNum)
t Make room in the array for the next value

Redim Preserve iVaLue (iCount)
I No byte position is specified so reading starts at byte 1

Get #nFileNum, , iValue (iCount)
I fncrement counter
iCount=iCount+1

Loop

Close #nFifeNum

End Sub

You'll notice thar when writing the file, we knew how much data was being written, so we could do a

For Next loop. However, when reading the file, we don't know so we have to continually
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redimension the array.,There are a couple ways around this. The first way is ro use the Filelen divided
by the length of the data. However, that only works if all the data is ih. ,r-" size and type. That
happens to be the case here, so we could have done that.

If we want our file to really be flexible then we probably won't be storing data that is always rhe same
size and type. \7hat if we want to store some byte data, a few records , 

^:n ^rr^y 
of doubles as well as

copyright information? \we_ need a way to define what's in the file and rhe iest place to pur rhar
information is in the file itself.

For VB DB, I created a header that contains descriptive information. If the file only contained one
type of record and nothing else, then there is ,.o .r..d ro save the number of records. \7e would just
loop through the file until there was no more data. However, if there is more rhan one typ" of j"t*
then we need to know when to stop reading a data type and start reading another. This is much easier
to accomplish than you might imagine.

The first record stored in the file is the header. Simply creare fields in the header ro save information
about what's in the file.

For example if you wanted to store three different kinds of UDT's, then you would have three
RecordCount fields. Each field would save the number of records in each array'ofUDT's.
'$rhen the file is read these numbers are extracted from the header and you've got all the information
you need to read the rest of the file.

For VB DB, there are three pieces of information stored in the file. \ile already talked about the header
being the first data wrirten. Nexr are the field definitions.

Field definitions specify what data type each field is as well as orher information that should be
obvious by looking at the type. The last things srored in the file are the actual records.

6.5 SHARING FILES

FileShare Options

Mode Description

The file cannot be opened by any other program until it is closed by the current program

Orh.r p.og.r-

91.. ry-::=Z::ltaneously open and ..rdffi
Other program, -.y ri-.,

None

Read

ReadVrite

Vrite

\X/ith the above options in mind, 
-the. 

following code excerpr opens 'C:\Temp\texr.rxrr
inFileMode.openorCreate with FileAccess.ReadlY'rite pe.riirrion and no iil" ,hrri.rg, and then closes it:
Dim textFileStream As New IO.FileStream("C:\Temp\resr.rxt", IO.FileMode.OpenOrCreate,

iO.FileAccess. ReadrWrite, IO.FileShare.None)

textFileStream.Close 
Q

Note that the above code example assumes that the 'C:\Temp' directory already exists. If it does not,
the code will fail.
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Fill in the blanks:

1. A sequential file is a .................. list of data

2. To open a sequential text file we use

6.6LET US SUM UP

In the File System we learn about the concept of file, type of file, and how we deal with tne files. A
sequential file is a line-byJine list of data. You can view a sequential file with any text editor. \7hen
using sequential files, you must know the order in which information was written to the file to allow
proper reading of the file. Note that to access a pafticular data item in a sequential file, you need to
read in all items in the file prior to the item of interest. This works acceptably well for small data files

of unstructured data, but for large, structured files, this process is time-consuming and wasteful. Binary
file is that you can put the data into the file any way you want. \fhen abinary file is opened the file
pointer is positioned at byte 1. In other words it is at the beginning of the file.

6.7 KEY\T/ORDS

Seqaential File: A sequential file is a line-by-line list of data. You can view a sequential file with any

text editor.

Random AccessFzle: Files which allow non-sequential access are random access files.

Binary File:Binary file is that you can put the data into the file 
^ny 

way you want.

6.3 QUESTTONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. How sequential files are used to store data in visual basics.

2. \0hat is the difference between sequential file and random access files?

3. \flrite the code for sharing the files.

4. Discuss the binary files.

Check Your Progress:

1. line-by-line

2. Prrnt #N, Line

Model Answers

5.9 SUGGESTED READINGS
Cornell, G., Visual Basic 6from tbe Ground Up,TataMcGraw Hill.

Murray etal, Visual C+ + Handbook,zndEdition Osborne, McGraw Hill, 1996.

Evangelos Petroutsos, MasteringVitual Basic 5, BPB Publications.

heck Your
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7.0 ArMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Explain the concept of clipboard

. Discuss how to identify the activity window application

. Describe the significance of dynamic data exchange and OLE 2

7.1 INTRODUCTION
This lesson covers an introduction to clip board, activity windows application, DDE (Dynamic Data
Exchange) &. OLE 2.

Application Programming Interface (APD is the interface between an application and the \ilindows
environment. \Tindows environment has its own unique API. Its programs process user input via
messages from the operating system.

7.2 CLIP BOARD

The Clipboard object in Visual Basic 6.0 is replaced by a similar Clipboard object in Visual Basic 2005.

In Visual Basic 6.0, the Clipboard object is used to store and retrieve text, images, and data to and from
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the system Clipboard. Visual Basic 2005 has a Clipboard object in the My Compurer namespace with
some new methods and some methods that are slightly different.

Clipboard Ddtd Formdts

In Visual Basic 6.0, constants are provided to define the type of data being passed to or rerrieved from
the Clipboard. Visual Basic 2005 uses a DataFormats object to define the data rype; several new data
formats are supported. A list of Visual Basic 6.0 Clipboard format constanrs and their Visual Basic
2005 equivalents is provided later in this topic.

Code Cbanges for tbe Clipboard Object

The following example demonstrates storing and retrieving text using the Clipboard.

' Visual Basic 5.0
Clrpboard. Cfear
Clipboard.SetText "Hell-o", vbCFText

If Clipboard.GetFormat (vbCFText) Then

Text.l.Text : Clrpboard.GetText (vbCFText)

End If

The evolution of COM-Component Object Model is closely linked to rhe need for developing data
sharing capabilities across different applications. Before studying COM, ler us see and analyze how
COM came into existence:

. ClipBoard: The earliest form of sharing data across applications. However, in the early days,
there were restrictions on the type of data that could be pur on the clipboard: lack of graphics
support was one such problem.

. Dynamic Data Excbange (DDE): The next attempt at sharing data. However, rhe programming
world did not take it too seriously. VB 6.0 provides supporr for DDE even today, but that is only
for maintaining backward-compatibility, i.e., supponing the older applications of VB, which
might be using DDE.

. VBX: YBX. or Visual Basic Extensions, was introduced with VB 2.0. It was a specification for
other developers, in order to develop custom controls in VB. It was 16-bit, though it offered
supporr for both 16-bit and 32-bit programming.

o Object Linking and Ernbedding (OLE): OLE was based on DDE. \7hen we add a picrure to an
MS-Vord document, we are using OLE. When we add a chart from Excel into MS-\ilord, we are
using OLE.

o OLE2: This technology was based on COM. It was more successful than OLE in making the
programmers interested in its capabilities. However, OLE2 was too bulky. For this reason, ir
could not become too successful on the Internet, where lightweight applications and technologies
are the preferred choices.

o Actiae'X: In order to remove the bulkiness of OLE2, the number of mandatory interfaces to be
supported was minimized. This way, Active-X was born. However, Active-X suffers from a

serious drawback- it opens the computer to attacks. Active-X components, in order to perform,
need to have full access to the system registry. For this reason) Active-X becomes a big security
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risk. Consequently, Active-X was not a big success, unlike Java Applets. Java applets offered the

advantage of unmatched security, which made them very popular. To fight back, Microsoft went

back to the drawing board - rather, marketing board - and came out with COM, which was just

a new name for Active-X. Thus, despite all the claims about the freshness of COM, it is basically

Active-X at the core. It is really surprising that COM became hugely successful, even though the

same technology by the earlier name of Active-X was not successful.

7 .3 ACTIVITY \TINDO\T/S APPLICATION

. Forms should contain Ul-related only; Any logic should live in modules or (even better) class

modules

o Class modules make it easier to encapsulate data and code, and reduce the consequences of code

changes on the rest of a project

o IJse local variables as much as possible, with form- or moduleJimited variables coming as second

best. Avoid project-wide variables as much as possible

. Option Base L to reduce the risk of by-one errors in using arrays

. Option Explicit to make sure all the variables are declared before being used

o Indent your code: Since the VB IDE does not support automatic indenting, you can use add-ons

such as VB Assistant (a bit b.rggy, though). Another enhancement to the IDE is MZ-Tools

. Use the Hungarian notation instead of suffixes to make it easier to tell the data type of a variable,

eg. sCommand instead of command$

. Use tools like PEBundle to combine the EXE and its DLLs

. Use UPX to compress DLLs and EXEs

r Reduce dependencies as much as possible, eg. hit the \(in32 API directly instead of relying on

ActiveX controls that perform the same task, use Dl-I--based embedded SQL engines like SQLite
to avoid installing MDAC and ODBC drivers, etc.

o For number-crunching parts, use PowerBasic for \Windows (formerly known as PBIDLL) to
compile this code into a fast DLL

. lJse an installer program such as Inno Setup

o Consider using pointers to increase performance

7.3.1 Introduction to API

API stands for Application Programming Interface. The 'Windows API is a set of several hundred

functions and subroutines that are located in a set of files called Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL$.
\Tindows API functions can be simply used just like any other function by declaring the function to
be callable from your program. More than 1000 API calls are available and can be classified in four
areas:

o ApplicationManipulation

. Graphics
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. System Information

. Registry Interaction

Dynamic Link Libraries:'Vindous API Library Files

The Dynamic Link Library files that make up the \findows ApI are
\Tindows "Sysrem" subdirectory. These files are available on every pc
system. The three imponant \Tindows DLLs are:

. User32.dll

. cDl32.dll

o Kernel32.dll

The other extension DLLs are also present in the System directory to provide additional functionality
besides the required one. Some other useful extension DLLs are:

o Comctl32.dll

. Commdlg.dll

. Dll32.dll

o Version.dll

o Apigid.dll

. Mapi32.dll

o \Tinmm.dll

o Odbc32.dll

o Netapi32.dll

User32.DLL: The User32.DLL library file contains functions that relate to managing the windows
environment such as:

o Handling messages between windows

I Managing cursors

o Handling other non-display functions

I Managing menus

GDI32.DLL: This file contains functions that help to manage ourpur to different devices, especially
the screen. Some important functions are BitBlt&, DeleteObject&, RoundRect&, SelectObject& etc. 

'
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commonly located in the
using'Windows operaring
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Kernel32.DLL: The Kernel32.DLL file contains functions that manage the low-level operating system
functions. These functions include:

. Memory Management

. Task Management

. Resource Handling

. File and Directory Management

. Module Management

Some useful functions are GetSystemDirectory&, GetTempFileName&, GetModuleFileName& etc.

Declaing a DLL Function

A DLL procedure must be declared before it is

statement to the Declaration section of the code
following syntax:

IPublic I Private] Declare function Publicname Lib "l-j-bname" IA1ias "aIias"]
[( [[Byval]_
variable [As Type] O IBy Vat] I variable IAs Type] 1...1) l As Type

If the procedure does not return a value use the following synrax:

IPub]-ic I Privatel Declare function Pubficname Lib "l-ibname"IA11as "a1ias"]
[ ( [ [Byval]_
variable [As Type] O [By Val] I variable [As Type] 1...1 ) l

Public, although optional, indicates that you want all modules in the program to have access to this
API function. By omitting Public keyword, scope of the functions gets limited to the scope of the
declaring section. Alias key'word is to specify an alternative name of the function to be used in the
program code. Alias names are used to distinguish API function names from Visual Basic's key'words.

Tbe API View:er Application

The API Viewer Application enables you to browse through the declares, constants and types included
in any text file or Microsoft Jet database. After you find the procedure you want, you can copy rhe
code to the file Clipboard and paste it into your Visual Basic application. You can add as many
procedures as you want into your application.

Usingthe API Viearcr Application

To view an API file from the Add-Ins menu, open the Add-In Manager and Load API Viewer. Click
API Viewer from the Add-Ins menu. Open the text or database file you want to view. To load a texr
file into viewer, Click File\Load Text file and choose the file you want to view. To load a database
file, click File\Load Database File.

called. To declare a DLL procedure, use Declare
window. If the procedure returns a value use the
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Select the rype of item you want to view from the API Types list. You can have the API Viewer
automatically display the last file you viewed in it, when it is opened, by selecting View\Load Last
File. To add procedures to your Visual Basic code, click the procedure you wanr ro copy in the
Available Items list. Click Add. The item appears in the Selected Items list.

Indicate the scope of the item by clicking Public or Private in the Declare Scope group. To remove an
entry from the Selected Items list box, click the item and click Remove. To remove all entries from the
Selected Items list box, click Clear. To copy the selected irems ro the clipboard, click Copy.

All of the items in the Selected Items list will be copied. Open your Visual Basic project and the
module in which you want to place the API information. Position the insertion point where you wanr
to paste the declarations, constanrs, andlor rypes, and then choose Edit\Paste.

Using Application Programming Interface

Visual Basic doubles up its power by extending its access ro API. It provides a balance by hiding many
of the complexities of windows programming, while still providing access to \Tindows and its utilities.

It has already been discussed that before using an API function, you need to understand the categories
of the functions because each category has a different library. For example, if you need to add basic
functions to build and manage the display of your program ourpur and to caprure user input, you
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must look in User32.dll. Similarly, functions related to graphics can be obtained from GDI32.D11.
Using a DLL procedure in Visual Basic consists of two steps:

o Declaring the API function

. Calling the API function

You have to declare each and every function before using it. The best way to declare a function is to
copy it from the API text viewer and then paste it in your module. This prevents invalid declarations

of functions.

Using The Flasb'Vindou:Q API Fwnction

The FlashVindowQ in the User32.dll flashes the titlebar of the window whose handle is passed. The
Flash'WindowQ function has the following declaration statement.

Declare Eunction FlashWindow Lib "user32" (ByVaI hwnd As

Long, ByVaI Invert As Long) As Long

The hwnd argument is the handle of the window and Invert argument specifies whether title bar is to
be flashed or not. Non-zero value specifies that the titlebar will not be flashed.

To use this function, declare it in the module in your project and add a Timer control on your form
with interval property set to 500. Add a new command button on the form with the caption "Exit".
Add the following code in the event handler for Timer event of Timer control.

Pri-vate Sub Timerl Timer o
Stati-c fnvert
Dim X, hForml As Long

X = ElashWindow(hEorm1, Invert)
lnvert : Notfnvert
End Sub

Type the following code to exit from the application:

Private Sub Commandl Cl1ck o
End

End Sub

Save the project with API Project name and run it. The titlebar of the window will flash aker every t/z

second. This function can be used to draw the attention of users while the window is an inactive
window.

Fill in the blanks:

l. The Clipboard object is used to ................ and retrieve text, images, and data

2. The \flindows API is a set of several hundred functions and ................... that are located

in a set of files called Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL$.
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7.4LET US SUM UP

In Visual Basic 5.0, constants are provided to define the type of data being passed ro or retrieved from
the Clipboard. Visual Basic 2005 uses a DataFormats obiect to define the Jata rype; several new data
formats are supported. A list of Visual Basic 6.0 Clipboard formar consrants ani their Visual Basic
2005 equivalents is provided later in this topic. API stands for Application Programming Interface.
The \Tindows API is a set of several hundred functions and subroutines that are loiared in a set of files
called Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs). '$Tindows API functions can be simply used just like any other
function by declaring the function to be callable from your protram.

7.5 KEY\TORDS

ClipBoard: The earliest form of sharing data across applications.

Dynamic Data Excbange (DDE): The next attempt ar sharing data. However, rhe programming world
did not take it too seriously. VB 5.0 provides supporr for DDE even roday, br'rt ihrt is only for
maintaining backward-compatibility, i.e., supponing the older applicarions of VB, which migirt be
using DDE.

VBX:YBX, or Visual Basic Extensions, was introduced with VB 2.0.

Obiect Linking and Embedding (OLE): OLE was based on DDE.'When we add a picture to an MS-
\7ord document, we are using OLE. \7hen we add a chart from Excel into MS-\[Lrd, we are using
OLE.

OLE2: This technology was based on COM. It was more successful than OLE in making the
programmers interested in its capabilities.

7.6 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1.

2.

3.

For what purpose the clip board is used?

Explain the dynamic data exchange.

lffhat are the keywords in an API function declaration in visual Basic?

4. lil/hat are Dynamic Link Libraries? How are they different from execurable .exe files?

Check Your Progress:

1. Store

2. subroutines

Model Answers

7.7 SUGGESTED READINGS
Cornell, G, Visual Basic 6 from the Ground (Jp,TataMcGraw Hill.

Murray et.al, Visual C+ + Handbook,2nd Edition Osborne, McGraw Hill, 1996.

Evangelos Petroutsos, Mastering Visual Basic 5, BPB Publications.
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8.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Explain the concept modern databases

. Discuss how to identify the data manger

. Describe the significance of using the data control

. Identify and explain the programming of data control

. Discuss the changes in data control

. Explain the concept of SQL

. Describe the database objects

. Explain the ADO and OLE.DB

8.1 INTRODUCTION
Till this we seen the power of the built-in Visual Basic tools. In this we look at one of the more
powerful tools, the Data Control. Using this tool, in conjunction with associated 'data-aware' tools,
allows us to access and manage databases. I$7e only introduce the ideas of database access and
management - these topics alone could easily take up a ten week course.

A major change in Visual Basic, with the introduction of Version 6.0, is in its database management
tools. New tools based on ActiveX Data Object (ADO) technology have been developed. These new
tools will eventually replace the older database tools, called DAO (Data Access Object) tools.

8.2 MODERN DATABASES

In simplest terms, a database is a collection of information. This collection is stored in well-defined
tables, or matrices.

The rows in a database table are used to describe similar items. The rows are referred to as database

records. In general, no two rows in a database table will be alike.

The columns in a database table provide characteristics of the records. These characteristics are called
database fields. Each field contains one specific piece of information. In defining a database field, you
specify the data type, assign a length, and describe other attributes.

Database Structure and Terminology

In simplest terms, a database is a collection of information. This collection is stored in well-defined
tables, or matrices.

Databases are designed to offer an organized mechanism for storing, managing and retrieving
information. They do so through the use of tables. If you're familiar with spreadsheets like Microsoft
Excel.
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Database Tables

Just like Excel tables, database tables consist of columns and rows. Each column conrains a different
type of attribute and each row corresponds to a single record.

The rows in a database table are used to describe similar items. The rows are referred to as database
records. In general, no two rows in a database table will be alike.

The columns in a database table provide characteristics of the records. These characteristics are called
database fields. Each field contains one specific piece of information. In defining a database field, you
specify the data type, assign a length, and describe orher attributes.

Here is a simple database:

Id No Name Date of birth Heieht Weieht

I Jones 0l/04/58 86 \tzo

2 Rake 0y02160 60 Iro

J Jam 02/03178 50 t45

In this database table, each record represents a single individual. The fields (descriptors of the
individuals) include an identification number (ID No), Name, Date of Birth, Height, and ttrfleight.

Most databases use indexes to allow faster access to the information in the database. Indexes are sorted
lists that point to a particular row in a table. In the example iust seen, the ID No field could be used as

an index.

A database usins a single table is called a flat database. Most databases are made up of many tables.
'When using n,u,itiple tables within a database, these tables musr have some common fields to allow
cross-referencing of the tables. The referral of one table to another via a common field is called a
relation. Such groupings of tables are called relational databases.

In our first example, we will use a sample database that comes with Visual Basic. This database
(BIBLIO.MDB) is found in the main Visual Basic directory (tryc:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual
Studio\VB98). It is a database of books about computers. Ler's look at its relational structure. The
BIBLIO.MDB database is made up of four tables:

Autbors Table (6216 Records,3 Fields)

Au_ID Author Year Born
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Publisbers Table (227 Records, 10 Fields)

M.S. University - D.D,C.E.

Pub_ID Name Company Fax Comments

Title Autbor Table (160i6 Records,2 Field)

ISBN AU_ID

Titles Table (8se9 Records, S Fields)

Title Year Pub ISBN PubId Comments

The Authors table consists of author identification numbers, the author's name, and the year born.
The Publishers table has information regarding book publishers. Some of the fields include an
identification number, the publisher name, and peninent phone numbers. The Title Author table
correlates a book's ISBN (a universal number assigned to boohs) with an author's identification
number. And, the Titles table has several fields describing each individual book, including title, ISBN,
and publisher identification.

Note each table has two types of information: source data and relational data. Source data is actual
information, such as titles and author names. Relational da:;- are references to data in other tables, such
as Au-ID and PubID. In the Authors, Publishers and Title Author tables, the first column is used as
the table index. In the Titles table, the ISBN value is the index.

Using the relational data in the four tables, we should be able to obtain a complete description of any
book title in the database.

'We can form alternate tables from a database's inherent tables. Such virtual tables, or logical views, are
made using queries of the database. A query is simply a requesr for information from the database
tables. As an example with the BIBLIO.MDB database, using pre-defined query languages, we could
'ask'the database to form a table of all authors and books prrblished after lbg2, or piorid. all author
names starting with B. I7e'll look briefly at queries.

Keeping track of all the information in a database is handled by a Database Management System
(DBMS). They are used to create and maintain databases. Examples of commercial DBI4S p.o!r"-,
are Microsoft Access, Microsoft FoxPro, Borland Paradox, Borland dBase, and Claris filelfnakei. 'Ofle
can also use Visual Basic to develop a DBMS. Visual Basic shares the same 'engine' used by Microsoft
Access, tt o*n as the Jet engine. In this class, we will see how to use Visual Basic to access jata, display
data, andperform some elementary management operations.

A 'system' is an orderly collection of inter-dependent components and procedures, working
collectively for a common goal. Any 'system', whether big or sma[, involves the ]olowing three stepsl
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As per the working of a general system described in the figure above, the Database System works in
the following manner:

1. The input is the data.

2. The data is stored and processed on the user's demand.

3. The output is the information generated from the data.

The database system (db$ is the sum total of all the components that are involved in the collection,
storage and retrieval of data. This way, we can define the dbs as a system that accepts raw data as an

input and generates information as the output.

The components of a dbs are

. Data (input, the starting point)

. Hardware (for data storage)

. Software (for processing data)

. Users (for creating/using software for processing data)

The DBS is a computedzed record-keeping system.

Relational Database

There are three accepted models for storage and organization of data:

. Hierarchical model

. Network model

. Relational model

A database based on the relational model is known as a relational database. ln a relational database, the
user perceives (or sees) the data in the form of 'tables'. The word 'table' means a combination of rows
and columns, and this is the method in which the user will see the data in this model. Here is a sample
representation of a'table' named'employee':

Columns++

Rows

EmpNo EmpName Salary Dept Designation

1 Mannu 10000 F Sr. Mgr

2 Neenu 8000 P Dy. Mgr

3 Kuhu 9000 P Mgt

4 J"j., 8000 M Dy. Mgr

5 Sheenu 7000 H Dy. Mgr

6 Nimit 5000 M Exec.
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A relational database will include many such tables. Each table will hold data related to a parricular
object, or'entity', such as:

. Employee entity (shown on previous page)

. Courses entity

. Students entiry

. Faculty entiry

a Marks entity, etc.

The columns are the properties of the entity. Through the columns, we can 'describe' an entity. The
rows are a combination of columns. Each row represents a unique member of an entity. In a relational
database, fields are called columns or attributes. Recor& are known as rows or tuples. Files are also
known as tables or relations or entities.

Primary Key

I$[e organize data in a relational database in the form of tables. Over a period of time, we will have a
large number of records in our tables. Consider a university with ovei 1 lakh students. Suppose we
want to find details of a particular student, we will have a problem if we specify only the name - after
all, there can be many students with the same name and that too in the same class. Thus, keeping track
of a particular record/row can be a big problem in a big table.

Suppose we specify our search criteria as the name of a student Saksham Puri, we might end up with
24 students with the same name. Again, we will be stuch. Though we needed just oneitudent's details
from over 1 lakh, we will be having 24 possible students to choose from. r0ile are facing a problem of
too much information.

To overcome this problem of too much information, we need a merhod which can help us pin-point a
particular row in a table. This mechanism is called as the primary,tey. Thus, a primary kE i, 

^Column(or columns) of a table to uniquely identify a row in it. The prirnary Aey makes sure rhar ,il th. rows in
a table are distinct in some manner, though the data they have, is closely related.

Now once again consider how records are accessed commonly. \7e all know that:

o a student's record is only accessed by using'enrolment number'.

. for a railway reservation, we are always given a'PNR Number'.

This PNR Number is always used to enquire about our ticket. As we know, our name is not used for
checking on any details on our ticket - it is the PNR Number which is all-important. If we have three
Passengers named Tarush Gupta travelling from Jammu to New Delhi on the same day and train, we
can_ easily identify each passenger uniquely by using the PNR Number. If we use the name to identify
each passenger, we will be in big trouble.

A primary key possesses two essential properries:

. It will always be uni.que (distinct).

o It will always be not null (blar.k'values will not be allowed).
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Foreign Key

In a relational database, we deal with multiple tables, not iust one. More importantly, these tables will
nor be rotally'isolated'from one another. They will be connected or related to each other in some

uiay or the oiher - on rhe basis of some common attribute or column, (Ihis is the essence of the word

'relational' in a relational database).

Consider the table of employees 'emp' we had seen some time back in this lesson itself. Now consider

another table'department', with details as follows:

Dept Dept_Name Location Budget

FI Finance New Delhi 2000

PR Production Gurgaon 5500

MI MIS Noida 3000

HR HRD New Delhi 1500

The depanment table, as we are seeing, contains details of the various departments within the

.o*p"rry. The primary key of this table is the column dept. How do we relate tables emp and

d.p"rtr*nt? If you guessed the column dept, you are 100o/o on target! Both the emp and department

trbl., have a common column, dept. This is a common data for them. Hence, this column can become

the joining factor for both of these tables.

If we need to see the employees, data alongwith the details of their departments, we can join the deta

of both the tables, brsed on the common values of dept in both the tables. Wherever the dept in

department matches the dept in emp, we can combine the data of both the tables into a single row.

The column dept will also serve another extremely important purpose. The dept is the primary key in

department tabie. In emp table, if we make dept as the foreign kq, the foreign key will do this for us:

If a user enters a'dept' code in'emp' that does not exist in 'department', the DBMS gives an error. F-or

example, if the useriypes 'dept' ,, iMI' or 'FI' or 'HR' (in 'emp' as given above), it will be accepted by

the database. If the ,rrlr. of iept' is entered as 'TI' (in 'emp' table), it will be reiected. This is because

the same value ('TI') does not exist for'dept' (in'department'table).

Thus, the foreign kq of. a table is the prima ry key of some other table. It ensures that column values in

the foreign key always match the column values in the corresponding primary key. That is, the foreign
hq ro^l^r.rih..rri.r., with the values in its'parent table'. For this reason, theforeign Aey is said to

.rrfor.. referential integrity (enforcing integrity through cross-referencing). \When a.data is entered into

the foreign key, the forei[n key 'refeiences' or cross-checks the related table to see if that value already

exists. If a maich is found-, the data is accepted and the row is added to the table. If the match does not

exist, the data is rejected by the database and the row addition to the table is aborted.

The primary key is for uniqueness of a row in a single table. The foreign key is for referential integrity

across two tables.

Normalization

Let us assume that we are managing a

computer to maintain all our data:

o students,

computer training institute. Also assume that we are using a
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Roll No Name Counsellor Course 1 Descl Facultyl Course2 Desc2 Faculty2
1 Himangi Arjun V6 VB6 +

COM
Mamta o8 Oracle8

ooP
Rakhi

2 Tananya Karan A3 ASP 3 Eva V6 VB6 +
COM

Mamta

3 Kangna Karan o8 Oracle8
ooP

Rakhi D DHTML
VBS

Aani

4 Shivam Shivam A3 ASP 3 Eva o8 Oracle8
ooP

Rakhi

5 Tarush Tarush v6 VB6 +
COM

Mamta o8 Oracle8
ooP

Rakhi

6 Tamanna Arjun D DHTML
VBS

Aani E ERP SAP Anshu

Need

a courses,

o faculties, etc.

In the earlie-r-years , th.e /kt'file stucture was very popular. Based on this flat-file structure,rhe strucrure
of our data file might be like this:

At firsl glance, this fileappearsto provide all the information - srudents, faculty, and even courses. All
the information is available right in front of our eyes, throlgh a simple r.r.f...r."o. But, if we forget
the ease of data visibility and begin to analyze the design ofih. file,it begins to i"ll apa.n. Letr, L.
the problems here:

1' Redundant Data: V6, 08 and A3, and their related data is seen at many places. This is obviously
1 ."s: of repetition of data, i.e., redundancy. \Ure also see repearing gro,rpr, Coursel, Desci,
Faclltyl, course2, Desc2, Faculty2, and so on. Repeatirrg gro.rp, an-d 

"red,.rndant 
data ;r, ;;;

difficult to manage, as we will just see.

2. Data Modification: lf. the course description for V6 changes from [VB6 + COM] to [VB6 with
COM/DCOMI, we need to make the ih"r,g.r at all rhe i1".., *h.re V6 has been enrered. In a
small file it is easy. But suppose our file *.r big, what then? Vouldn't it be difficufr 16 .fr*f. ifr.
values in, say, 1,500 records? If we miss even-a single record in the .hrrrgr;rocess, we will be
having inconsistent data-inconsistent data is a big prJbl.* to handle.

3' Data Insmion:lf. we want to add a new course, how do we add it? As a new repearing group, of
course (Course3, Desc3,_ Faculty3). But where do we add it? After the 'Faclrlty'2, .olririp fir,.,
done. But' what about the student name against which we will be adding the ietails? As per the
file, that student will be shown a student of th. new course, even if that is not the reality. This
will be very unfair for that student; isn't it?

4' Dau Deletion: In the file we see, Tamanna is the only student studying course E (ERp). Suppose
she leaves the course and cancels her regisrration? \[eil, we will ao it -"*iti , pi".t of salt. After
this record deletion, we cannot say whether our institure teaches ERP or nor. This is because the
only reference to ERP has been deleted along with the student's name- Tamanna, in this case.

The reason behind these problems is that the file designing has been very bad. Normalization is the
Process of taking a/kt file and 'breahing it down' into small-ra bles, so thrtihe day-to-day maintenance
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- insertion, deletion and updation - of the data becomes easy. However, while breaking the file, we
should ensure that we don't lose any information contained in it. In other words, whenever needed,

we should be able to re-construd the original, flat aieu from our broken-down tables. This is known
as non-loss dccornposition or lossless dccomposition.

Just think, the end-user is most h"ppy and comfortable seeing the flat-file above. However, as database

experts, we have just seen that we are not hrppy with this file design. Thus, there is a peculiar situation
here:

. Ve want to break down a single file into smaller, easily-managed tables : a fragmented view, so to
say.

o The end-user wants to see all the data on a single screen : a unified view, opposed to a fragmented
view.

This is a real conflict of interests. The end-user wants simplicity in viewing. The designer wants a

simplicity in storage. As we have just seen, these are two entirely opposite requirements. Focusing on
ease of display affects the &sign process whereas focusing on proper designing affects the ease of
display. Normalization off.ers the best solution to these conflicting needs:

. The data can be stored internally in different, broken-down tables - easy for the database designer.

. \7hen required, the data can be joined and presented in a unified manner - easy for the end-user.

Thts, normalization solves the problems of both the designer and the end-user. It is like a bridge
between the two conflicting requirements of the end-user and the database designer.

8.3 DATABASE FI.INDAMENTALS

One of the most important aspects of working in VB is programming for databases. \Vhen we say the
world is witnessing an information technology revolution, it is imponant to understand that it is data

and databases that are driving it. Database is one of the most important resources of any good
comPany.

One of the reasons behind the huge popularity of VB today is Database Programming. Data is present
on a host of environments today:

. On the desktop,

a On a database server in a client-server environment, and

. On the Inrernet.
'Whatever 

be the environment, VB offers the benefit of hiding a lot of the databaseJevel tasks from the
programmers. Thus, VB helps in database implementation with minimum effort. It is quite common
to see programmers developing a VB-Oracle application with a very elementary knowledge of Oracle.

Before v/e start programming for database applications, here is an overview of the basic database
concepts. Kindly note that this is just an overview, not a complete review.
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8.4 DATA MANAGER

Most of the time, we do not know the manner in which the data is maintained internally. For the
end-user, the data is always presented in a simple, easy to understand format. All the complex details
involved in:

. storing data,

. indexing the data and

. retrieving the data

are hidden from us, the end-users. Database Management System (DBM| is the software thar hides all of
these aspects from us, making data-handling a f.airly easy task. Thus, dbms deals with the complex
lowJevel handling of the database, while providing us a simple, easy-to-use interface. This way, the
DBMS will offer the following fearures:

o Creation of storage structures (tables, indexes, views, etc).

. Manipulation of data (insert, update, delete).

. Checking data integrity (validation).

. Making data secure from unwanted users.

. Data recovery ('recovering' from a sysrem failure).

. Managing data concurrency (many users accessing same record).

In a nutshell, we can say that the DBMS is the software that is responsible for handling all the issues
related to accessing the database. Similar to highJevel languages that hide complexity of low-level
language, DBMS hides low-level data srorage details.

8.5 USING THE DATA CONTROL

'$(iith the Data Control, the implementation details of database-related rasks are hidden from us. The
Data Control is based on the DAO model. It offers a simple, easy-ro-use interface. Using this, we can
use DAO without even understanding DAO programming in-depth. 'We just set a few important
ProPerties and link the Data Control to some controls for displaying or accepting data. It is really
simple.

On the control, we have four buttons with arrows marked on them. These buttons perform the vital
task of navigation through our records:

1. Moving to the first record (1st left button).

2. Moving to the previous record (2nd left button).

3. Moving to the nexr record (2nd right button).

4. Moving to the last record (1st right button).

\fle will work on these buttons for most of the time.
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8.5.1 \florking with the Data Control
'We set the following properties for the Data Control:

Connect: Linhing to a Back-end

This is the first task while working with the Data Control. For specifying the software to use for our

application, we use the connect property of the Data Control. This property specifies which software

will act as the database (Access, Excel, etc.) To set the connect property, do the following:

1. Select the Data Control and come to the properties window, which now displays the properties

for the Data Control.

2. Click on 'connect' property. Observe the drop-down list (enum):

Datal

0 - None

1-30
E araoooooosa
0 - Move First

Datal

IIIj
IVj

Click Here

Drop-Down
List (Enum)

rSE 5,0i
el 3,0;

4.0 j
5,0;

fl:

The connect properry has now been set. \7e should be seeing the word 'Access' written next to the

ProPerty name.

If Access is the back-end, save time by skipping this step, since, Access is the default selection in the

list.

Database Name: Setting tbe Database Link

After connect, we ser the DatabaseName property. This property, as is expected, will set the name of
the database, i.e., full path. To set the DatabaseName property, we take the following stePs:

l. Select the Data Control and click on 'DatabaseName' propeny in the properties window. An
'ellipsis' appears at the extreme right of the window.
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2. Click on the ellipsis, the 'Database Name' dialog box opens up.

tq*tr $%r rry!f; -- ----*-*: i* & Cr E$.
L:!dd
4;lkF#{rr
{Jlrd
i*J*1,*
{}m*qlil.6d3

*re:
iil**trr ffi eil* i

IToT this dialog box choose the name of the Access database to work with, and click on 'open'.
The box closes.

The property DatabaseName has been set. \7e can see the full path of the database nexr to rhe
ProPerty name.

3.

{l.r*ir.*twii,{stq t* $iil
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Displaying/Entering Data: Binding Contols to Datd Control

The data control is now ready. Now we will link some textboxes to our data control. This way, we

can view and type the data through the textboxes. After all, the data control is making the data

'available', but it cannot 'show' the data on its own. To view/type the data, we add as many textboxes

and associated labels to the form as is required - 1 textbox per field. Then we set two important
properties of the textboxes:

Datasource: This property links the textbox to a Data Control. To set this:

1. Select the teffbox and click on this property.

2. Click on the drop-down arrow which now appears.

3. From the drop-down list which now appears, choose the appropriate Data Control name.

DataField: This propeny links the textbox to a field (or column) from the table linked to the Data
Control (recordsource). To set this:

1. Select the textbox and click on this property.

2. Click on the drop-down arrow which now appears.

3. From the drop-down list which now appears, choose the desired field name.

Once these two properties have been set for all textboxes, we add Labels to the Form. These will act as

prompts for data that will be displayed in the textboxes. Add the required number of Labels and give

suitable captions.Setting datasource and datafield properties is known as 'binding' or 'data binding'.
Our Textboxes are now called 'bound controls' or 'data-bound controls'.

Now run the program. \7e will see the records from our table being displayed in the textboxes. This
'set of records' which we have retrieved from the database is called as a recordset in DAO.

Thus, in a nutshell:

L. The Data Control makes a recordset available (through the databasename and the recordsource
property).

2. This recordset object consists of a collection of fields that can be shown in the respective

textboxes.

8.6 PROGRAMMING \TITH DATA CONTROL

8.6.1 ADO Data Control

Calling on ADO Data Control

The ADO Data Control (Adodc) is not available in the toolbox by default. To get it into the toolbox,
we follow the by-now familiar route of clicking on 'Project' 'Components'. From the dialog box, we
select 'Microsoft ADO Data Control 6.0 (OLE DB)'. Though the Adodc looks like the DAO-based
Data Control, the internal working is quite different.
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Setting up Basic Properties

1. Right-click the Adodc on the form. A pop-up menu appears.

2. Select 'Properries' from the pop-up menu. The propeny pages for the
shown below:

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

. General

. RecordSource

Adodc open up, as

On the properry pages, two tabs are most imponant:

- helps set the connecrion object

- helps set command object, to create rhe recordset

Specifying the Connection

The General Tab helps configure the connection string for the connection object. It offers the
following oprions for setting rhe connecrion string:

. Select 'Use ODBC Data Source Name' ro work through a DSN.

' Select 'Use Connection String' to either use an existing DSN via OLE DB or make a new OLE
DB Provider connecrion.

If we select the 'IJse ODBC Data source' oprion, we have two choices:

. Select an existing DSN from the drop-down list, or

o Create a new DSN by clicking on 'New,.

The process of creating a DSN has already been covered in
'Creating a DSN'.

the previous chapter's section on ODBC

If we select the 'IJse Connection String' option and click on 'Build', we will be presented with a screen
such as this:
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Aha! This is something we have already seen before under 'Setting the DED: (through OLE DB)'

section of the DED. For going further from here, refer to the 'DED configuration through OLE DB'

section. Since DED and Adodc are both based on ADO technology, the configuration is not much

different.

Specifuing the Command

Once Connecrion has been set, the Command object needs to be set. The command obiect will give us

the recordser at runrime. For this, we click on the 'RecordSource' tab, where we get the following four

options. Their significance is as on next Page:

(r) Command Type: Mention the type of Command we will use:

.,tl&rffi*knt Meaning ::....'..'
Adcmdunknown Command type is unknown

Adcmdtext Command is an SQL query

Adcmdstoredprocedure Command is a stored procedure

Adcmdtable Command is an SQL table name

Command Name: A drop-down list of table or procedure names from the Connection, which

helps create the Recordset.

SQL Text: Here we write the SQL query used to create the Recordset.

(b)

(.)

li,rf,s I rnf. {'irr$re(!hr:
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Specifying [Jser Name /password

Done through 'Authentication' Tab. This tab is optional if security is not imponant. For Oracle and
SQL Server, this is very imponant.

Having set 
-these ProPerties' we can use our Adodc. Add Textboxes and Labels. Make the Textboxes

Data-bound' For details, refer to the section 'Binding TextBoxes to Data Control, in the DAO Data
Control.

Common Properties of both Data Controls

Both the data controls - DAo and ADo - share the following features. For details, refer to the
corresponding head under DAO Data Control:

. Navigating through the Recordset

. Editing records

o Adding records

o Deleting records

. Retrieving a count of records

Searcbing for Specific Information

This feature is somewhat different from the DAO Data Control. The difference is in specifying the
commandtype for Adodc. This parameter is not available in DAo. In Adodc, this parameter is very
important, because the command object is at the core of the search process i11 AdoJc.
To begin the search process:

1. Start a new Standard EXE project.

2. Add an ADO Data Control to the form.

3. Add the required number of Textboxes and Labels.

4. Add a command button cmdsearch for starting the search operation.

5. Code for cmdsearch button as follows:

Code Listing ado.1

PRIVATE SUB cmdsearch_CllCK ( )

1. DIM datjoin AS DATE

2. DIM strsql AS STRING

3. datjoin = rNpurBox("which joining date to search for..?,,)
4. strsql = "SELECT*FROM employee WHERE date_join = #" & datjoin & ,,#,,

5. adodcl.COMMANDTypE : ADCMDTEXT 'this line is new in ADODC
6. adodc1.RECORDSOURCE : strsql
7. adodcl-.REFRESH

.END SUB
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In the code above, line no. 5 is the only new line compared to the corresponding DAO Data Control
search. For a complete explanation of the code, refer to searching options for DAO Data Control.

The remaining aspects are the same as those for the DAO Data Control:

. No special characters for numbers.

o Single quote [ ' ] for strings.

. Hash symbol [ # ] for dates. (For Access, else use single quote)

For more information on search-related issues, refer to the corresponding section in 'DAO no-code

approach to databases'.

Filtering Records

ADO search has another option - the filter property. The filter, true to its name, filters out the

unwanted records and only shows the records matching our criteria in the recordset. Code for the

search on a button named cmdsearch:

Code Listingado.2

PRIVATE SUB cmdsearch_CllCK ( )

DIM int-sTch AS INTEGER

f. int_srch = INPUTBOX("Enter the salary to search")

2. adodcl.RECORDSET.FILTER = "sal = rr & int-srch
3. IF adodc1.RECORDSET.EOF THEN MSGBOX "No data found"

4. END SUB

This code works as follows:

. Line no. I is self-explanatory.

. Line no. 2 sets the filter property to a value given by the user. Records not matching the criteria

are made 'invisible'.

o Line no. 3 checks for the EOF stage. By default, the recordset pointer will be at the first record

afrer applying rhe filter. If no match is found, the pointer will be at EOF. Thus, by checking the

EOF, we come to know whether matching data was found or not.

The filter crireria's syntax is similar to where clause of SQL. If no match is found, the bound textboxes

will become blank.

Adoanced proPerties of ADO Data Control

The following are the important properties, which will be covered in the section 'Code-based

approach to ADO' that shortly follows.

o Cursorlocation

. Cursortype

. LockType
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8.7 MONITORING CHANGES TO THE DATABASE
To staft using ADo create a new' Standard EXE project in your VB6 environmenr. you'll need to add
a reference to the ADO library using the Project - > References menu and selecting the "Microsoft
ActiveX Data Objects 2.5 Library" or the "Microsofr ActiveX Data Objects 2.6Librafir". Th.r, on rhe
form add a single command button and add the code below ro rhe click event of the button.
Some data processing with ADO control is described below:

8.7.1 Connecting to a Database

\X/ith an Access database it is possible to connecr to rhe database in 2 ways, JET or ODBC. The ODBC
file management is easier; to change the filename or parh just use the OO3C administrator in the
control panel.

Dim ad as ADODB.Connection
set ad:New ADODB.Connection

Let ad.connectionstrlng= "ODBCiDSN=" & DatabaseName & ";UJD:" &

UserName & ",. PWD=" & Userpassword.
rrl Ana-

8.7.2 Opening a Table/Query for Viewing
Now we have the database connection established it is time to look at the data. The following example
show how to open atable/qrtery and move through it.
di-m ar as ADODB. recordset
set ar:new adodb. recordset
ar.open {SQL Statement}
do while not ar.EOF

'Put the code here for what to do with the information.

'The field information can be access by the field name

intID:ar I IDField
rOr by the order number it ts rn the l-ist (starting at 0)
intString=ar. Fiel-d (1 ) . value
ar . movenext

loop

8.7.3 Change a Record

To edit/add/delete a record we can do it either using SQL or directly. Both DAo and ADo use rhe
execute method for doing updates by SQL.
dim ar as ADODB.recordset

set ar:new adodb.recordset
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ar.open {SQL Statement}
ar.execute "INSERT INTO tb(ID,Name) VALUES (10,Anne)"

These examples add a new record to the database directly.

Add new record

dim ar as ADODB. recordset
set ar:new adodb.recordset
ar.open {SQL Statement}
ar. addnew

ar I ID:intID
ar ! Name:strName

ar. update

These examples show how to edit a record directly, after the recordset is open it checks that there is a

record meeting the criteria in the open SQL. If not it creates one.

Edit Record

dim ar as ADODB.recordset

set ar:new adodb. recordset
ar.open "SELECT * FROM Tb WHERE tdID=1O"

if ar.eof then
ar. addnew

e1 se

ar. edit
end if
ar I ID:intID
ar I Name:strName

ar. update

These examples show how to delete a record directly, after the record set is open it checks that there is

a record meeting the criteria in the open SQL. If not it does not do a delete.

ADO - Delete Record
t Dim ar as ADODB.recordset

set ar:new adodb. recordset
ar.open "SELECT * FROM Tb WHERE tdfD:1O"
if not ar.eof then

ar. delete
end if
Note: lf. you open an object when you have finished with it, close it and set it to nothing. For
example...
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rs . close
set rs:nothing

This is good programming pracrice and clears the memory.

M.S. University - D.D.C.E

8.8 SQL BASrC

SQL stands for Structured Query T.anguage and it is an American Narional Standards Institute (ANSD
language. It is used to access and manipulate data within relational databases such as MS Access,
Oracle, DB2, and Sybase, to name a few. In order to conform ro rhe ANSI standard they must supporr
the same major ke)'words (SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE, etc.) in a consistenr rnanner.

Flaoors of SQL

SQL comes in many flavors. Oracle databases utilize their proprietary PLISQL. Microsoft SQL Server
makes use of Transact-SQl. However, all of these variations are based upon the industry standard
ANSI SQL. \fle'll stick to ANSl-compliant SQL commands that will work on any modern relational
database system.

DDL and DML

SQL commands can be divided into two main sublanguages. The Data Definirion Language (DDL)
contains the commands used to create and destroy databases and database objects. nfterlhe database
stnrcture is defined with DDL, database administrators and users can use rhe Data Manipulation
Language to inserr, rerrieve and modify the data contained within it.

Data Definition Language: The Data Definition Language (DDL) is used ro creare and destroy
databases and database objects. These commands will primarily be used by database administrators
during the setup and removal phases of a database project. Let's take a look ar rhe srrucrure and usage
of four basic DDL commands:

CREATE

Installing a Database Management System (DBMS) on a computer allows you ro create and manage
many independent databases. For example, you may want to maintain a database of customer contacts
for your sales department and a personnel database for your HR depanment. The CREATE command
can be used to establish each of these databases on your platform. For example, the command:

CREATE DATABASF employees creates an empty database named "employees" on your DBMS.
After creating the database, our next step is to create tables that will conrain data. Another variant of
the CREATE command can be used for this purpose. The command:

CREATE TABLE personal-info (first-name char(2O) nor null, last_name char(2o) not null,
employee-id int not null) establishes a table titled "personal_info" in the current dataLare. In our
example, the table contains three attributes: first_name, lasr_name and employee id.

USE

The USE command allows you to specify the database you wish to work with within your DBMS.
For example, if we're currently working in the sales database and wanr ro issue some commands that
will affect the employee's database, we would preface them with the following SQL command:
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USE employees

It's important to always be conscious of the database you are working in before issuing SQL
commands that manipulate data.

ALTER

Once you've created a table within a database, you may wish to modify the definition of it. The
ALTER command allows you to make changes to the structure of a table without deleting and
recreating it. Take a look at the following command:

ALTER TABLE personal_info

ADD salary money null

This example adds a new attribute to the personal_info table - an employee's salary. The "money"
argument specifies that an employee's salary will be stored using a dollars and cents formar. Finally,
the "null" keyword tells the database that it's OK for this field to contain no value for any given
employee.

DROP

The final command of the Data Definition Language, DROP, allows us to remove entire database
objects from our DBMS. For example, if we want to permanently remove the personal_info table that
we created, we'd use the following command:

DROP TABLE personal_info

Similarly, the command below would be used to remove the entire employee's database:

DROP DATABASE employees

Use this command with care! Remember that the DROP command removes entire dara srrucrures
from your database. If you want to remove individual records, use the DELETE command of the Data
Manipulation Language.

Data Manipulation Language (DML): The Data Manipulation Language (DML) is used ro rerrieve,
insert and modify database information. These commands will be used by all database users during the
routine operation of the database. Let's take a brief look at the basic DML commands:

INSERT

The INSERT command in SQL is used to add records to an existing table. Returning to the
personal info example from the previous section, let's imagine that our HR departmenr needs to add a

new employee to their database. They could use a command similar to the one shown below:

INSERT INTO personal_info

values(' bart','simpson', 12345,$45000)

Note that there are four values specified for the record. These correspond ro the table attributes in the
order they were defined: first_name, lasr_name, employee_id, and salary.
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SELECT

The SELECT command is the most commonly used command in SQL. It allows database users ro
retrieve the specific information they desire from an operational database. Let's take a look at a few
examples, again using the personal_info table from our employee's database.

The command shown below retrieves all of the information contained within the personal_info table.
Note that the asterisk is used as a wildcard in SQL. This literally means "Selecr everfrhing from the
personal_info table."

SELECT *

FROM personal_info

Alternatively, users rnay want to limit th-e attributes that are retrieved from the database. For example,
the Human Resources depanment may require a list of the last names of all 'employ"., in ih"
company. The following SQL command would retrieveonly rhar information:

SELECT last_name

FROM personal_info

Finally, the VHERE clause can be used to limit the recor& that are retrieved ro rhose rhat meet
specified criteria. The CEO might be interested in reviewing the personnel records of all highly paid
employees. The following command retrieves all of the data conrained within personal inio^ fo,
records that have a salary value greater rhan $50,000:

SELECT *

FROM personal_info

\7HERE salary > $50000

UPDATE

The UPDATE command can be used to modify information contained within a table, either in bulk
or individually. Each year, our company gives all employees a 3olo cosr-ofJiving increase in their salary.
The following SQL command could be used to quickly apply this to all of thJemployees stored in the
database:

UPDATE personal_info

SET salary : salary 'r 1.03

on the other hand, our new employee Bart Simpson has demonstrated performance above and beyond
the call of duty. Management wishes to recognize his stellar accomplishments with a $5,000 ,aise. Th"
\7HERE clause could be used to single out Bart for this raise:

UPDATE personal_info

SET salary : salary + $5OOO

\7HERE employee_id : t2345

DELETE

Finally, let's take a look at the DELETE command. You'll find that the syntax of this command is
similar to that of the other DML commands. Unfortunately, our latest corporate earnings reporr
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didn't quite meet expectations and poor Bart has been laid off. The DELETE command with a

\7HERE clause can be used to remove his record from the personal_info table:

DELETE FROM personal_info

\IHERE employee_id : 12345

toi.n Statement

It's time to move on to one of the most powerful concepts the language has to offer - r're JOIN
statement. Quite simply, these statements allow you to combine data in multiple tables to qurckly and
efficiently process large quantities of data. These statements are where the true power of a database

resides.

First, let us see the use of a basic JO[N operation to combine data from two tables. In later we'll
explore the use of outer and inner joins to achieve added power.
'$[e'll continue with our example using the PERSONAI:_INFO table, but first we'll need to add an

additional table to the mix. Let's assume we have a table called DISCIPLINARY ACTION that was

created with the following statement:

CREATE TABLE disciplinary_action (action_id int not null, employee_id int not null, comments
char(s00))

This table contains the results of disciplinary actions on company employees. You'll notice that it
doesn't contain any information about the employee other than the employee number. It's then easy

ro imagine many scenarios where we might want to combine information from the
DISCIPLINARY_ACTION and PERSONAL_INF O tables.

Assume we've been tasked with creating a report that lists the disciplinary actions taken against all
employees with a salary greater than $40,000. The use of a JOIN operation in this case is quite
straightforward. \(e can retrieve this information using the following command:

SELECTpersonal_info.first_name,personal_info.last_name,disciplinary_action.comments

FROM personal_info, disciplin ary _action

\trHERE personal_info.employee_id : disciplinary_action.employee id

AND personal_info.salary > 40000

As you can see, we simply specified the two tables that we wished to join in the FROM clause and

then included a statement in the VHERE clause to limit the results to records that had matching
employee IDs and met our criteria of a salary greater than $40,000.

8.e DATA OBJECTS

For working with the database object, we take the following steps:

1. 'declare' a variable of the type database.

2. 'create' an object oftype database (object variable creation).
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Once the 'object variable' is created, we use it to work with the database object programmatically. To
begin working with it now, we staft a new Standard EXE Project and adj ttre oio object librury
reference to it. Once this is done, we come to the code window and type the following code in the
generd./ declarations section:

PRTVATE db AS DATABASE

This private variable will be made available to the entire Form. Now we type this line of code in the
Form_load event:

SET db : OPENDATABASE (complete path of database)

The set keyword is very important in VB and is used whenever we refer to an 'object variable' -
database, in the Present case. This heyword is used when we address a complex daatypeon the right
hand side. Currently, we are referring to the database object on rhe right iand ,id.. th,rs, *e h"lre
used the set keyword when creating the 'object variable' db. An 'object iariable' is a variable, but of a
special type : referring to a complex datatype. This means that we don'r use the set keyword for simple
datatypes such as Date, String, Integer, etc.

9.10 ADO
Microsoft's latest set of data access objects are the ActiveX Data Objects (ADO). These objects let you
access data in a database server through any OLE DB provider.'ADO is intended to give yo,, .
consistent interface for worhing with a wide variety of d"t. sources, from text files io CiOfC
relational databases'to complex groups of databases.

The way Microsoft implements connections to all those data sources is with the OLE DB set of COM
interfaces, but that standard is a very complex one. our interface to that interface, so to speak, is
ADo, a set of objects with properties, events, and methods. Here are the ADos:

' Connection' Access from your application to a data source is through a connection, the
environment necessary for exchanging data. The Connection object is usedlo specify a particular
data provider and any parameters.

' Command: A command issued across an established connection manipulates the data source in
some way. The command object lets ADo make it easy ro issue comminds.

o Parameter: Commands can require parameters that can be set before you issue the command. For
example, if you require a debit from a charge accounr, you would rp..ify the amount of money to
be debited as a parameter in a Pararneter object.

' Recordset: If your command is a query that returns data as rows of information in a table, then
those rows are placed in local storage in a Recordset object.

' Field: A row of a Recordset consists of one or more fields, which are stored in Field objects.

' Etsents: ADo uses the concept of events, just like other interface objects in Visual Basic. you use
event handling procedures with events. There are two types of events: ConnectionEvents (issued
when transactions occur, when commands are e*ec.rted, and when connections start or end) and
RecordsetEvents (events used to reporr the progress of data changes).

Visual Basic 5 obsoletes the previously used database access technology provided by Jet and provides a
new one known as ADO or Active Data Objects. This technology ,ttt*r ,r.r, io ...ess data easily
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from many existing databases (such as Access or Paradox) or from ODBC compliant databases like
Oracle or MS SQL Server

Using ADO is quite simple and allows programmers to provide flexible database front ends to users

that are reliable and include many features. As a VB6 programmer ADO is important to know as most

commercial VB programming exercises involve providing a front end to some sort of database.

Following are some of the key objects found in the ADO object model and some of their key methods

and properties.

8.10.1 Connection Obiect

This object represents an open connection to the data source. This connection can be a local

connecrion (say App.Path) or can be across a network in a client server application. Some of the

methods and properties of this object are not available depending on the type of data source connected

to.

Key Properties

Table 8.1

Name Data Type Description

ConnectionString String Defines in string form the location of the data source you wish to
connect to. Key fiel& in the string you will use are the "Provider: "

and the 'Data Source = ' fields. You may also use the "Mode = " field.
See descriptions of those propenies for a more detailed view of each

one. Some examples of connection strings follow:

Data Source = c:\test.mdb;Mode = Read I \(rite;Persist - Connects to
an Access database with readlwrite/persist permissions

6dys1={SQL Server)
server=bigsmile;uid= sa;pwd = pwd;datab$s = pubs - Connects to an

SQL Server &tabase called bigsmile as user save with password pwd to
database pubs.

Provider String A string defining the frovider of a connection object. An example

follows:

Provider=MicrosoftJet.OlEDB.4.0 -This string connects to a MS

Jet 4.0 compliant database (an Access DB for example.)

Mode ConnectModeEnum Sets (or returns) the permissions for modifying data across the open

connection. Available permissions include Read, I$flrite, Read/'1tr(rite,

and various Share/Deny types.

Cursorl-ocation Cursorl-ocationEnum Sets the location of the cursor engine. You can selec client side or
server side, for simpler databases (like Access) client side is the only
choice.

ConnectionTimeout Long Time in seconds that a connection will attempt to be opened before an

error is generated.

CommandTimeout Long Time in seconds that an command will attempt to be executed before

an error is generated.
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Key Metbods
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Table 8.2

Name Description
Ciose Closes an open connection

Open Opens a connecrion with the sertings in the ConnectionString propeny.

8.70.2 Command Object

A command object specifies a specific method you intend ro execure on or against the data source
accessed by an open connection.

Key Properties

Table 8.3

8. 10.3 RecordSet Obfect

The RecordSet object represents a complete set of records from an executed command or from an
underlying base table in the database. Akey thing to nore is that aRecordSet objea r.f.r.rr.., o11ly
one record at a time as the current record.

Name DataType Description

ActiveConnection conConnection as

ADODB.Connection
Defines the Connection object the command belongs ro.

CommandText String Contains the text of the command you want to execute against a data
source. This can be a table name, a valid SeL string, or the name of a
stored procedure in the data source. vhich one yo,, ur. is determined by
the CommandType propeny.

CommandType CommandTypeEnum Defines the type of the command. The rhree most commonly used would
be adCmdText, adCmdTable, and adCmdStoredproc. The setting
adCmdText causes the CommandText string to be evaluated as ai Sqt
string. The setting adCmdTable causes the CommandText string to b-e
evaluated as a table name and will rerurn the all of the ,.cords aid
columns in a table. The setting adCmdStoredproc causes the
commandrext string to be evaluated as a stored procedure in the data

Key Muhods

Table 8.4

Name

RecordSet object.

Execute
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Table 8.5

Name Data Type Description

Cursorlocation CursorlocationEnum This sets or returns the location of the cursor engine for the database. The

options are client side and server side, for less advanced databases like Access

you may only be able to select client side.

CursorType CursorTypeEnum Sets the cursor type. CursorType typically determines when and to whom
database changes are immediately visible to. For client side cursor locations

only one type of CursorType is available, adOpenStatic.

EOF and BOF Boolean End Of File and Beginning Of File. l0flhen at the first record of an oPen

RecordSet BOF will be true, when at the last EOF will be true. If you ever

return a RecordSet with no records then EOF and BOF will be true. This
provides an ideal way of testing if any records have been returned by a query.

Fields Collection Returns a collection of the field objects for an open record set. Database {ields

can be accessed by their name using the RecordSetlFieldName schema, by
their index RecordSet.Fields(intlndex) or sometimes by their name from the

fields collection RecordSet.Fields("FieldName"). I find in the situation where

you know a database structure that the RecordSetlFieldName method is best,

where structure is not known, then the RecordSet.Fields(intlndex) may be

best.

LockType LockTypeEnum sets the lock type on records when they are open for editing. If a client side

cursor location is selected then only optimistic and batch optimistic locking
are available.

RecordCount Long Returns the number of records in an open RecordSet. If for some reason ADO
cannot determine the number of records then this will be set to -1.

Key Metbods

Table 8.6

Name Description

AddNew Sets up an open record set to add a new record, once the required values have been set call the Update (or

UpdateBatch) method to commit the changes.

Close Closes an open RecordSet object, make sure that any changes are committed using the Update (or

UpdateBatch) method before closing or an error will be generated.

MoveNext Causes an open RecordSet object to move to the next record in the collection, if the current record is the

last record then EOF is set to true.

MoveFirst Causes an open RecordSet object to move to the first record in the collection.

MoveLast Causes an open RecordSet object to move to the last record in the collection.

Open Opens the RecordSet, typically this is done with a valid Command obiect that includes the command text
(or SQL) to get the records you want.

Update Causes any changes made to the current record to be written to disk.

UpdateBatch Causes any changes you have made in batch mode to be written to disk. The way to use batch updates is to
open the RecordSet object with the LockType adlockBatchOptimistic.
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8.10.4 ADO using Process

ADO using is a rhree sreps process:

1. Define and open a Connection ro a dara source

2. Decide what data you need from the data source and define Command objects that will retrieve
this data.

3. Retrieve the data you require by executing the command objects and manipulate rhe data using
RecordSet objects.

8.11 OLE.DB

OLE DB for Acceis

1. Select 'Microsoft Jet 4.0 OLE DB Provider' from the OLE DB providers dialog box. The 'Data
Link Properties' dialog box for

provider Esrnecticr lruvarcaal*U I

Specify *ra lolloNiru to ronred trAccess date

1. Sekrt s crtes agJatabase n*ne:

2. Enter irfqimdierr to bg vr to the dal*o+e:

-,, ,,,,,' I

P El"*passwud l- ahrsawrgpasswsd

f-oK-l rffcd I H"h I

4*Flfri*.1

2. On the dialog box, click on the button with an ellipsis. The 'Select Access Darabase' dialog box
aPPears.
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..\ iL)Anant Pro,ectt
g$t iuShopelcss :

lE+ ifrn'' ruffitt itrmmi :

..,,.€ !- ' :r,,*+ i[Jttw i
W iiflpRsvstRAan 

:Dr*lop TLJTIT 
'

. :Err

"*"1 ifitezl"t:
My D@uE{s i

9i
MyCunpla : :ry __*r
Mytrdwk Ficow: lG -J I qPq Iot..-"

i

Loot<lr | {} students 3 *.tsciEf,'

fibsotbpa: @ !*d

3. Select the desired database and click on 'Open'. Dialog box closes.

4. If required, enter a valid 'User name' and 'Password'.

5. As always, click on 'Test Connection' to check the connectivity with Access.

OLE DB for Oracle

1. Select 'Microsoft OLE DB Provider for Oracle' from the OLE DB providers dialog box. The
'Data Link Properties' dialog box for Oracle opens up.

plsyilg Cmnection 
laavancea | ru l

Spmtythe ldlwllrg to connet to 0rmb data:

1. Enla a gla name:

l l-el--l ,, ixr:* I t:rP I
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2. Leave the 'server Name' blank.

3. Enter a valid 'User namer and 'Password'.

4. As always, click on 'Test Connection' to check the connecrivity with Oracle.

Oracle and SQL Server services should be running when connectivity is tried.

User name:

Fassword:

lJ *in gill:x lil*$*r.*e;

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

OLE DB for SQZ Seroer

1. Select 'Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Seryer' from the OLE DB providers dialog box. The
'Data Link Propenies' dialog box for SeL Server opens up.

provider Connection l*Or.**U'l,m I

Spedfy the fallawing to csnneet to SQL Server data
1. Selact *r ent*r a s*rraer rl6ryra:

tI
2. Enter information to log on to the servx

f Us*\,findrws !*lT lntegrated secrxity

$ Use a specific user nilre and passr,ssd

2.

3.

l,J
r*tlqvre*gnj

l-* I cancd I I"b I

l_:_1..: 
the security option (this depends on how security has been configured during installation -

\Tindows NT integrated security or SeL Server user name/password)

Select the database name from the drop-down list.

$elect the,
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' $Fq6t3, rte i&rinc te€tnned re$EL Serrret dala: :

1. SeH or Efit€r a.o"e, na*o'
Her,1! 

l, 
-l-

if Use Wirdows iiT lntegrated seouity

{. Use a specific ma name and password

gt*rn*q1,{

I- [,.:nt' pr-.;r+c rl l- /'.1:*ir ra,.ii,1 p*:si,,::i

3. di Sebd the ddabase on the sHvEf:

erovi6 CsdiN laar**"cl$ I

SFecfy t}le foexl*q to cond to SQL Serva date
I. Sebc* s ecrter a server ilaffe1

lJ*a1i,r,air,e'fix

f*bllr:rdr :l

Helresh II 
-l-JI Enter idumdim lo log on to the server:

{i UeeWindovrrs NT lntegrated secr.rity

..,',,,, 
f.:iir;;*;tt,*{;#*dFd;'ilri .- 

-

.r.':::,t..:tF {iaryl" n*r*"',t*r$ 
' l* ,f,|1ry,1*r;1r !*!irt'l!r'i

3 lt S*aa tm aatabme on the server:

ryrqry- {
I

J

;:;":1r:ffif::I:J

IllqlJ, ;;,ffiit",l " m I

T.psl f,ortrnartfulr

sK I csrcel I !:,, I

4. Choose a database name on the server.

5. Specify a database file to attach.

Click on 'Test Connection' to check the connectivity and see the results.

S oata Link Properties
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Fill in the blanks:

1. A database using a single table is called a ........... database.

2. A database based on the ................... is known as a relational dztabase.

3. Ve organize data in a relational database in the form of......

4. The ..'.'.... object represents a complete set of records from an executed
command or from an underlying base table in the database.

5. ADO uses the concept of events, just like other ......... objects in Visual Basic.

8.12 LET US SUM UP

Databases are designed to offer an organized mechanism for storing, managing and retrieving
information. They do so through the use of tables. If you're familiar with spreadrh.or like Microsoi
Excel. One of the most important aspects of working in VB is programming for darabases. 'When 

we
say the world is witnessing an information technology revolution, ir is imponenr ro understand that it
is data and databases that are driving it. Database is one of the most imponanr resources of any good
comPany. Most of the time, we do not know the manner in which rhe data is maintained internally.
For the end-user, the data is always presented in a simple, easy ro understand format. t$(lith the Daia
Control, the implementation details of database-related rasks are hidden from us; The Data Control is
based on the DAO model. It offers a simple, easy-to-use interface. The ADO Data Control (Adodc) is
not available in the toolbox by default. To get it into the toolbox, we follow the by-now familiar route
of clicking on 'Project' 'Components'. To start using ADO creare a new Staniard EXE project in
your VB6 environment. You'll need to add a reference ro the ADO library using the Project - )
References menu and selecting the "Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects 2.5 Libiary' & the "Microsoft
ActiveX Data Objects 2.6 L1brary". SQL stands for Structured Query Language and it is an American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) language.

8.13 KEY\TiORDS

ADO: ActiveX Data Object

Adodc: ADO Data Control

ANSI: American National Standards Insritute (ANSD

SQI: Structured Query Language

8.14 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1. Explain the term:

(-) Modern Database

(b) Data Manager

G) Data Control

(d) Database Objects

hcch Yorrr I)rogre
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2. Explain the programming of ADO with data control.

3. How can you monitor changes in the database?

4. \(hat is the difference between UPDATE and DELETE in SQL?

5. Explain the command object in ADO.

6. Discuss the use of OLE.DB for SQL server.

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

1. flat

2. relational model

3. tables

4. RecordSet

5. interface
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9.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

o Explain the concept of data reporrs

. Describe the significance of printing repons

. Identify and explain the writing of deareporrs
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9.1 INTRODUCTION
The Data Reporr Designer creares banded hierarchical reports.
database report; you've probably seen many of them, with
summaries organized in a hierarchical manner.

These are the mosr common type of
headings, subheadings, details, and

9.2 DATA REPORT

A D1t1 Repon is similar to a VB form in that i't has a visual designer and a code module. Using the
visual designer, you can divide the repon into two or more sectioni, each with its own headings. Each
section can contain controls to display the report details.

The design of the details sections is simplified by drag-and-drop functionality. The available controls
are distinct from VB conrrols but have similar functionality.

In particular, the Function control lets you easily perform calculations on field data (sum, average,
minimum, and maximum) and display the results as the reporr is generated. Headers and ioorers .rrr"b.
defined for the reporr as a whole and for each page of the reporr.

At run-time, outPut options are quite impressive. For instance, the Print Preview mode shows what
the printout of the rePort will look like. Printing is a simple matter of calling the PrintReport method.
Export to a file is supported in both HTML and text formars.

The Data Report Designer is a very impressive tool. It's not suitable for every type of reporr, but
when it fits your needs, it can save you a tremendous amount of time.

9.3 DATA REPORT DESIGNER

The Microsoft Data Report designer is a versatil e data repon generaror that features the ability to
created banded hierarchical repofts. Used in conjunction wiih a data source such as the Data
Environment designer, you can create reports from several different relational tables. In addition to
creating printable reporrs, you can also export the report to HTML or text files.

9.4 FEATURES OF THE DATA REPORT DESIGNER
The Data Repon designer has several fearures:

. Drag'and'Drop Functionality for Fields: Drag fields from the Microsoft Data Environmenr
designer to the Data_Report designer. \7hen you do this, Visual Basic automatically creares a rexr
box control on the data report and sets the DataMember and DataField properties of ,h. dropped
field. You can also draga Command object from the Data Environment-designer to th. ijrt,
Repon designer. In that case, for each of the fields contained by the Command Jb;..r, a rexr box
control will be created on the data report; the DataMember and DataField properry for each text
box will be set to the appropriate values.

' Toolbox Controls: The Data Report designer features its own set of controls. \7hen aDataReport
designer is added to a project, the controls are auromatically creared on a new Toolbox tab named
DataReport. Most of the controls are functionally identical to Visual Basic intrinsic controls, and
include a Label, Shape, Image, TextBox, and Line control. The sixth conrrol, the Function
control, automatically generates one of four kinds of information: Sum, Average, Minimum, or
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Maximum. For more information about the Function control, see "Adding a Function Control to

the Data Report."

o Print Preoiew: Preview the report by using the Show method. The data rePort is then generated

and displayed in its own window.

Note: Aprinter mu$ be installed on the computer to show the report in print preview mode.

o Print Reports: Print a report programmatically by calling the PrintReport method. 
'When the

data report is in preview mode, .rs.is can also print by clicking the printer icon on the toolbar.

Note: A.printer mu$ be installed on the comPuter to print a rePort.

. File Exportr Export the data report information using the ExportReport method. Formats for

export include HTML and text'

o Export Templates: You can create a collection of file templates to be used with the ExportReport

-.ihod. Thls is useful for exponing reports in a variety of formats, each tailored to the rePort

ryPe'

o Asyncbonous Operation: The DataReport object's PrintRepon and ExportReport methods_ are

"qirr.hrorrou 
oi.r"tior,s. Using the ProcessingTimeout event, you can monitor the state of these

operations and cancel any that are taking too long.

9.5 COMPONENTS OF THE DATA REPORT

The Data Report designer consists of the following objects:

o DataReport Object: Similar to a Visual Basic form, the DataReport object has both a visual

designei 
"rrd " 

.td. module. Use the designer to create the layout of a report. You can also add

.odJto the designer's code module to progrr*matically format controls or sections contained by

the designer.

o Section Object: Each section of the Data Report designer is represented by a Section object in a

Sections coilection. At design time, each section is represented by a header that you can click to

select the section, and the-section's pane where you can place and posirion controls. Use the

object and its properries to dynamically reconfigure a report before it is built.

o Data Report Controls: Special controls that only work on the Data Report designer are included

with it. (Nor., yo., .rrrrro, use Visual Basic's intrinsic controls, or any ActiveX controls, on the

Data Repon designer). These controls are found in the Visual Basic Toolbox, but they are placed

on a separate tab named "DataReport."

9.6 SECTIONS OF THE DATA REPORT DESIGNER

The default Data Report designer contains these Sections:

. Report Header: This section contains the text that appears at the very beginning of a r-eport, such

,, ih. ,.po* title, author, or database name. If you want the Report Header to be the first page in

the report, set its ForcePageBreak properry ro rptPageBreakAfter.

o Page Head.er; This section contains information that goes at the top of every Page, such as the

report's title.
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o Groap Header/Footer:This section contains a "repeating" section of the data report. Each groupheader is matched with a group footer. The header .rri foor., pri, ,r. ,rro.i.r.a with a singleCommand object in the Data Environmenr designer.

t Details: This section contains the innermost "repearing" paft (the records) of the report. Thedetails section is associated with the lowest-t.lr.t coirrrrand object in a Data Environmenrhierarchy.

' Page Footer: This section contains the information that goes ar the bottom of every page, such asthe page number. 'r vr \

' Report Footer: This section contains the text that appears at rhe very end of the reporr, such assummary information' or an address or contact ,r"rrri. The Repon i;r;r;ears berween rhelast Page Header and page Footer.

9.7 DATA REPORT CONTROLS
-

when a new Data Report designer is added to a project, the following controls are auromaticallyplaced in the Toolbox tab nameJDataReport:

' TextBox control (RptTextBox); It allows you to format rext, or assign a DataFormat.

' Label control (Rptlabel):It allows you to place labels on rhe report to identify fields or secrions.

' Image control (R?tIm$4; It enables you ro place graphics on your reporr. Note that thiscontrol cannot be bound to a data field. o

' Line contol (RptLine); It lets you draw rules on the report to funher distinguish secrions.

' sbape control (RptsbapQ; It enables you ro place rectangles, triangles, or circles (and ovals) on arePoft.

' Function control (RptFunction): lt is a special text box that calculares values as the reporr isgenerated.

9.8 \TRITING A SIMPLE DATA REPORT
This topic creares a simple data report using a Data Environmenr designer r, , 6rrlffiEftrXf*:,,*fTIX:":1.^T-tI0rl; database ;p;fi *,1r, i1,",i-;;";. create a simprehierarchical cursor. The cursor contains two tables, c.rrto^... and orders, .rra ur.r"rfl"affi;Iif;field to link the two. The finished reporr resembles,rr. rig"r. i.r.
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Figure 9.1: Simple Data Report: Order Dates by Customers

Before you begin the step-by-step process, ensure that the Norrhwind database (Nwind.mdb) is present
on your comPuter. If it is not present, cop)r the file from your Visual Basic CD onto your. hard Jisk.

9.8.1 To Create a Simple Hierarchical Cursor in the Data Environment Designer

1. Create a new Standard EXE project.

2. On the Project menu, click Add Data Environment to add a designer ro your project. If the
designer is not listed on the Project menu, click Componenrs. Clicklhe Designers-tab, and click
Data Environment to add the designer to the menu.

Note: The first four kinds of ActiveX designers loaded for a project are listed on the project
menu. If more than four designers are loaded, the later ones will be available from the More
ActiveX Designers submenu on the Project menu.

3. On the Data Link Properties dialog box, click Microsoft Jet 3.51 OLE DB Provider. This selects
the correcr OLE DB provider for accessing a Jet database.

4. Click the Next button ro ger ro the Connection tab.

5. Click the ellipsis button (...) next to the first text box.

6. Use the Select Access Database dialog box to navigate ro rhe nwind.mdb file, which is installed in
the Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\Vb98 directory.
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Click OK to close the dialog box.

Right-click the Connectionl icon, and click Rename. Change the name of the icon ro Northwind.

Right-click the Nonhwind icon, and then click Add Command to display the Commandl dialog
box. In the dialog box, set the properties as shown below:

Property Setting

Command Name Customers

Connection Nonhwind

DataBase Object Table

Object Name Customers

Click OK to close the dialog box.

Right-click the Customers command, and click Add Child Command ro
dialog box. In the dialog box, ser the properties as shown below:

display the Command2

Property Setting

Command Name Orders

Connection Nonhwind

DataBase Object Table

Object Name Orders

Click the Relation tab. The Relate to a Parent Command Object check box should be checked.
The Parent box should contain Customers; both the Parent Fields and Child Fields/Paramerers
boxes should contain CustomerlD.
'When designing relational databases, it's customary for related tables ro use the same name for
linking fields. In this case, the linking fields are both named CustomerlD. The Data Environment
designer automatically matches such pairs in the dialog box.

Click Add. Click OK to close the dialog box.

Clicking the Add button adds the relation to the Command object. After closing the dialog box,
the Data Environment designer reflects the relationship by displaying the two commandi as a
hierarchy. This hierarchy will be used to creare the data reporr.

15. Set the properties of the project and designer according ro the semings below, then save rhe
project:

Obiect Property Setting

Project Name prjNwind

DataEnvironment Name deNwind

Form Name frmShowRepon

t2.

13.

14.
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9.8.2 Creating the Data Report

Once the Data Environment designer has been created, you can create a data report. Because not all of
the fields in the data environment will be useful in a repoft, this series of topics creates a limited rePort

that displays only a few fields.

To create d ne@ Data Report

1. On the Project menu, click Add Data Report, and Visual Basic will add it to your project. If the

designer is not on the Project menu, click Components. Click the Designers tab, and click Data

Repon to add the designer to the menu.

Note: The first four kinds of ActiveX designers loaded for a project are listed on the Project

menu. If more than four designers are loaded, the later ones will be available from the More

ActiveX Designers submenu on the Project menu.

2. Set the properties of the DataReport object according to the table below:

Property Setting

Name rptNwind

Caption Nonhwind Data Repon

3. On the Properties window, click DataSource and then click deNwind. Then click DataMember

and click Customers.

Importanr To set the DataSource property to deNwind, the Data Environment designer must be

open. If it is closed, press CTRL+R to display the Project window, then double-click the data

environment icon.

Right-click the Data Report designer, and click Retrieve Structure.

You have added a new group section to the designer. Each group section has a one-to-one

correspondence to a Command object in the data environment; in this case, the new Group
secrion corresponds to the Customers Command object. Notice also that the Group Header has a

matching Group Footer section.

Nore: The Data Environment allows you to create hierarchies of Command objects wherein a

Command object has more than one child object - child Command objects parallel to each other.

The Data Report designer, however, is not as flexible, and can't display more than one child

object at a time. In such cases, when executing a Retrieve Structure command, the Data Repon

will display only the first of the child commands, and none below it. Thus you should avoid

creating Command hierarchies with parallel children commands.

From the Data Environment designer, drag the CompanyName field (under the Customers

command) onto the Group Header (Customers_Header) section.

The Group Header section can contain any field from the Customers command, however, for
demonstration purposes, only the Customer name is displayed at this time.

6. Delete the Label control (rptl-abel) named Labell.

Repons 187

4.

5
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If you do not wanr a Label control to be included with
Drag and Drop Fields Caption oprion on the Field
designer's Options dialog box.

7 ' From the Data Environment designer, drag the orderDate field (under the orders command)
onto rhe Details (orders_Detail) section. Delete the Label control.

The Details section rePresents the innermost "repeating" section, and thus corresponds to the
lowest Command object in the Data Envirorr-.rrrii.r.rlhy, th. orders Command ob;..,.

8. Resize the Data Report designer's secrions to resemble the figure below:

Figure 9.2: Data Report Designer's Sections

It's important to resize the height of the Details section ro be as shorr as possible because the
height will be multiplied for every orderDate rerurned for the CompanyNr'*". A.ry extra space
below or above the orderDate text box will result in unneeded rp.." irr rir. fi*t ..po.. 

r

9. Save the project.

9.8.3 Preview the Data Report using the Show Method
Now that the data environment and the data report ob;'ects have been creared, you are almost ready to
run the project' one step remains: to write code to show the data repon.
To show the data report at run time

1' On the Project Explorer window, double-click the frmShowReport icon to display the Form
designer.

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

the TextBox control, you can uncheck the
Mapping tab of the Data Environmenr
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On Toolbox, click the General tab.

\7hen you add a Data Report designer to your project, its conrrols are added ro the tab named
DataRepon. To use the standard Visual Basic controls, you must switch ro the General tab.

click the commandBurron icon and draw a commandBumon on the form.

Set the properties of the commandl control according ro rhe table below:

Property Setting

Name cmdShow

Caption Show Report

5. In the button's Click event: pxsre the code below.

Prj-vate Sub cmdShow_Click o
rptNwind. Show

End Sub

6. Save and run rhe project.

7. Click Show Reporr ro display the repon in print preview mode.

9.8.4 Optional - Setting the Data Report as the Startup Obiect

You can also display the data reporr with no code at all.

L. On the Project menu, click prjNwind Properties.

2. In the Startup Object box, selecr rptNwind.

3. Save and run the project.

Note:rI you use this method, you can remove the Form object from your project.

4.

9.9 EXPORTING A DATA REPORT

After compiling a report you may wish to reuse it, either as parr of a larger document or perhaps for
distribution on an intranet or the Internet. The Data Report designer's ExportRepo6 -.ihod ,llo*,
you to accomplish these tasks. Using the ExportReport method, you .*r, .rporr ,ry ,"po. as a rext
file or as an HTML file. Additionalll, you can use any of a number of ExportFo.-ri obj".ts to tailor
the content and appearance of an exported file.

The ExportReport method does not support the exponing of images or graphic shapes.
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Figure 9.3: Export Dialog Box

9.10 PRINTING A DATA REPORT

Printing a data report can be accomplished in one of two v/ays. The user can click the Print button
that appears on the data report in Print Preview mode (using the Show method), or you can

Programmatically enable printing using the PrintRepon merhod. If an error occurs during printing,
trap it in the Error evenr.

Fill in the blanks:

l. The Data Repon Designer creares banded reporrs.

2' When aData Report designer is added to a project, rhe controls are automatically creared
on a new Toolbox tab named

Export the data reporr information is possible using the method.

enables you to place rectangles, triangles, or circles (and ovals) on a reporr.

section of report contains information that goes at the top of every page, such as

the report's title.

The .............. method does not supporr the exponing of images or graphic shapes.

3.

4.

5.

6.

heck Your
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9.II LET US SUM UP

A Data Report is similar to a VB form in that it has a visual designer and a code module. Using the

visual designer, you can divide the report into two or more sections, each with its own headings. Each

secrion can contain controls to display the report details. The Microsoft Data Report designer is a

versatile data report generator that features the abiliry to created banded hierarchical reports. After
compiling a report you may wish to reuse it, either as part of a larger document or perhaps for
distribution on an intranet or the Internet. The Data Report designer's ExportReport method allows

you ro accomplish these tasks but it does not support the exporting of images or graphic shapes.

9.12 \{EY\r/ORD

Data Report Designer: It is a versatile data report generator that features the ability to created banded

hierarchical reports.

e.13 QUESTTONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. '$7hat 
are the similarities between data report and VB form?

2. \7rite short notes on:

(r) Export Templates

(b) Asynchonous Operation

3. Discuss features of the data report designer.

4. Describe data report exporting in Visual Basic.

5. 'What 
are the components of the data report?

6. \7hat are default data report designer sections?

7. Compare and contrast between:

.t. Page header and group header

* Page footer and report footer

8. \7rite an essay on data report controls.

9. How to display the data report with no code?

10. How to print a data repon?

Check Your Progress: Model

1. Hierarchical

2. DataReport

3. Export Report

4. Shape control

5. Page Header

6. Export Repon

Answers
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1o.o ArMS AND OBJECTMS

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Explain the concept of error handling

o Describe the significance debugging techniques

10.1 INTRODUCTION
Having come rhis far, I hope we can - possibly - assume that we are getting a good hold on VB. Also

that we are gerring familiar with 'some of' the complexities involved. Programming is a fairly easy task

in VB after all-with an interactive environment, intelli-sense and auto-complete, developing a Program
in VB is really easy.

However, when it comes to enterprise-level programming, the honeymoon with VB ends! The

programs will give our a variety of errors, they will crash with a host of unwelcome messages - 'type

mismatch', 'overflow', 'invalid use of null', etc. (I'm sure you can add some of your own statements to
the lisQ. Suddenly, you feel like banging your head against the wall ... But wait!! ... help is Present
nearby. How to handle these run-time devils - errors - will be the focus of this chapter.

10.2 ERROR.HANDLERS

Even if we have the best of brains, the best of quality control, the best of processes involved, we can

never be sure that we will have a totally error-free program. Even a program as big as \Tindows XP

iras errors that are equally big in number. So much for software quality! Of course, this does not mean
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that the search for the error-free environment is over - the search is still continuing. Similar to other
languages, VB also offers a variety of tools and options for handling ,"a ,rJ[rg ,""-ri-. errors.

Err Object and on Error Goto

The err object is at the core of error-handling in vB. coupled with the on error goto sratemenr, it does
most of the error-handling tasks for us. consider the following code:

TEXT3 : VAL (TEXT1 ) / yAL( TEXT2 )
The code is quite simple and free from errors, as we can understand. However, if we assign ,O' to
'text2', we get the following error message:

rrqrinue I Ed l t p"h- I

JI': It I l.etty straightforward error message- ye are trying to divide by 0. If we press on Help, the
MSDN library will open up, giving details on the ..ro, ihrl hrs oc.rr.j. If we pr"r, o' Debug, the
code window will open up, highlighting the line where the error occurred.

In a sense, our Program has 'crashed'. To avoid such a situation, we will incorporate error-handling in
our application, making use of Err object; this object is at the core of .rror-hr.rili.rg in vno.
Besides others, the Err object exposes three very important properties:

Property Meaning
Number The number of the error that was raised. Every trappable error in VB is

associated with a number.

Description A short description of the error that was raised.

Source The library which raised the error-VB, ADO, etc

\x/ith the help of Err, we code for the division (rextr / texr2) as follows:

Code Listing ero.1

PRIVATE SUB commandl_C]-ICK

1. ON ERROR GOTO problem

'if an error occurs go

2. DrM intnuml AS INTEGER

3. DfM lntnum2 AS INTEGER

4. DTM div a'S OOueLs

()

to the area fabelted as problem
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5. intnuml = textl.TEXT
6. intnum2 : LexL2. TEXT

7. div : intnuml / intnum2

8. MSGBOX ''DIVISION OVER''

9. EXIT SUB

tskip further lines, if no error encountered so far
10. problem: 'label for starting the error-handJ-ing routine
l-1. IF ERR.NUMBER:11 THEN

12. MSGBOX ERR.NUMBER & " " & ERR.DESCRIPT]ON

'error number will be printed on the screen, alongwith the description
1.3. END IF

END SUB

This code works as follows:

. Line no. 1 informs VB that it should give up any error-handling on its own. Instead, it should go

for error-handling as specified by us. The line also mentions that if an error occurs, it will be

handled at a named area (abel) called as problem.

. Line no. 9 makes the program come out of the procedure (sub) if no error has been encountered.

. Line no. 10 marks the beginning of the error-handling routine. This is the named erca, which in
VB we call as a 'label'. Once an error occurs in this program, all the lines following the error will
be skipped over and the program control will shift to line no. 10, i.e., the label.

. All the lines following line no. 10 are executed, if an error is raised.

\7hen we run the program now and give a value of '0' for division, the program will not raise an error
and won'r come in the break mode. Instead, it will display a messagebox informing the user on the

error.

In order to remporarily disable the error-handling, we use the on error statement as follows:

ON ERROR GOTO O

which will act as if no error-handling has been included in our application.

The Source property of Err object gives the name of the application which raised the error. For
example, if we connect to MS-'$(/ord through VB code and it generates an error, the Err.Source will be

set to'Word.Application.

Another important property of Err is LastDllError. Errors raised when calling on ]$Tindows DLLs are

not trappable in VB. This property gives a vital information for dealing with errors raised during
\Tindows API calls.
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Resume

Once an error is raised, VB stops further program execurion. \U7ith the resume keyword, VB will re-
execute the line which caused the error. The right approach is to trap the error number and ask the
user for a different input. This way, the program *ili'r.rrrrne' fromihe line where the problem has
arisen. To incorporare resume, we modify our code as follows:

Code Listingero.2

PRIVATE SUB commandl_ClICK ( )

1. ON ERROR GOTO problem

2. DfM intnuml AS INTEGER

3. DrM intnum2 AS INTEGER

4. DIM div AS DOUBLE

5. i-ntnuml : textl.TEXT
6. intnum2 : text2. TEXT

7 . div : intnuml ,/ intnum2

8. MSGBOX ''DTVTSTON OVERI'

9. EXIT SUB

10. problem:

11. IE ERR.NUMBER:11 THEN ' if division by 0 error
l-2' Intnum2 = TNPUTBOX ("Enter a New dj-visor") 'ask for a new divisor aftererror
13. RESUME t re-execute the r-ine that caused the error
14. ELSE

15. MSGBOX ERR.NUMBER & '' T' & ERR.DESCRTPTION
rany other error number wi-l-l be shown, arongwlth the description

16. END ]F
END SUB

This code works as follows:

' Line no. 11 checks the error number. If it is 11 (i.e., division by Zero),line no. 12 is executed.
. Line no. 12 asks the user for another value of the variable 'intnum2'.

' Line no. 13 says 'Resume', which means the program control will shift to the line where rhe error
was raised. However, the new value of intn,:m2i will be used in the calculation this time (as given
in line no.I2).

' Line no. 15 will display the error number and description, if the error number is not 11.
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Resume Next

As it suggests, Resume Next takes the program control to the line following the line where the error
occurred. For instance, if error was raised on line no. 10, the program will continue from line no. 11.

Resume Next is used if a particular error is wofth ignoring and normal processing must continue even

if that error has been raised.

If all the errors are worth ignoring,. we can develop a more generic code by including the following
line at the top of the procedure (sub):

ON ERROR RESUME NEXT

\X/ith this code, the program will never stop at any error- all errors generated in the program will be

ignored. In fact, this program will not need any error-handling routine at all; the proBram will never

stoP at any error.

Though Resume Next appears very useful, it should be used with care. An ignored error can prove

problematic at a later stage.

10.3 DEBUGGING TECHNIQUES

Error-handling is a vital aspect o{ any good program. Another equally interesting aspect is the

debugging feature of the language.

Error handling is oriented towards the end-user. Debugging is oriented towards the developer of the

ProBram.

The following debugging options are available in VB6:

Immediate'Window

This is a.very elementary approach to debugging. It functions as follows:

1. This window pops up automatically whenever an error is encountered. At this stage, the program
has entered the 'Break Mode'.

2. In the immediate window, type in a new value for the variable which caused the error.

3. Press enter. The new value will be assigned to the variable.

4. Press on start/continue. The program will resume from the 'Break Mode' and continue execution

with the new value of the variable.

Here is how the immediate window appears. Also observe the code window, highlighting the line
where the error was raised:
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Li.st1. Removeltem
End If
End Srrb

Listl.LiErIndex
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ifl

Prlvace
Textl =
Textz =
Text3 =
Enrl Srth

Sub Listl_Cl
LisEl, Texc
Ligrl.LisrIndi
List,1. Listcou!

As per the figure, we have used rhe immediate window in two steps:

a Assigned a value to 'textl' on rhe 1st line and pressed 'Enter'.
o Queried the value of 'rextl' on the next line.
'We can also get the immediate window by pressing on 'Crrl' + 'Pause Break'. This will bring up the
window and bring rhe program in the ,Break Modei.

Debug Object

The Debug object helps us in the debugging process (what else?) with two important methods:

Debug.Print: This method prints a value in the immediare window. If we write the code

DEBUG.PRINT intsum2

it will keep on printing the values of the variable intsum2 in the immediate window, whenever this
line is executed. Even in a stopped state of the program, if we click on the menu bar at,View,
'Immediate W'indow', the immediate window *ill tho* all rhe values of intsum2,. Thus, with
debug.prinr we can trace how the values of variables are changing in our program.

Debug.Assert:-Stops the. program and highlights the line where the condition given by the user has
gone wron8. If the condition is not fulfilled, VB assumes an error and brings th."prog..r, in the break
mode. For example, consider the line

DEBUG.ASSERT VAl(textl) > 10

If the value of 'textf is 20, the program will continue normally. If the value of 'rexrl, becomes less
th.an '10', the program will automatically stop at this line and highlight this line. That is, debug.assert
will.temporarily stop Program execution when the condition spJcifild in debug.assert becomes False.\rith this approach, Tre can check exactly when is a value going wrong. Of coirse, once v/e come ro
know the error condition/value, we have to take approp.irtl -.rrrrres t rolrr" the problem.
If we forget to remove debug.print and debug.asserr from our code when compiling, VB will comment
out all of these lines.
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This 'window' helps ro 'watch' the different values a variable is being assigned at different stages of the

program. To get the window, click on 'Debug' 'Add'$7atch'. The following screen aPPears:

In the rexrbox at rhe rop, specify any valid VB expression based on the variable to watch. Then we see

two drop-down lists:

. In the 1st list, choose the procedure which will 'watch' this value or expression (Text1*Change,

Listl_Click, etc).

. In the 2nd list, choose the module where this value will be watched (Form1", Form2, and so on).

From the three option buttons towards the bottom, choose the most appropriate action to take. All of

the options are self-explanatory.

Once we finish all of these steps, the watch window will appear as follows:

Once the watch condition becomes true at runtime, the watch window becomes 'active' and comes in

the foreground, displaying the following information:

.?-: !'ili1E:,11.t = 5D
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In the figure given above,

. The 'Value' column is mentioning True.

o The 'Type' column is mentioning Boolean.

' The 'Context' is specifying the module and procedure name where the value is being watched.

The meaning is clear enough for us to understand.

Break Point

A very easy and useful tool.for debugging a program. In rhis approach, we assign a 'breakpoinr, ro
some lines. Now, whenever the program.o-.i to a line having aLeakpoint,
o VB will $op ar that line.

. Highlight that line.

o Come in the 'break mode', error or no error.

' In this state' v/e can take the mouse over a particular variable and see its value at rhat particular
mornent - the value 'pops up' on the screen.

o We can also use the immediate window to change the value of a variable and instantly see the
changed result.

Setting a break point is very easy. Firstly, select the line where the point needs ro be inserred. Now,
we have three options available:

. On the menu bar, click on 'Debug, ,Toggle Breakpoint,.

Or

Press on F9 hey.

Or

Click on the small grey area between the ToolBox and the code window, as shown here:

Adodc 1 . ResordEeE . ltover. iEse
E lse

-q,dodc 1 . ResoEdset, HoveF j.rst

Click here
to set
breakpoint

End If
mnuneu.Enalcl"ed - Trueffi
hnuup.Enabl.ed. - True
mnuex i-t . Enalc l-ed : True
mnudel..Enabl.ed - True
mnuvw.Enatr].ed : True

=Texc]..Enelcl-ed = FaIsel
TexE3. Locked - True
D TP j. cl<eE 1 . Enalc Ied - r.a l.s e@Comands . Enalc l.ed
Comand4. EnaJcl.eil
CEmands . Enalc J-ed
Comandd. Enalc].ecl

True
True
True
True

a-trtecordseE_Ctuce
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The lines with a break point are marked with a red spot, as the figure above shows. The red spots

appear in the grey coloured area where wE click to toggle a break point. Once the runtime check via
the break point is over, we continue with further processing by pressing the start button or the F5

k.y.

Step Into/Step Ooer/Step Out

These options are concerned with how the program should continue, once it encounters a breakpoint
and stops there.'We come to the 'Debug' menu and we see the following options:

. Step Into: This is a single-step through the entire code. Any called procedures are executed line by
line. Alternatively, we press F8.

. Step Otser: This is also a single-step through the code, but any procedure calls are stepped over.
Alternatively, we press Shift + F8.

. Step Out: The program steps out of the current procedure. Alternatively, we press 'Ctrl' + 'Shift'
+ F8.

Create simple tools for debugging through temporary TextBoxes, Labels, MessageBoxes, etc. These can

display values of variables as we go through the normal execution, alongwith taking help of VB's
built-in debugging tools.

Fill in the blanks:

1. The ............. oblect is at the core o{ error-handling in VB.

2. Withthe .. fteyword, VBwill re-execute the line w6rc6 causedthe error.

3. This 'window' h.tp. to 'watch' the ditterent values a ................. is being assig$ed et
different stages of the program.

4. This .................. pops up automatically whenever an error is encountered.

10.4 LET US SUM UP

Even if we have the best of brains, the best of quality control, the best of processes involved, we can

never be sure that we will have a totally error-free program. Even a program as big as \Tindows XP
has errors that are equally big in number. So much for software quality! Of course, this does not mean
that the search for the error-free environment is over - the search is still continuing. Error-handling is

a vital aspect of. any good program. Another equally interesting aspect is the debugging feature of the
language. Error handling is oriented towards the end-user. Debugging is oriented towards the
developer of the proBram.

10.5 KEY\T/ORDS

Debugging: Debugging is oriented towards the developer of the program.

Resume Nexf: Resume Next takes the program control to the line following the line where the error
occurred.

Debug Object: The Debug object helps us in the debugging process.
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10.6 QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. \flhat are the error handlersl \7hat is the difference berween the Resume and resume next?

2. Explain Err object.

3. Discuss the two main debugging techniques.

4. "The Debug object helps us in the debugging process with two important merhods." Discuss.

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

L err

2. resume

3. variable

4. window

10.7 SUGGESTED READINGS
Visual Basic 6 Programming-Black^Boo&, Steven Holzner, Dreamtech Press Publisher, New Delhi.

ProgrammingMiqosoft Visual Basic 5.0, Francesco Balena, VP Publishers and Distriburors.

Visual Basic 6, Gary Cronell, Tata McGraw Hill Publishing Company Ltd.

Visual Basic 6 - Hou to Program, H.M. Deitel., P.J. Deital and T.R.Nieto.
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11.0 ArMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Explain the concept of internet

. Discuss how to identify the interner applications using visual basics

11.1 INTRODUCTION
lVhether the Internet is considered a revolution or an evolution, it has changed human lives in a
number of ways. It has entered practically every aspect of human life - educarion, news dissemination,
science and technology, trade and commerce, and what not. Before going ahead, let us familiarize
ourselves with some of the common rerms used in the Internet domain.

The Internet is the world-wide public network of computers, sharing resources on a 24-hour 7-day
basis. It is based on IiTAN technology and works through a common protocol, TCP/P.
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11.2 INTERNET

Internet is a gigantic computer network of many different compurers. It consists of millions of smaller
domestic, academic, business, and government networks, which together carry various information
and services, such as electronic mail, online chat, file transfer, and the interlinked web pages and other
resources of the World \flide Web (www).

This network is spread all over the world. It is collection of inrerconnected networks. Hence it is
called inter network" or in short "Internet". One can communicate with any other internet
subscribers throughout the world through an Inrerner connecrion. Many companies including VSNL,
Essar, Bharti Telecom, and MTNL provide Internet service in India. They are also ftnown ,r-Irrr.rrr.,
Service Providers (ISP).

The internet system is based on programs called "clienrs" and "servers". A program that provides a
service is called a SERVER. A program that requests a service is called a CLIENT. The whole network
is one large client/server sysrem.

Any individual or organization can open an account with any Internet Service Provider (ISp) who will
give an Account Number for monthly or yearly fees. Then the user may have access ro the Internet
and the e-mail through it. The user needs a computer, "modem" and a telephone line to access the
Internet. In the user computer client programs are required. Those client programs carry out the
commands by passing data back and forth to seryer programs. A server progrr* r"lgt t be in the next
room, across the country or on the other side of the world. He can r.rrd ,rrJ receive mails, surf to the
vorld-vide \(eb (www) or access his bank accounr through inrerner.

The ITeb is not internet. At times, people confuse the two terms thar are related but not identical in
meaning. The Internet is a collection of interconnected computer networks, whereas the \fleb is a
collection of interconnected documents and other resources, linked by hyperlinks and URLs.

The \7orld \X/ide Veb is one of the services accessible via the Inrerner, along with various orhers
including e-mail, online chatting etc. when you are on the lweb, you are on th" Int"rrret but not the
other way round. For example, those sending e-mail are not on the 1Veb, unless they are sending
e-mail via a \7eb browser.

,ISP; Internet Service Provider. This is any company which provides Inrerner f.acrlny, either through
dial-up or through leased lines. In India, some leading ISPs are Satyam, BSNL, VSNL, Airrel, erc.

TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/Interner Protocol. Protocol refers ro the rules of
communication on a network" TCP/P is the default protocol for communicating on the Internet.
Any computer on the Internet needs to follow the TCP/P protocol for communicating with any
other computer on the Internet. TCP/P is, in fact, a combination of two protocols:

o TCP - for rransporting the data.

. IP - for locating a parricular Computer.

IP is the name given to a 4-byte address, i.e., it is based purely on numbers. This address is unique for
each computer on the Internet. Thus, using TCP/IP, we can specifically address any website t, the
Internet and send/receive data to/f.romit. Eg: the LP. address for Raj Bhavan Bhopal is70.87.15.202

URL: Uniform (or Universal) Resource Locator: Though TCP/P serves its role very well, ir won't be
easy remembering the TCP/IP address of every website. To simplify this, we have an English
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equivalent of each web site's address. This English address is also unique and yer, it is easy to
remember. This is known as the URL. It includes the protocol, the web server's address and the
domain name, such as -http:/ /www.rajbhavanmp.ind.in

DNS: Domain Name Service. \7hen we type a URL into our browser and submit it to the ISP, the
server at the ISP convens it into the corresponding IP address. After all, computers work best with
numbers. Once the IP address has been obtained, the ISP's server will search for the IP worldwide.
Once the desired server has been located, we can iink to it through the IP. This mapping and
conversion of the URL to the corresponding IP is provided by DNS.

HTTP: Hyper Text Transfer Protocol. This is the default way of sending dara on the Internet.
Through this protocol, hypertext can be transferred from one place to anorher. Though TCP/IP also
helps in sending data, it operates at the network layer (of OSD. HTTP, in conrrast, operares ar rhe
application layer (of OSI).

'W'W'V: \florld \flide \7eb. The name given to the most popular serviee on the Inrerner. Through this,
we can transfer any type of data from one place to another-text, graphics, audio, etc. This flexibility
makes it so popular. In fact, its popularity has made it synonymous with the term Interner.

FIPr File Transfer Protocol. This Internet service is concerned with transferring files. Most of rhe file
downloads we come across on the net - sample code, anti-virus updates, technical articles, media
players, etc. - are based on the FTP protocol. In fact, most of the big Inrernet sites have dedicated FTP
servers that deal with the downloading of files.

Mail: This service helps in sending e-mail on the Internet. E-Mail was probably the earliest use of the
Internet. It continues to be one of the most commonly used services on the Internet even today. It
utilizes the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol).

11.3 HTML INTRODUCTION
HTML, or Hyper Text Markup Language, is a language for creating web pages. Most of the web sites
we see on the Internet, whether big or small, have HTML at the core. HTML offers ease of use with a

syntax that is too easy. Besides, there is no data-typing whatsoever in HTML. The concept of
variables, so important in other programming languages, simply does nor exist in HTML. It is a

language with a highly simplistic structure. It is also highly forgiving- whenever we code in HTML, it
won't give any error messages whatsoever, even if we violate the rules of HTML coding.

The HTML language - or technology - is based on the concept of tags. Tags are the keywords in
HTML. In other languages we have statements such as if..then, do..while, etc. In HTML, all of our
tasks are done through tags, which can be considered as the commands of HTML.

For coding in HTML, any text editor can be used, such as Notepad. Even MS-\7ord can be used to
code in HTML. Specialised HTML editors are also avaiiable, such as MS-FrontPage, Netscape
Composer, etc. Some free HTML editors are also available, such as Coffee Crp HTML
(http://www.coffeecup.com), EasyHTML, etc. However, ro really learn HTML in-depth, a simple
text editor is the best option.

An HTML file is just a simple text file, saved with the extension '.hrm' or '.hrml'. Once we navigate to
a web page, this file is downloaded to our P.C. It is then executed by the browser on our PC - Internet
Explorer, Netscape Navigator, Firefox, etc.



T"g Meaning

<HTML> Starts the HTML page

<HEAD> Information for search engines and non-visual content

<TITLE> Title bar and search engine content.

<BODY> Stans the visual ponion of the web page

<B> Makes the text bold

<I> Makes the text italicized

<u> Makes the text underlined

<s> Gives the strike-through effect on text (*+ikethrer*gh)

<SUB> Makes the text as a subscript ftIzSOr)

<SUP> Makes the text as a superscript (4'1 = 16)

<HR> Draws a horizontal line

<BR> Inserts a line break

<CENTER> Centers the content horizontallv

<Hl>-<H6> Header tags, rendering text in different sizes.

<A> Anchor :n;g, for giving Hyperlinks, besides other things

<IMG> Insening an image

<oL> Gives an ordered (numbered) list

<UL> Gives an unordered (bulleted) list

<DL> Gives a definition list, of ke1'words and their descriptions

<TABLE> Shows content in a tabular format

<FONT> Changes Font settiags - type, size, coiour

<FRAMESET> Setting frames on a page

<FRAME> Specifies content for a Frame

<SCRIPT> Contains the scripting code

<STYLE> Contains code for defining style sheets

<DTV> Division tag, used as conrainer to apply styles to code segments

<FORM> Specifies an HTML form for accepring user data

<META> Useful info for browsers and search engines, hidden from the user

206 Visual Programming using VB

Here are soine common tags in HTML and their meaning:

As an example, here is a small code of HTML.

Code Listing htm.1

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>A sample page of HTML

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.
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</r r ri,s>
<BODY>

<H1- align="center"> The Demo On HTML</HI_>

<B>HTML</B> is the J-anguage for the <I>Internet</I>. It is used for making
(U>web pages</U>. It can accommodate both <I>text<,/I) as well as
<f>graphics</I>. It can even support <I)audio</I> files.<BR><BR>
With HTML, we can all-ow the user to <B)<f>navigate( /B></l> from one place to
another. This facility is provided by the use of <r>Hyperlinks</r>. These
hyperlinks can take the user from one page to another page/ si_te, or even
some other area in the same page. <BR><BR>

The power of HTML comes from its <s>l-ack of a highly formalized
structure</S>. It has a very <I>easy syntax<,/I) to work on. However, newer
technologies such as <B)(U> DHTML</U></B>, are increaslngly belng used for
the features they offer, which <U>(I>meet the requiremenLs</t)></I) of an
increasing number of users and web developers.
</gonv>

</Htl,[,>

Here is a picture representing the output produced by this file. Observe rhe texr formatting effects-
italics, bold, underline, etc. produced by the code:

The flemo On HTML
HTML is the language lor the lnlerneL lt is used for making web paees. It can accommodate both
JexJ as well as graphics. It can even support audia files.

Wrth IITML, rr,re can allow thE user to navigale *om one place to another. This facrJrty is provided
by the use of llyperlinks. rhese hyperlinks can take the user from one page to another page, site,
or evefl some other area in the same page.

The power of IITML comes from its @. It has a very easy syntax
to urork on. Hov*rever, newer technologies such as DHTML, are mcreasingly berrg used for the
feahnes they offer, wtttch meet the requirements of an increas:ng number of users and web
deuelopers.

f$#$$ry$$m#iiffi ffi 
,,tiSiig;1r:*:f !$*r;,rifffifl6ffi ffi i$,Fffi L:?Effi

sanrple page oI HTML - Marro5o[t Internet Explorer - [V/orking Offline]
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11,.3.1DHTML vs. HTML
HTML offered a lot of features for the creation of web pages and served our needs quite well.
Originally intended as a 'mark-up language', its primary aim was to help in marking-up th; contenrs.
However, the needs of the users are changing and increasing day-by-d ay. They need special formatting
and additional visual effects, which were not really the $rength of HTML. For this ,""ror, HTML hai
been customized to suit the changing needs of today. Formatting tags and some orher elements have
been incorporated in HTML.

Now, with too much of emphasis on presentation, HTML becomes somewhar bulky with all the
content and the formatting information contained in the HTML page. The code becomes clumered
and hotch-potch. Moreover, inspite of all the efforts, HTML has nor been able to keep pace with the
exPectations and requirements of today's designers. Also, it does not respond to the way rhe user is
acting or behaving on rhe page.

The arrival of DHTML has changed all of that. DHTML makes web pages more lively, more
colourful, and more responsive to the user. We might have seen the following r..rarios
. A web page which keeps changing in colour or content as we move the mouse around the page.

. An image which suddenly pops up out of nowhere on a web page when rhe mouse reaches at
certain spot.

. A message which gets displayed only when w-e take the mouse ro a pafticular place.

. Some buttons on a web page, which keep changing in colour as rhe mouse passes over each one of
them.

If we have seen any of these, we have already seen DHTML at work. DHTML is the technology
which makes the web pages come alive, pack more punch, and add an element of interactivity or
responsiveness to the end-user. W'e can even use it to connect to a database and increase the power and
utility of our web pages.

The power of DHTML comes from two interesting features - Style Sheets and Scripting. Let us see
what they are.

11.4 INTERNET APPLICATIONS USING VISUAL BASICS

Starting tbe DHTML Project

To start with DHTML in VB,

l. Start VB as usual.

2' Select 'DHTML Project' from the VB project options srarr-up box. In the opening screen, we see
icons for a Code Module and a DHTML Page Designer in the Project Explorer.

3. Double-click on the Designer in the Project Explorer. The following screen opens up:
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This designer will help develop the front-end for our DHTML application. Some elements of the
ToolBar are very easily recognizable, such as the text-alignment, bold, italic, font-size, font-type
options, etc. The properties window and the toolbox too are easily recognizable. The toolbox, though,
offers a different set of controls to work with the controls for working on HTML pages. The center of
the screen offers us two frames. The left frame is the treeview, where we can see a hierarchical view of
our web page. On the right is the design frame, where we

. type in our page's content, and/or

. add controls for interacting with the end-user.

This way, the right frame is like the Form of VB we know. Ve will be working with the right frame
for the most part, when working in DHTML.

Using tbe DHTML Page Designer

To get our feet wet in the pond of DHTML, first we will design a simple page with no DHTML. It
will just take on some plain text and we will be seeing the results of plain and simple HTML. Here is
how we go ahead: In the right frame, click at the top-left and stan typing the content you want to be

included in the web page. Once we have typed a complete paragraph, press the 'enter' key. The [ ]
delimiters will appear around our paragraph, marking the start and end of the paragraph. This is
similar to what w'e see in MS-'Word. Now enter some more text for more paragraphs. Let us say our
DHTML designer screen looks as follows:
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Observe that the left side of the designer - the treeview - is displaying our web page hierarchically.

Rwnning tbe DHTML Project

Now we run our DHTML projec, in the usual VB manner. The debugging tab appears, seeking
information on how to start the project. Leave the screen at the default values. Any-way, these are the
same entries we make when we run our custom Active-X control for the first time. Leave the values at
the default and click on 'oK'. \Ve see the page opening in our browser, as shown here:
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User Interface Deaeloprneflt

Our basic HTML page is now ready and we have seen it running in Interner Explorer, too. If required,
we can use the toolbar provided by the DHTML environment ro add text formatting fearures ,.,.h ,,
bold, italics, font size, font-type, erc, as we commonly do in MS-\7ord.

Using HTML Form Controls

The toolbox on the left shows the controls that can be used on an HTML Form. One common
attribute of all the eleme',ts is that they are identified by the Id attribute. The Name properry is not
applicable in DHTML. Also, the Caption properry is replaced by Value.

. 'W'e 
see four buttons in rhe ToolBox:

* The 1st burton is the simple commandbutron we know.

* The 2nd button is the 'Submit' button, used in association with an HTML Form. Once we
fill our data in the Form and click on the 'Submit' burron, the data is sent to rhe server for
further processing.

* The 3rd bufton is the 'Reset' bufton. Pressing on this button clears the conrenrs of our Form-
it does not send the data ro the server.

':' The 'FileUpload' button is for 'uploading' a file to the server. For example, the attachmenrs
we send alongwith our E-Mail.

. The 'TextField' is the simple TextBox we know.

. The 'TextArea' is a multi-line box, commonly used to rype in/display long text.

. The 'Select' oPtion is the drop-down combo of the HTML world. It can also serve as a standard
listbox, if we set the 'Size' property to a value greater than 1. To enrer the list elemenrs of 'select',
click on 'Custom' in the properties window. The following screen pops up, helping us enrer rexr
of list elements and their corresponding values:
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In the dialog box enter the Size, i.e., the number of elements that should be visible in the 'Select'

control at any time. Now set the Text and the Value by clicking on the 'Insert' button.

A size of more than 1 will make our 'select' control change from a drop-down list to a simple list.

Text is shown to the user, Value is sent to the server once user clicks on 'Submit'. Use only few
characters for the value, to minimize data transfer between the client and server.

1,1.4.1, Event Handling

Any element we create on the page can raise an event, provided it has an Id attribute. Thus, to trap a

paragraph's onclick event, we assign it an Id and code as required. The DHTMLpage and also the
Base\Tindow (representing the browser) too raise their own events. The lostfocus event of traditional
VB is replaced by onblur, the click event is replaced by onclick, the load event by onload, and so on.
Of course, some events are not available in VB, such as onmouseout (the mouse goes out of a named
area), and onmouseover (the mouse enters a named area).

Cbanging tbe Content Dynamically

Continuing with DHTML, we come to another vital aspect - run-time text display. 'We should be able

to generate some text on an as-is-required basis, when the user passes the Mouse over a particular area.

This is another power of DHTML, with which we can generate web pages on-the-fly, as and when
required.

To generate dynamic content, we create a 'blank paragraph' - a paragraph with no text. To create such
a paragraph, come to the first para and press the Enter key twice. Create this paragraph just under the
first paragraph 'paral' and give it the name 'para_blank'. Now switch to the code window and write
this code for the onmouseover event of 'para1'. (assuming'paraf is the Id for our 1st paragraph).

Code Listing dht.1

PRIVATE SUB PARAI-ONMOUSEOVER ()
para_blank.INNERTEXT: "This is a demo of the j-nnertext OF DHTML"

END SUB

Run the program and bring the mouse anywhere on 'para1'. Ve will see the text given above appear

from nowhere, under paral. This is the power of DHTML.

in addition to simply inserting plain text at run-time, DHML also offers the facility of adding HTML-
formatted text. This will funher liven up the display. This feature is offered by the innerHtml
property. To see this, add two more blank paragraphs to the web page just under 'para_blank', with
the Id attributes set to 'para_blankl' and 'para_blank2'. Now code as follows:

Code Listingdht.2

PRIVATE SUB paraI_ONMOUSEOVER o
para_blank.INNERTEXT: "This is a demo of the innertext OF DHTML"

para_blank1. INNERHfyfI : "<B)This is a demo of the (I)innerhtml</
I>_ feature of DHTML</B>"

para_blank2. INNtrRTEXT : "<BlThis is a demo of the <f>innertexL</
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I)_feature of DHTML</B>"

END SUB

Run the program to see the effect of innertext and contrast it with the result of innerhtml:

. \With "innerhtml", text has been displayed with HTML formatting.

o Vith "innertext", text has been displayed as simple text, without applying any HTML formatting.
The HTML tags have been displayed as plain text on the page.

&*r.'b*

Innerhtml

Inneftext

I m the best

This re a demo of the mertext OF DIITML

This is a demo of the inneidml_

<B>Tlis is a demo of the <I>imedext<,{>

Now we make a small program to add two numbers in textfields and display the result in another
textfield. Start a new DHTML Project and open the DHTML Page Designer. Now add three textfields
to the designer, alongwith a button. Give the names tfl,tn, tf3 and buttl to the controls. Now come
to the code window and code for the 'onclick' of 'butt1' as shown here:

Code Listing dht.3

PRIVATE FUNCTION buttl_ONCLICK ( ) AS BOOLEAN

tf3.VALUE : CINT (tfl.VALUE) + CINT (tf2.VALUE)

END FUNCTION

Run the program, entering a number in 'tfl.' and'tf2' . Then click on 'buttL'. The sum of the textfields
'tf1' and 'tf2' will be displayed in the textfield 'tf3'.

DHTML does not offer the "text" property. Instead, the DHTML controls have the value property
with the same meaning.

The val function might not work with the code given above. It can raise an error, depending on the
version of the Browser.

11.4.2 Applying Style Sheets

Now for the styling - adding special effects Jo the page. Let us say that when we bring the mouse over
the 1st paragraph, we want the following effects:

o The background colour of the paragraph changing to black.

. The text colour changing to white.

. The font type changing to 'arial'.

. The font size changingto 20.
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. The paragraph showing a border.

. The paragraph getting center-aligned.

To do so, select the first paragraph and give it the id of 'paraf in the properties window. Now come
to the code window and code for the onmouseover event of paral:

Code Listing dht.4

PRIVATE SUB para1_ONMOUSEOVER ( )

paral. STYLE.BACKGROUNDCOLOR : "black"
'set the background color to bfack
paral.STYLE.COLOR : "white"

'set the foreground color to white
para1 . STYLE. EONTFAMILY = "arial"
paral . STYLE. FONTSIZE = 20

paral . STYLE. BORDER : "double"
paral.ALIGN : "center"
END SUB

'When we run the program, we get the typical output as seen here. Nothing special here.

I am the best

You are the best

He is the best

She is the best

Now bring the
following figure.
DHTML page):

mouse over the
Especially note

para named 'paral' and
the effect on the text 'I

see the change in the result, as per
am the best' (this is the 'paral' of

the
our

C:',,DocunrentsandSettings',,Adnrinistrator'r,Local 5ettings't,Tenrp\DHTHLProlert_DHTHIPagef,htnr... ffiffi
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You are the best

He is the best

She is the best

Style is_both a property as well as an object in itself, since it is having its own properties such as
colour, border, etc.

11.4.3 Adding a New DHTML Page

From the 'Project' menu, select 'add DI{TML Page'. The Page Properties dialog box opens up.

o The oPtion 'Save HTML as part of the VB project' will 'fully inregrate' the new page with the
current project. It can be opened from within the project.

' The option 'Save HTML in an external file' will depend on the two buttons given at the bottom:

, Clicking on 'New' saves the new page as a simple HTML file. It can be opened even outside
the project.

. .:. Clicking on 'Open' adds an existing HTML page ro our project.

Lls(I3 ,,,..$*ry ! .nri:rr tr

f:'r.Dorunrents and

I am the best

Fqqrl l
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Naoigating from One Page to Anotber

This feature is provided by the Base\Tindow object, which represents the browser. We code for it as

follows:

BASEWINDOW.NAVIGATE (urI)

For example, to go to page number 2, we write the following code (if we saved our page with 'Save

HTML as part of the VB project'):

BASEWINDOW.NAVIGATE ( "dhtmlproject dhtmlpage2.HTML" )

M aintaining State Information

HTTP is a 'stateless protocol'. The server does not keep track of clients between calls. Every new
request for a page is treated as a request from a new client, even if the client is coming with a request
for the 6th time in just under 5 minutes. Thus, an entry made once by the user will be 'forgotten' by
the server. To overcome this statelessness of HTTP, we make use of the putproperty and getproperty
properties:

o The putproperty method helps write a value.

o The getproperty method helps read a value.

The syntax of the two methods is:

PUTPROPERTY (objdocument AS HTMLDOCUMENT, strName AS STRING, vntval-ue)

where

o objdocument is the Document we are referring to.

o strName is the name of the property to be created.

. vnwalue is the value we want to give to our property.

variable_name : GETPROPERTY fobjdocument AS HTMLDOCUMENT, strName AS STRING]

where the parameters mean the same as for putproperty.

Normally, we use these methods to carry over values from one page to the other. The putproperty
stores the value to be taken in the browser. The getproperty gets the value stored in the browser,
coming from the previous page.

In the page where we want to store a value, we enter the following code:

Code Listing dht.5

PRIVATE SUB butl-l_ONCLICK ( ) AS BOOLEAN

PUTPROPERTY BASEWINDOW.DOCUMENT/ "prop1", tfl.VALUE

'put the value of the property in the browser

BAStrWINDOW.NAVIGATE "dhtmlproject dhtmlpage2.html"
END SUB
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In the page where we want to retrieve the value, we code as follows:

PRIVATE SUB buttl-ONCLICK ( ) AS BOOLEAN

tfS.VALUE : GETPROPERTY (BASEWINDOW'DOCUMENT, "propl")

'get the value of the property from the browser

END SUB

If we get error no.13, 'rype mismatch' when trying to maintain state, it is due to

versioi 5.0. To avoid it, ihrrrg. the code from basewindow.document to document'

Deploying d DHTML APPlication

The DHTML project will be compiled as a DLL file. Once we create a distribution

package will comprise of:

. Main DLL file with compiled application code

. VB6 runtime files

. HTM files that are part of the application

. Additional files, such as data files, images, etc'

Internet Explorer

package for it, the

Fill in the blanks:

l. Ip is the name given to a ................ address, i.e., it is based purely on numbers.

2. The HTML language is based on the concePt of """""""
3. The ........... tab appears, seeking information on how to start the project'

4. DHTML does not offer the ProPerty'

11.5 LET US SUM UP

Inrerner Service Provider provides Internet facility, either through dial-up or through leased lines.' In

India, some leading ISPs are Saryam, BSNL, VsNt, Airtel, etc. HTML, or Hyper Text Markup

Language, is a langJage for creating web Pages. Most of the veb sites we see on the Internet' whether

big L rirrtt, hrr."gfur ,t th. coie. HTML offered a lot of features for the creation of web pages and

,"il.d our needs quite well. originally intended as a 'mark-up language', its primary aim was to help

in marking-up the cont..rtr. Hoi.ver, the needs of the users are changing and increasing day-by-day'

To get o,ri f*, wet in the pond of DHTML, first we will design a simple page with no DHTML' It

wiliust take on ,om. plrin text and we will be seeing the results of plain and simple HTML' HTTP is

, irrr,"l.r, prorocol'. fh. r.*., does not ke.p trr.k of clients between calls. Every new request fora

page is tr"ri.d as a requesr from a new client, even if the client is coming with a request for the 6th

time in just under 5 minutes.
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11.6 KEY\TORDS

1SP.' Internet Service Provider

TcP/IP: Transmission control protocor/Inrerner protocor

URL: Uniform (or Universal) Resource Locator

DNS: Domain Name Service

HTTP: Hyper Text Transfer protocol
'W-WW: \7orld Wide \Xieb

FTP: File Transfer Protocol

Mail: This service helps in sending e-mail on rhe Interner.

SMTP: Simple Mail Transfer protocol

HTML: Hyper Text Markup Language

DHTML: Dynamic Hyper Text Markup Language

1!.2 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

t.

2.

3.

4.

lMhat is internet? what are major terms used in setting up a interner connecrion?
Differentiate berween HTML And DHTML.
Discuss the steps involved in staring and running a DHTML project.
Explain the event handling in DHTML.

CheckYournroffi
l. 4-byte

2. Tags

3. Debugging

4. text

1 1.8 SUGGESTED READINGS
Cornell, G., VisuaL Basic 6from tbe Ground Up,TaaMcGraw Hill.
Murray et.a7, visual c+ + Handbook,2ndEdition osborne, McGraw Hill, 1996.

Evangelos Perroutsos, Mastering Visual Basic 5, BpB publications.
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12.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Create an ActiveX control

. Add propenies to an ActiveX control

. Add events to an ActiveX control

. Add methods to an ActiveX control

. Create EXE and DLL forms of an ActiveX control
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12.1 INTR.ODUCTION
ActiveX is a set of reusable 

.components that can be creared and utilized by several applications.
ActiveX uses the Internet technology to assist in creating compacr and reusable applications that can
be deployed via the Interner or a corporate Inrraner

ActiveX provides a familiar client-server infrastructure ro run your application. This lesson introduces
you 

-with 
few important ActiveX controls that are provided Uy tvti.roioft. Controls like Coolbar, Flat

Scrollbar, ImageCombo, DateTimePicker control have been ,.l.rr.d with Visual Basic,s sixth version.

12.2 ACTIVEX CONTROLS
ActiveX controls are the custom controls that can be added ro rhe ToolBox and used in several VB
applications' ActiveX controls can also be used in other ActiveX compliant programs. These controls
can also be embedded and distributed through HTML web pages.

1,2.2.1 trmage List Control

while working with Toolbar or coolbar controls you need to assign an image to each button. Instead
o.f loading each image into the memory before using, it is easier to ,to." th" ,ef..e.r.e of all images in a
single place.

The Image list control works behind the curtain i,e., it is not visible at run time and gives anoth er wayto store a group of images in-a single place. The key to work with an Image list coitrol is Listlmage
object and the Listlmages collection. The Listlmages collection specifie, thl i-rg.s stored. The main
properties for an Imagelist control are its cusrom properties, *hi.h ,r" ,ho*r, 6f , dirlog box. you
can set pictures in the Imagelist control at design tin. ,rrd use their index or key to ."f"r.ih" image
tab on this dialog box gives you a convenient *ay to add images at design time. 

r

You can refer to the item stored in the Listlmages collection by either an index number or a key. For
example: To use Image from an Imagelist control

Set Picturel.Picture : Imagelistl.Listlmage(1).picrure

This example fills the Picmrebox with the first image in the Image list Control. Ve shall use rhiscontrol in the coming example for other conrrols.
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f,anrd I

Figure 12.1

12.2.2 Toolbar Control

Toolbar has become one of the most important tools for providing an easy interface to the users. The

Toolbar conrrol provides easy access to options available in your applications. To add design time

properties to the controls select its custom proPerties from the property box.

A toolbar control contains a collection of Buttons objects used to create a toolbar. A toolbar contains

bugons that correspond to items in an application's menu, providing a graphical interface for the user

ro access an applicaiion's most frequently used functions and operations. You can even add an image in

a bu6on. You need to add an Imagelist control on the same form, to add the images in the toolbar at

design time.

4*-.----------

g:rY:"T** "l lnraPrurrr F::::

Figure 12.2
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You can add buftons at design time in the toolbar using its properry page. The cusrom propefty page
has three tabs, General, Buttons and Picture. The descriitio" of ih.r. oU"r is given belowi

General Tab

MousePointer proPerty sets the kind of Mouse pointer to be used. Imagelist properry sers rhe name of
the Imagelist conrrol to be used for obtaining tle pictures.

FilnueeFrinter: '

ILEDrag{a#:

rt tnr
i.: ..,:i'I r..fi:. jr, ::

*runon****,..,.

Butt*n\nlidth:

.&gpe,argnc*:,

IaxtAilnnrnenh

. ,.. ., ::::1._ l,:,r:;.,:l:

fuszs tr Ehp*Tips

fl1 cc3D j:j Enei$*t*lo.""L{o*

Bwttons Tab

This tab allows you to add new buttons or remove the existing ones. The index paramerer returns rhe
index of the button added. The Key parameter lets you ,"fJ, 

^ 
burron with a different name. The

Caption parameter is the 
.text 

that will appear beneath the button object. The Style properry lets you
specify how the button will appear.

Figure 12.3

-ccDrlault

ll - cc0 LED ropN one
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Settings for the Style prope r'ty arei

tbrDefault

tbrCheck

tbrButtongroup

tbrSeparator

tbrPlaceHolder

ActiveX Documents 223
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Figure 12.4

i-,$irdu+et"

The bumon is a regular Push button.

The button is a check bufton.

The button is a part of a button group. As Alignment buttons in MS-\7ord's
standard toolbar.

The button is simply a Seperator.

The button is a variable width Seperator.

Image parameter is the index or key that describes which images you want from the previously
associated Imagel ist control. If AllowCustomize property is set to TRUE the toolbar at run rime, on
double clicking opens a dialog box to customize the toolbar. You can remove or change the position
of the buttons at run time using this dialog box. Use Add method to add the buttons at run rime.

Syntax:

SetButton object : Name of Toolbar.Add(flndex], [Key], [Caption], [Style], [Image])

You can also first add the button and then describe it's propenies.

e.9. , Toolbarl .Add

Toolbarl.Buttons (2) .Caption:"Second Button"
Toolbarl.Buttons.Add
Toolbarl.Buttons (3) .Caption:"Third Button"
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1,2.2.3 Coolbar Control

The new control introduced by Microsoft to replace a toolbar control is a Coolbar conrrol. Coolbar
enables you to add sliding toolbars to your applications. These toolbars consist of one or more bands,
with the bands existing on rhe same row or srarring from a new row.

{1*m+*rs Eh#Std €i}i*"r

6icE$ist*e **ew

Online Bootrs fee frr *"drg tliis weeft
Computers

SsEd ye-sr Sewdfu@

Plq'glq$un14g,n$4Elob Sot E i
fit}+r *iq *Ii"sI{"tf .
Trr+.rrlrJrrrr grrkir lrr trF. - G-,ii*ilr

Liftratru'e
trfrrcllrurl. rfVrnir:r
saksl J.prasad
Cectrrjali R T.gotc
Hlqfi HrEEs aoariwrr
T;i..' ntr'i 'i&*trtllgr g.

Figure 12.5

An example of Coolbar control can be seen in Internet Explorer's toolbar. You can add menu items,
shortcut Buttons, List Box, Combo Box etc. to it. Each band has a move handle which is a vertical line
that an be found on the left most side. Coolbar, basically is used as a conrainer and can include just any
kind of control' For example you can add a Toolbar, Lisr control, a Text box or even a Combo box.

Some of its importanr properries are listed below:

Coolbar Control's Properties

. Orientdtion: This.Property specifies the orientation of the CoolBar. This properry directly affects
the control's bands. Various semings for orientation property are:

Value Constant Description
0 CC3 OrientationHorizontal Horizontal Orientation
1 CC3OrientationVenical Vertical Orientation

o Pictwre: The Picture property is used to specify the picture file name for overall background image
for the overall CoolBar control. Same pictur. .r, be used by different bands in the CoolBar
control by setting their Use CoolBarPicrure properry to True.

o BandBorders: The BandBorder property is a boolean properry that specifies whether or nor rhe
borders between the bands should be displayed
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. VariantHeigbr: Size of the bands can be made of equal height by setting the Variant Height

properry to False. \[hen VariantHeight propeny is set to False, the height of the Bands is based on

ihe ma"imrrm MinHeight propeny of all the bands. Default value for VariantHeight property is

True.

. Align: Align property specifies the alignment of CoolBar control on its container object. Different

settlngs for Align propefty are discussed below. \7hen values for this propert/, are used the

CoolBar is not movable. To make it movable set this property to 0 (vbAlignNone).

Value Constant Description

0 VbAlignNone No Alignment specified

1 VbAIignTop Control is set at the Top Border of the container object

2 VbAlignBottom Control is set at the Bottom Border of the containerobject.

3 VbAlignLeft Control is set at the Left Border of the container object'

4 VbAlignRight Control is set at the fught Border of the container object.

ImageList: Imagelist property is used to specify the name of the control containing images, which

can be displayed next to the band's move handles.

The CoolBar control has one unique event HeightChangedQ beside the standard ClickQ,

MouseMoveQ or DragDropQ events. The HeightChangedQ event triggers when there is a change

in the height by the user or bands are rearrarLged and can be used to manipulate object in the

CoolBar control. After learning about the properties and events of the CoolBar control, let's

move to the Band and Bands collection. As we already know a coolbar control consists of one or

more differenr secrions, known as Bands. The Band objects together form a Bands Collection.

Methods that apply ro rhe Bands collection are Add, Clear, Item similar to rest of the collection.

The Band hm no evenrs or methods, but has only unique set of properties. Most of the Band

object properries are used to specify the alignment and appearance of the Band. The different

properties o{ the Band obiect are:

Property Description

AllowVertical Specifies the display of control when the Coolbar's orientation is vertical.

Caption Caption of the Band. For venical CoolBars, the Caption aPPears below the band's move

handle.

child Specifies the name of the control that will be contained by the band.

K.y Used to assign a unique name to the band for later use in coding

MinHeight Minimum height of the Band.

Min\fidth Minimum width of the Band.

NewRow Specifies whether the band will appear in the new row in the CoolBar.

Position Returns the numerical position of a band object. Bands are numbered from Left to Right or
Top to Bottom.

Style Specifies whether a band can be resized or not.
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72,2,4 ImageCombo Control

ImageCombo is just another Combo Box with an additional facility of adding images along with the
text.

Each item can have two images, one when the item is selected and the other when it is not selected.
The ImageCombo control also enables you to indent items in the list, This facilitates the arrangernent
of items in a hierarchical manner. Each item in an ImageCombo conrrol is called Comboltem"object.
These comboltem objects rogerher form a collection known as Comboltems.

Figure 12.6

e The Additem and Removeltem methods do not work with ImageCombo unlike the ComboBox.

o ImageCombo uses Add and Remove methods to add or remove a Comboltem object to or from
the Comboltems collection.

ImageCombo Properties, Metbods and Eoents

Since ImageCombo control is provided with Comboltem obiect, therefore most of the handling is
done through these objects. However, there are few properties and merhods associated with the
ImageCombo' An awareness with the ComboBox control will let you work with ImageCombo box
easily. Now lets look at the following properties of the Imagecombo:

General Manager

Ajeet Singh

Deepak Arora
l
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ImageList

Imagelist properry keeps a reference to the Imagelist control. Imagelist control is used to store the

refeiences io n,rrnt.r o1 picture or icon files for later use. These files are then referenced with their

index number or key n.*e. Imagelist property automatically shows the names of the Imagelist

controls available on the form.

Indentation

The Indentation propertty c^n be used to specify a default indentation f.or any Comboltems object,

belonging to Comboitem's collection. This propetty can be set while adding a new Comboltem object

to the Comboltems collection.

o Example i .

ImageCombol.ComboItems.Add(1, "C1", "Fruits", 5, 6,1-)

ImageComboL.Comboltems.Add(2, "F1", "Apple",t t2,3l
lmageCombol.ComboItems.Add (3, "F2", "Mango" | 3, 4, 3)

The above example adds a Headng "Fruits" with key name C1 with indentation factor 1 and then add

Apple and Mango as sub contents with indentation factor 3 to each.

SelLength, Selstart and SelText

Sellength, Selstart and SelText properties are the three properties used with Rich Text Box control

and with the ComboBox control. Sellength property returns the number of characters selected i.e.,

the length of the text of Comboltem object selected. Selstart property returns or sets cursor position.

SelText property returns or sets the text that has been selected.

GetFirstVisible, SetFirstVisible Metbods

Applies ro rhe Comboltem object and specifies whether a particular list item is selected or not.

Returns boolean value. These methods help you to get or set the first Comboltem ob.iect visible in the

ImageCombo.

Important Eoents and Metbods of the ImageCombo Control

ClickQ, ChangeQ and ValidateQ are the important events used to work with the ImageCombo. These

evenrs trigger as they trigger in standard ComboBox. In order to add a new item to the ImageCombo

use Add method of the Comboltems collection. The Add method has the following syntax.

Add (Indexl, [Key], [Text], [Image], [Sellmage], [Indentation])

Each argument in the Add method is optional. These arguments correspond to the ImageCombo

irem's properties and thus, new properties can be set while adding a new member to the collection at

design time. Similarly, you can remove an individual item using the Remove method.

Remove method removes only one item at a time. The argument of the Remove method is only index

number of the item to be removed. To remove all items from the collection use Clear method. The

Clear method has no arguments.
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12.2.5 MonthView Control

The MonthView control is used to display a Calendar that shows one or more monrhs as specified.
This control lets the user to move from one month to another. You can also specify selection of dates
and the selected dates can be obtained by its value property. One can select one or more dates.
However, non-consecutive dates can not be selected.

The MonthView control itself provides a complete interface. The month and year are displayed at the
top of the control and two navigation buttons are there, to move to the next or previous month.

By default, the current month of the current year is displayed. The current date is displayed ar the
foot, encircled in red colour.
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Figure 12.7

Now when yoLL are aware with the control, let us proceed to interacr with r:he properries of
MonthView control. MonthView control gives you enough flexibility ro ger a calr:ndar interface of
your own choice.

Month Vieu Control Properties

. ForeColor e, BackColor

The ForeColor property specifies the color of the Date numbers that belong to the currenr
month. BackColor property only changes the thin line at the bottom of the control.

. TitleBackColorf,TitleForeColor

The TitleBackColor and the TitleForeCoicr: properties specify the ForeColor and BackColor of
the title part of the MonthView Control.

. TrailingForeColor

Specifies the forecolor for the previous or forthcoming months. This makes the currenr monrh
look different from other months.
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. MontbBackColor

Specifies the background color of the month area.

o MuhiSelect

MutliSelect properry let's you select a date range, if set to True. Single date selection is by default.

SelStart, SelEnd

Selstart and SelEnd properties reurn the first date and the last date from the date range, selected

by user.

o lvlontbRows,MontbColumns

McrnthRows and MonthColumns properties specify the number of rows and columns to be used

to display calendar. For example, if you want to display three months down to each other, set the

MonthView conrrol's MultiRows prop,erty to 3 and MonthColumns ProPerty to 1. You can

display maximum 12 months at a time, ,jlot necessarily of the same year.

. SbouToday

A booleanproperry that specifies that the current date at the bottom is displayed or not.

. SboaiWeekNumber

A boolean properry that shows the week number next to each row of dates shown on the

monthly calendar. If set to True, we,eks are numbered on the basis of first full week of the year'

This week is numbered as 1'

o StartOf'Week

Specifies a new starting day of the week'

. DayBold

Property specifies whether or not a particular date is displayed in bold or not' In order to display

the selected date in bold use the following code:

MonthViev'l.DayBold(MonthView l.Value) : True

The VisibleDays property contains the dates that a.re displayed on the MonthView calendar.

The date in the upper-left corner of the control, (not necessarily to be the first day of the month)

corresponds to VisibleDays(1).

Methods of the MontbVieas Control

The MonthView control has only two methods:

. ComputeControlSize

o HitTest

Because the MonthView control gets bigger in size whih displaying multiple months, the first method

helps you to determine the height and width of the cont;rol. The ComputerControlsize method fixes

the width and height of the MonthView control, even if i\ttonthRows and MonthColumn ProPerties

are ser to display multiple months. The syntax of the CrcmputeControlsize method is:

CompruteControlSize(rows, columns, width, height)
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The other m9t!9d (HitTest) enables yo9 to determine the part of the conrrol where the mouse pointer
is.positioned. The value returned by this method corresponds to MonthViewHitTest Areas'Enum.
The syntax for the HitTest method is:

VariableName=HitTest (x, y, date )

The VariableName is the name of the variable collecting the value returned by HitTest method. X and
Y are the mouse pointer's coordinates and the date variable will contain rhe date that is under the
mouse pointer.

Different values rerurned by MonthViewHitTestAreasEnum are:

Enum Member

mvwCalendarBack

mvwCalendarDate

rnvwCalendarDateNext

mvwCalendarDatePrev

mvwCalendarDay

mvwCalendar\VeekNum

mvwNo\flhere

rawrrTitleBack

nrvwTitleBtnNext

mvwTitleBtnPrev

mvwTitleMonth

mvwTitleYear

mvwTitleTodaylink

M ontbVieu Control's ltnportant Eaents

Selchange Event

DateCliek Event

DateDblClick

GetDayBold

Triggers whenthe user clicks on a date,

SclchangeQ evrnt is followed by DateclickQ event, occurs only when
the user clickson the date.

DateDblclick event is fired when the user double clicks on the date.

occurs when:ver the control is initially displayed or the user moves ro
a previous orlater month.

Value

0

1

10

tl
t2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12,2,6 ListView Control

The ListView control is similar to the Lis8lx, but with enhanced features. This control allows us to
display a window that contains a list of irfcrmation. The ListView control allows us to choose four
views to display the list items. Using the -istView control it is possible to organize the list data items
into one of the following styles:
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Style

Large Icons

Small lcons

List View

Report View
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Constants

lvwlcons

lvwSmall Icons

lvwlist

lrrvrReport

All the items in the ListView control can be accompanied by both icons and text.

Important Properties and Methods

o Anange: Specifies how the icons in the ListView control look like. The three possible values are :

lvwNone, lvwAutoleft, lrrwAutoToP,

o lcons: Returns or sets the index or key for the ieon associated with the List item Objeet

. Selected: Tells whether the List item is selected.

o Smalllcons: Returns or sets the index or key for the small icon assoeiated with the List item objeet.

. Subltems: Returns or sets the string representing the data for the Subltem assoeiated with a

specific List item.

. Text:The visible text in the control.

. Vieu: This property sers the display style of the items. It has the following s ettings :

Settings

lvwReport

lvwSmalllcons

LvwLargelcons

Description

Displays a simple list

Displays a list using small icons.

Displays a list using large icons

Important events for the ListView control is the CIickQ event. Use load event of the form to add all

the items in the ListView control.

Figure 12.8
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Example Using a ListVieu Control

Explorer Application

This application fills the ListView control with the directories in rhe specified path. To creare rhis
application follow these steps.

. Add a new standard EXE project

. Add a ListView control with defauh name.

' Add four command buttons with cmdView, cmdSmall, cmdlist and cmdeuir names.
. Add a Directory List box with its default name.

. Add an Imagelist control with its default name.

' Now write the following code at respective evenr handlers after designing the form that looks like
the following screen.

i:
ZIEMPT

[r
FR{26

m
MyMwic

n
turbmi+

t:
Acrcbat3

[]
idk1.30_01

l3
Ftd65

n
VBRqs

n
CalE

n
JHuv!otorV40

r;
Rogrm Files

n
vc1

n
CdRDSHOP

LJ
kam3Zl

i:T
prfontr

t:
YCPIogs

m
COBELSO

t:l
t€E[1S

m
Hich 0iammd

Damo

m
\+tin3ZApp

n
Dehug

LI
logo

m
5QL [omrdr

m
v/rND0w5

LJ
D"T"

r--l!,
My Documcds

ttLJ
ITMF

LJ
WINlABT

@E
I##l ",\a".r"tl

; ff#Sl c:trae
, ffi

, ffiffi,{lc:IEAHD5H0P
: 1r}-
i tr$ffi c:\cBFELEo

r@*" 
h..;:"H c:\Debus

;;a*
, 
' F;=.1 "'totto

, [$]c:\FPr/26
i,ru
, F.;.'l c:\idkl.3.0 01

i ffi c:urJavis*avrto

c:\kaweEl

'Add the following code to declare public variables at the 'general section of the form.
Dlm cHead As Col-umnHeader

Dim lstlmages As Llstlmage
Dim lstltem As Listftem
Dim i As fnteger
Private Sub cmdlist_Click ( )

Dim lstltem As Listltem
Dim cHead As ColumnHeader

Figure 12.9

Tolh ir, Lis{vicr
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ListViewL . Listltems . Clear
Set cHead : ListViewl.ColumnHeaders._

Add (, ,"",LisLViewl .Wj-dth)

Set lstlmages = Imagelistl.ListImages.Add_
(,, LoadPicture ("open.bmp") )

ListViewl-. Icons = lmageListl
ListViewl.View : l-vw],ist
ListViewl.Arrange = 1

For i = 0 to Dirl.ListCount -1
Set lstltem : ListView1 . ListItems.Add (, , Dirl-. List (i) )

l-stltem.lcon = 1

Next i
End Sub

Private Sub cmdQuit Click o
Unload me

End Sub

Private Sub cmdSmall_Click o
ListViewl . Listltems . Clear
ListViewl- .View : l-vwSmallIcon

Set lstlmages : Imagelistl.Llstfmages.Add_
(,, LoadPicture ("open.bmp") )

ListViewl. Icons : Imagelistl
ListViewl.SmallIcons = Imagelistl
ListViewl.Arrange : 1

Eor i = 0 to Di-rl.ListCount -1
Set lstltem : ListViewl. ListItems.Add (, , Dir1. List (i) )

l-stltem.fcon = 1

l-stItem. SmallIcon : 1

Next i
End Sub

Private Sub cmdVlew_Click ( )

LlstViewl . Listltems . Clear
Set cHead : ListViewl.ColumnHeaders_
Add(,, "Name", ListViewl.Width/2)
Set cHead : ListVlewl.ColumnHeaders._
Add ( , , "Type", Li stViewl . Width/ 2 , lvwCol-umnCenter )

ListViewl-.View : lvwReport

'Load one image into an lmagel,lst control- using the following code.
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Set 1st l.rnage6 = Imagelistl . Listlmages . Add-
( , , Loarlpie Lur€ (,'open .bmp,, ) )

Lrs1"View1" Ieons = Imagelistl
I;'etr. i = 0 to DirL. Liste ount :1

Sct lsrIt,em = ListViewl.tistItems.Add(, , DirL.List (i) ),
'Dirl,ListIndex))

Ist=Item.SuirItems (1) =',Fi1e FoIder,,
Next i

Ettd Sub

'ehange drlve at Ehc Load evenE of the form,
Fr-ivaLe Sub Form=Load o

ChD::rve "c; \"
Errd St.tb

12 "2,7 TreeView Control

The Tree View eontrol works like outline conrol, The individual objects are called nodes. The Tree
View control has a node's collection that holds information about the nodes in the control. The
highest node is given by the Root property.

Figure 12.10
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TreeVieu Control's Prop erties

Besides regular standard propefties ofthe control, other properties are:

Values Description

O-tvwTextOnly Only the text of the node is displayed

l-tvwPictureText Shows icons and text both.

2-nvrPlusMinusText Displays the collapse and expands symbols and the text of the node.

3+rryPlusPictureText' Displays the collapse/expend, symbols, a small icon to the left of
the text and the text itself.

4-tvvrTreelinesText Displays the lines between a node and its hierarehiichal
components. Also displays the text.

S-trryTreelinesPicture Displays a small icon to the left of the text, and connects related
nodes.

6-trrwTreelinesPlus Shows the plus/minus signs, connection lines and MinusText the
nodes text,

7-nryTreelinesPlus Shows all the possible settings: connection lines, plus/minus signs,

MinusPictureText picture andtext.

LineStyle Property determines the style of lines displayed between the nodes,

0 - Treelines

1 - Rootlines

The above are the only possible values for the LineStyle property.

LabelEdit Determines whether or not the text of a node can be edited. A
boolean propefty. Allows editing when set to True. An example of
this property can be seen in Internet Explorer's file/folder
renaming process (directory or its file$.

OLEDragMode Specifies the nature of dragging, Following are the values to this

ProPefty.

0 - OlEDragManual

1 - OlEDragAutomatic

OLEDropMode Specifies whether or not drop operations are possible. The values of
this property arer

Values Description

0 - OLEDropNone Does not allow dropping and displays
NoDrop icqn as a cursor

1 - OlEDropManual Supports OlEDropping operations
handled by the code for drag-drop events.
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Indentation

PathSeparator

FullPath

Scroll

HotTracking

Style

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

This property determines the horizontal distance between nodes in
the Tree View control. Values are numbers. The horizontal spacing
increases as the number increases.

You can get or set the delimeter character used for the path.

Returns the full path of the component selected in the hierarchy of
the Tree View control.

A boolean property specifying whether or nor the Scrollbars are
displayed in the TreeView control. ScrollBars are visible when
number of nodes is too big to fit in the control, if set to True.

Displays the full name of the node in a Tool-Tip style when the
name of the node does not fit horizontally.

Specifies how the control looks and behaves. Different values
which can be set for this property are as follows:

TreeView

GetVisibleCount

Control's Methods

This method returns the number of nodes
that are visible in the control without
scrolling.

This method is used to ensure if a desired
node is available as a drop target. This
method can be useful while handling
OLEDragDrop operations.

The OLEDrag method is called to initiate
OLEDrag operations. This method triggers
the OLEStartDrag event.

HitTest

OLEDrag

TheStartlabelEdit This method turns the labels displaying the
text of the nodes intoTextBox. This
method can be used even when LabelEdit
property is set to False.

Besides these events you can use Add and Remove methods to add or remove the nodes in the Nodes
collection of the TreeView control.

TreeVieut Euents

AfterLabelEdir: This event is triggered when the Label editing operations are finished.

BeforeEdit: This event is triggered before the Label editing process srarrs.

Collapse and Collapse eoent: Triggers when the user collapses a branch of the rree. Expand This is
generally done by double clicking on an expandable node. Expand event triggers when the user
expands a branch by double clicking on an expandable node.

NodeClick: NodeClick event procedures accepts the Node as arguments. Any information regarding
the node currently selected can be retrieved.

OLEStartDrag Triggers: \[hen a user starts dragging data from the control.
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Occurs: when OLEDrag Mode properry is set to 1.

OLEDragOoer OLEDragOoer: Event is triggered when the OLEDropMode property is set to 1, and
OLEData is dropped on the control.

oLEGioerFeedB ack: olEDragover is followed by olEGiveFeedBack0 event.

Example Using TreeView Control

To try this example place the following controls on the form.

1. One TreeView control with default name.

2. OptionButton's control array of two elements with default name in a Frame.

3. OptionButton's control array of eight elements with defauk name in a Frame.

4. One Imagelist control with default name and one picture. Choose any or selecr:

"C:\ProgramFiles\Microsoft Visual studio\Common\Graphics\Icons\Misc\Face02.ICO"

5. Give reference of Imagelist control in Imagelist propercy of TreeView control.

Now add the following code at the Load evenr of the form.
Private Sub Form_Load o
Dim PrintNode As Node

Dim x As Integer
Optionl (0) .Caption : "Show Treelines"
Optionl (1) .Caption = "Show Rootl,ines"
Option2(0).Captlon : "Show Text OnJ_y"

Option2(1).Caption : "Show Image and Text Both,,
Option2(2).Caption : "Show Plus Minus Sign and Text,,
Option2 (3) .Caption : "Show PJ_us Minus, Image and Text,,
Option2 (4) .Caption : "Show Lj_nes and Text,,
Option2(5).Caption : "Show Lines, Image and Text,,
Option2(6).Caption : "Show Lines, p1us, Minus and Text,,
Option2 (7) .Capt.ion : "Show Lj-nes, p1us, Minus, lmage and Text,,
Optionl (0) .Value : True
Option2 (1) .Va1ue : True
TreeViewl. Sty1e = tvwText
SetPrintNode : TreeViewl.Nodes.Add(,,,,,parent Node,,,1)
Forx:1to10
set PrintNode : TreeViewl.Nodes.Add (x, tvwchild, , .chifd Node,, & str (x+1) ,1)
Next x
PrintNode . EnsureVi s ibf e

End Sub
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Add the following code to decide which LineStyle to display.

M,S, University - D.D.C.E.

Figure 12.11

Private Sub Optionl_C1ick(Index As fnteger)
TreeViewl-.Li-neStvIe = Index
End Sub

Private Sub Option2_Click(lndex As Integer)
TreeViewl-. StyIe : Index
Forml.Caption = "Tree View Style" = "& Option2(Tndex).Caption,,
End Sub

This example shows different Styles and LineStyles that can be used with Tree View Control.

1,2.2.8 Microsoft Masked Edit Controls

Microsoft masked edit control is used for input validations in a text box. It looks like an ordinary text
box. You can restrict the characters entered without having to write code in the key events. The most
important property while working with the Mask control is Mask propeny. This property controls
what the user can enter. Settings for this property are:

# Allows the user to enter a digit only

. Decimal placeholder

, Thousand separator

: Time separator

/ Date separator

? Letter Placeholder A-Z or a-2.

&. Allows the user to enter a single ANSI character between 32-126 and 128-256.
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A Requires an Alphanumeric character.

a Allows an Alphanumeric character.

9 Allows a digit to be entered.

Example : Maskl.Mask - ("###-##-###")

The only event in dealing with input to Masked Edit box is the ValidarionE,rror evenr. This event is
triggered whenever a user tries to enter an invalid character.

12,2,9 FlatScrollBar Control

You have already worked with the Scrollbars in the previous chapter. The FlatScrollBar is nothing
different from the old vertical and horizontal Scrollbars. FlatScrollbar is more flexible and interactive.
FlatScrollBar changes the appearance when the mouse cursor is positioned over them, and even can
change their color. FlatScrollBars have different modes of appearance and reacts accordingly on user's
actions. A FlatScrollBar can be seen in Internet Explorer.

Figure 12.12

FlatScrollbars have generally two modes, the default 2D mode and the beveled 3D mode. 3D mode
triggers when the FlatScrollbars are under the mouse pointer. The FlatScrollbars look like common
Horizontal and Vertical scrollbars. Scroll arrows of the FlatScrollbars can be disabled in order to give a

Visual clue to the users. Gradually FlatScrollbars are taking over the Horizontal and Vertical
Scrollbars and even the newer versions of Microsoft's applications are using FlatScrollbars because of
their flexibility.

Properties

The FlatScrollbars being identical to Hscrollbars and VScrollBars possesses mosr of the properties like
Max, Min, LargeChange, SmallChange, Value. These properties have already been discusied eariier.
FlatScrollbars also have the maximum and minimum limit to scroll that can be set using Max and Min
properties. Value property returns the current value of the FlatScrollBars which can be read or ser
both at any time. Besides properties common to HScrollb ar and VScrollbars other properries are :
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Appearance: Specifies the way in which control appears and reacts ro user's actions. Value that can be
set for this propeny are:

Value

1 (fsbFlat)

2 ({sbTrack3D)

0 (fsb3D)

Orientation

0 (SldHorizontal)

1 (SldVenical)

Horizontal Orientation

Vertical Orientation

Arrows Arrows property specifies the arrows which will be enabled. By default both
the arrows of the FlatScrollbar are enabled. The values for this properry are:

Description

This is default value and gives a FlatScroilBar a 2D appearance.

The thumb of the FlatScrollBar and Scroll arrows change the color when the
mouse pointer is positioned over them.

If the Appearance property of the FlatScrollBars is set to this value, they
retain their 2D appearance but the thumb and the scroll arrows become 3D
when the mouse cursor points at them.

This value makes the FlatScrollBar look like older HscrollBars and
VScrollBars.

The Orientation property lets you specify whether the Scrollbar will be

Horizontal or Venical. Default is the Horizontal configuration. The values
that can be set for this propeny are:

0 (fsbBoth)

1(fsbl-eftup)

2 (fsbRightDown)

Both arrows are enabled.

Left arrow is enabled

Right arrow is enabled.

12.2.10 DateTimePicker Control

The DateTimePicker control canbe called as the combination of a ComboBox and a MonthView
control. The DateTimePicker control is very much similar to MonthView control but however these
two controls are not same. The DateTimePicker control lets you select both date and time.

Figure 12.13
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The-DateTimePicker control provides four different formats for values.

Figure 12.14

The DateTimePicker control displays a drop down calendar like the MonthView control, but does not
provide enough properties to control the display settings of the control. This control can be very
useful and may provide a powerful interface in application that needs date, time inputs from the user.

Now lets explore the properties, methods and events of this control.

Properties of the DtPicker Control

Although DateTimePicker or say DTPicker control has very few properties that let you control the
display settings of the calendar, most of them resemble the MonthView control's properties.

. Colour Properties

The CalendarBackColor, CalendarForeColor controls the back colour and the colour of the dates

of the calender and resembles the MonthBackColor and ForeColor properties respectively. The
CalendarTrailingForeColor specifies the colour of dates from previous or trailing months.

The CalendarTitleForeColor and CalendarTitleBackColor specifies the fore colours and back
colours of the TitleBar that shows the month andyear.

o MinDate and MaxDate

MinDate and MaxDate properties control the range of date that can be displayed, similar to the
MonthView control.

o Value

The Value property returns the date or time selected. Similarly, Month, Year, Day, Hour, Minute
and Second properties return specific information from the DateTimePicker control's value

ProPerty.

. DayOfVeek

Starting day of the week can be specified by DayOfWeek property, instead of Sunday which is

default. This property is similar to StartOfWeek property used in the MonthView control.

o UpDown

Up and Down arrow keys can be used for exploring in the Calendar, if the UpDown Property is

set to tme.

lfts$ 0ctober 02.2001

Tuesday 0ctoher 02,
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. CbeckBox

The CheckBox property when set to. True displays a checkbox rhar shows whether any date is
selected or not. If no date is selected the che&box is unmarked and marked when th! date is
selected.

. Format

This 
_proP_erty is used to determine the format of the date and time to be displayed in the

DateTimePicker control. Format property has the following syntax

Object.Format : Integer

The settings for integer values are:

Constant Value Example

DtplongDate O (Monday, 
May 17 1979,'

DtpShortDate L "tL/12/76"

DtpTime 2 q10:20:55"

DtpCustom 3 Custom format specified in the CustomFormar property.
. CustomFormdt

Returns or sets the value that specifies the format used by the control when displaying date or timein the box. CustomFormat property works only when the value of the Format property is set to
DtpCustom.

Specifications in the CustomFormat property includes format characters which are given below. The
property values are case sensitive.

Format Characters Description

d One-or-Two_digit Day.

dd Two digit day

ddd Week Day abbreviation of three characrers e.g., MON,TUE etc.

dddd Full \ileek Day name

h one-or-Two Digit hour in L2hotrformat, e.g.,6,1,11 etc.

hh Two digit hour in 12 hour formar, e.g., 09,12,06 etc.

H One-or-Two Digit hour in 24 hours format.

m One-or_Two Digit minute

mm The Two-digir minute.

M One-or-Two digit month number.

MM Always two digit monrh number, e.g.,Ol,O2,O7

MMM Month abbreviation of three characters.

MMMM Full month name.
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One-or-two digit Second.

Always two digit second.

One letter AM/PM abbreviation.

TwoJetter AM/PM abbreviation.

X Callback field. The control uses the other valid format characrers and asks the user to fill in the
"X" portion. Multiple "X" characters can be used in series to signify unique callback fields.

S

SS

t

tt

v
YY

YW

One-digit year.

Last Two digits of the year.

Full year with the century.

As discussed above, the DTPicker control uses the other valid format characters and asks the user
to fill in the "X" portion, called callback field. In order to use this callback field you musr ser the
Format ProPerty to DtpCustom and CustomFormat properry with a new string containing
format.

For example, you v/ant the date to be displayed in rhe following formar, where the month names
are in Spanish language.

Julio, Saturday,1976

The first step is to set the format property to DtpCustom and CustomFormat propeny with the
following format

xxxx,dddd,yyy

The "x" included here determines the Cusrom name for the month.

Eoents of DtPicker Control

Everytime when the new value is asked by the user,
callbackField as string and size as integer arguments. This
allowable size of the formatted string.

Dim NeasMontbString(l2) As String

At the Load event of form write the following code.
general section of the form.

NewMonthString(0) : "Enero"
NewMonthString(1) = "Febrero"
NewMonthString(2) : "Margo"
NewMonthString(3) : "April"
NewMonthString(4) :'tMayo"
NewMonthString(5) : "JuIio"
NewMont.hString(6) : "Jimio"
NewMonthString(7) : "Aglosto"
NewMonthString(8) : "septiembre"

FormatSize event is fired which has
event allows you tos et the maximum

Declare the NewMonthstring array at the
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NewMonthString(9) : "Octbre"
NewMonthString(10) = "Noviembre"
NewMonthString(11) = "Diciembre"

This code will store all the Spanish names of the months to an array NewMonthstring. To set the
size of the format write the following code at FormatSize Event Procedure.

Private sub DtPicker Formatsize (Byval- cal-backField as string, size As
lnteger)
Dim Monthlen As Integer
If callbackfiel-d : "xxxx" then
Monthlen = 0

For_x:0 to 11

If Monthlen ( Len(NewMonthstring(x) ) then
Monthlen : Len (NewMonthString (x) )

End if
Next. i
End if
Size = Monthlen
End Sub

The above code fixes the size argument with new value which is the length of new string
containing month. The value of size may \ary depending upon the length of the monrh name.
You have already declared one string type array of twelve elemenrs in the general declararion
section of your form module with the name NewMonthString.

Now the only code you need to write before running your application is for setting the new value
of the month name. This can be done by writing the following code ar Formar evenr. The Format
event has callbackField argument as srring, FormattedString as string.

Private Sub DtPicker_Format (ByVa1 CallbackFieId as String, Formatt.edString
as String)
If call-backField : "xxxx" t.hen

FormattedString = NewMonthString (DtPickerl . Month)
End if
End Sub

This code will store the currently selected month which is afl inreger rerurned by
DtPickerl.Month.
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Figure 12.15
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12.3 \$TINSOCK CONTROL

A \XrinSock control allows you to connect to a remote machine and exchange data using either the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or the Transmission Control Protocol ffCP). Both protocols can be

used to create client and server applications. Like the Timer control, the \(/inSock control doesn't have

a visible interface at run time.

Possible Uses

o Create a client application that collects user information before sending it to a central server.

o Create a server application that functions as a central collection point for data from several users.

a Create a "chat" application.

Selecting a Protocol

\When using the WinSock control, the first consideration is whether to use the TCP or the UDP
protocol. The major difference between the two lies in their connection state:

. The TCP protocol control is a connection-based protocol, and is analogous to a telephone - the
user must establish a connection before proceeding.

. The UDP protocol is a connectionless protocol, and the transaction between two computers is like
passing a note: a message is sent from one computer to another, but there is no explicit connection
between the two. Additionally, the maximum data size of individual sends is determined by the
network.

The nature of the application yov are creating will generally determine which protocol you select.

Here are a few questions that may help you select the appropriate protocol:

1. \7i11 the application require acknowledgment from the server or client when data is sent or
received? If so, the TCP protocol requires an explicit connection before sending or receiving data.

2. N7ill the data be extremely large (such as image or sound files)? Once a connection has been made,

the TCP protocol maintains the connection and ensures the integrity of the data. This
connection, however, uses more computing resources, making it more "expensive."
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3' ttrflill the data be sent intermittently, or in one session? For example, if you are creating an
application that notifies specific computers when certain tasks t r". .o*pt.r.i,1n. uon prot"o.oi
may be more aPPropriate. The UDP protocol is also more suited fo, sending small amounts of
data.

Fill in the blanks:

1' A toolbar control contains a collection of ................ objects used to creare a toolbar.
2. The index paramerer rerurns the ............... of the button added.

3. Coolbar enables you ro add ................... toolbars ro your applications.

4' The DateTimePicker control displays a ................. calendar like the MonthView conrrol.

I2.4LET US SUM UP

ActiveX is a set of reusable Components that can be created and utilized by several applications.
ActiveX uses the Internet technology to assist in creating compacr and reusable applications that can
be deployed via the Internet or a corporate Intranet

ActiveX controls are the custom controls that can be added to the ToolBox and used in several VB
applications.

rtrThile-working with Toolbar or Coolbar controls you need to assign an image ro each button. Instead
o.f loading each image into the memory before using, it is easier ro srore the ,"fer"nce of all images in a
single place.

A toolbar control contains a collection of Buttons objects used to create a toolbar.
The new control introduced by Microsoft to replace a roolbar conrrol is a Coolbar conrrol. Coolbar
enables you ro add sliding toolbars ro your appliiations.

The MonthView control is used to display a Calendar that shows one or more monrhs as specified.

12.5 KEY\TORDS

ActioeX: It is a set of reusable Components that can be creared and utilized by several applications.
Actizsex Controls: These are the custom controls rhat can be added to the ToolBox and used in several
VB applications.

Illaqelisl: This propeny.is used to specify the name of the conrrol containing images, which can be
displayed nexr ro the band's move handles.

Indentation: This properry can be used ro specify a default indentation for
belonging to Comboltem's collecrion.

any Comboltems object,

heck Your Pro
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12.6 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

L. State whether the following sratemenrs are rnre or false:

G) ActiveX componenr are reusable componenrs.

(b) An ActiveX control cannor be created using VB.

G) A Coolbar control can be slid in its pane.

(d) A DateTimePicker conrrol displays only data.

G) A Bands collection is a collection of Band object found in the Toolbar control.

(0 An Imagelist can be instantiated at run time.

(g) The following sratement:

ImageCombol.Add(l,"A","Firstltem",Imagelistl.Listlmage(1),_ Imagelisl.Listlmages(2),1)
adds a new item to an ImageCombo control with images to be displayed against the iiem and
indentation level is 1.

2. Match the following:

(, Toolbar a. MonthView Control
(i0 Coolbar b. ImageCombo

(iii) Imagelist c. DateTimepicker

(iv) Indentation d. ListView
(") MinHeight e. Bands

(vi) TrailingForeColor f. TreeView

(vii) Validation error evenr g. Coolbar

(viii)Displays a window containing h. Burrons
list of information

(ix) Contains a list where each irem i. Listlmages
is referred as node.

k) Lets you select both date and time j. Masked Edit Control.

3. 'write two ways of adding images in an Imagelist control with example.

4. Explain the advanrage of Coolbar conrrol over Toolbar conrrol.

5. Differentiate berween a Listview conrrol and a Treeview control.

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

1. Buttons

2. Index

3. Sliding

4. drop down
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